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SUMMARY

This report presents the development of a numerical model simulating water flow,
contaminant transport, and sediment transport in watershed systems. A watershed system
includes an overland regime, a river/stream network, and subsurface media. The model is
composed of two modules: flow and transport. Three options are provided in modeling the flow
module in river/stream network and overland regime: the kinematic wave approach, diffusion
wave approach, and dynamic wave approach. The kinematic and diffusion wave approaches are
known to be numerically robust in terms of numerical convergency and stability, i.e., they can
generate convergent and stable simulations over a wide range of ground surface slopes in the
entire watershed. The question is the accuracy of these simulations. The kinematic wave
approach usually produces accurate solutions only over the region of steep slopes. The diffusion
wave approach normally gives accurate solutions over the region of mild to steep slopes.
However, neither approach has the ability to yield accurate solutions over the region of small
slopes, in which the inertial forces are no longer negligible compared to the gravitational forces.
The kinematic wave approach cannot even address the problems of backwater effects. On the
other hand, a dynamic wave approach, having included all forces, can theoretically have the
potential to generate accurate simulations over all ranges of slopes in a watershed.
Unfortunately, the dynamic wave approaches are not numerically robust in terms of numerical
convergency and stability. Even with the physically natural method of characteristics, not to
mention the conventional finite difference and finite element methods, it is very difficult to have
a convergent and stable solution over the region of steep to mild slopes. This is perhaps the
reason that no fully dynamic wave models have been developed for applications to watersheds in
which the ground surface slopes range from steep and mild to small. The dilemma is that:
kinematic/diffusion wave approaches are numerically robust over all ranges of slopes but
produce inaccurate solutions over the region of small slopes; the dynamic wave approaches can
deliver accurate solutions over all ranges of slopes but are not numerically robust over the region
of steep to mild slopes. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a hybrid model, in which an
adaptive selection of kinematic, diffusive, or dynamic wave approaches can be made over
various regions of different slopes. Such a model should deliver both numerical robustness and
accuracy over all ranges of slopes in a watershed. The remaining research problem is the
adaptive mechanisms: under what slopes a dynamic wave approach should be employed and
under what slopes a kinematic or diffusion wave approach should be adapted automatically by
the code.

In the transport module for the river/stream network and overland regime, both
contaminant and sediment transport are taken into account. A sediment particle can deposit on
the ground surface to become a bed sediment through deposition and resuspend back to the
water body to become a suspended sediment through erosion. A contaminant species may be a
dissolved chemical in water phase, an absorbed chemical on suspended sediments, or an
adsorbed chemical on bed sediments. A dissolved chemical can interact with other dissolved
chemicals through aqueous complexation reactions and can be adsorbed onto sediments to form
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its respective particulate chemicals. Chemical kinetics based on the collision theory is used to
describe the interaction among chemicals.

In solving the diffusion wave flow equations, we employed the backward method of
characteristics and all the nonlinear coefficient/source/sink terms are estimated along the flow
characteristics. Thus, we computed water depth by using the Lagrangian approach where
fictitious particles are backward tracked. The Picard method was applied to deal with the non-
linearity of the flow equations. The predictor-corrector numerical scheme was employed to
solve transport equations. The Newton-Raphson method was used to solve the set of algebraic
equations describing chemical kinetics among all chemical species.

A total of eight groups of example problems were given in this report to demonstrate the
capability of this model. Continuing work is underway to incorporate a three-dimensional
subsurface flow and chemical transport model into this watershed model. The Richards'
equation and advection-dispersion reactive chemical transport equations will form the basis to
simulate the subsurface flow and chemical transport module in saturated-unsaturated media.
The computational module of subsurface flow and reactive chemical transport will be developed
based on a model of coupled density dependent flow and chemical transport through saturated-
unsaturated media.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This report presents a numerical model designed to simulate water flow and contaminant
and sediment transport in watershed systems. This watershed model includes a one-dimensional
river/stream network flow module, a one-dimensional river/stream network transport module, a two-
dimensional overland flow module, and a two-dimensional overland transport module. A three-
dimensional subsurface flow and transport model is to be incorporated with the current watershed
model to link surface and subsurface systems through infiltration. This watershed model can be used
to simulate flows alone, sediment transport alone, reactive chemical transport alone, or flow and
sediment and reactive chemical transport simultaneously. When both flow and transport are
simulated, the flow fields including the velocity and water depth are computed first. Then the
transport are calculated using the flow field from the flow computations at each time step. In other
words, the feedback of transport on flow is not considered (e.g., no density effect is considered).

There may be three approaches to model flow in a watershed system: the kinematic,
diffusive, and dynamic wave models. The dynamic wave models completely describe water flow but
they are very difficult to solve under some conditions (e.g., when the slope of ground surface is
steep), regardless of what numerical approach is employed. On the other hand, the diffusion and/or
kinematic models can handle a wide range of flow problems but are inaccurate when the inertial
terms play significant roles (e.g., when the slope of groundwater surface is small). Thus, three
options are provided in this report: the kinematic wave model, the diffusion wave model, and the
dynamic wave model to accurately compute water flow over a wide range of conditions. The
diffusion/kinematic wave models were numerically approximated with the Lagrangian method. The
dynamic model was first mathematically transformed into characteristic wave equations. Then it was
numerically solved with the Lagrangian-Eulerian method.

The principles of mass balance were employed to derive the transport equations governing
the temporal-spatial distribution of chemical contaminants, suspended sediment, and bed sediment
Chemical kinetics based on the collision theory was used to present the relationship between

reactant and product species in all chemical reactions and volatilization. The predictor-corrector
numerical scheme was used to solve the transport equations. In the predictor step, the Lagrangian-
Eulerian method was employed to solve the advection-dispersion transport equation. In the corrector
step, the implicit finite difference was used to solve the system of ordinary equations governing the
chemical kinetic reactions. The nonlinearity in flow and sediment transport equations is handled
with the Picard method, while the nonlinear chemical system is solved by using the Newton-Raphson
method.

In the following, Section 2 provides a heuristic derivation of the governing equations for flow
in river/stream network (Section 2.1), surface runoff in the overland regime (Section 2.2), sediment
and chemical transport in river/stream network (Section 2.3), and sediment and chemical transport
in the overland regime (Section 2.4). Section 3 includes numerical approaches to solve governing
equations for flows in both the river/stream network and overland regime. Dynamic wave and
kinematic/diffusion wave models are both given. This section also describe the numerical
approximation to solve both sediment and chemical transport in river/stream network and overland
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regimes. Section 4 gives 8 groups of example problems to illustrate the capability of the model.
These include: (1) 1-D flow, (2) 2-D flow, (3) 1-D transport, (4) 2-D transport, (5) l-D flow and
transport, (6) 2-D flow and transport, (7) 1-D and 2-D flow,.and (8) 1-D and 2-D flow and transport.
A summary and continuing work are given in Section 5. A data input guide is presented in
Appendix A, program structure and subroutine were described in Appendix B, and required
parameters to run the model are listed in Appendix C.
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2 MATHEMATICAL BASIS

In this section, governing equations, initial conditions, and boundary conditions for
simulating water flow and contaminant and sediment transport in watershed systems are presented.

2.1. Water flow in 1-D river/stream

The governing equations of water flow in 1-D river/stream can be derived based on the
conservation law of water mass and linear momentum [Singh, 1996], and can be written as follows.

The continuity equation:

aA + _Q = Ss +SR-SI+Sl +s2 (2.1)
7t ax

where t is time M; x is the axis along the river/stream direction [L]; A is cross-sectional area of the
river/stream [ 2]; Q is flow rate of the river/stream [L 3/T]; Ss is the man-induced source [L2/T]; SR
is the source due to rainfall [L2/T]; S, is the sink due to infiltration [Ji/T]; S, and S2 are the source
terms contributed from overland flow [L2/T].

The momentum equation:
a(Z0 +h) +F r~

aQ u gA " "" rS -UiS I +u Y1S +UY2 S2 +s-Tb (2.2)
at ax ax ax p

where h is water depth [14; u is river/stream velocity [IUr]; g is gravity [IJr 2]; Z0 is bottom elevation
[L]; F. is the momentum flux due to eddy viscosity [VL4T 2]; u' is the velocity of rainfall along the
river/stream direction [I.T]; u' is the velocity of infiltration along the river/stream direction [L/T];
uYI and J12 are the velocity, along the river/stream direction [LIT], of water from overland to
river/stream; p is water density [M/L3]; Ts is surface shear stress [M/T 2]; Tb is bottom shear stress
[MT 2 ].

Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are the governing equations of a 1 -D dynamic wave river/stream flow
model. When the diffusion wave model is considered, however, the inertia terms along the
momentum equation are assumed negligible when compared with the other terms. By further
assuming negligible surface shear stress, negligible eddy viscosity, and u' = ui = uý' = u 2 = 0, we
approximate the river/stream velocity with the following equation (Hergarten and Neugebauer,
1995).

-1[ R 13 1 a(Z0, +h)
-l = R1 /3 a 0 h)a (2.3)n 1 +(VZ 0)2  (V(Z0 +h))12 ax

where n is Manning's roughness; R is hydraulic radius [L], which is defined as R(x,t) = R*(x,h(x,t))
= A/P, P is the wetted perimeter [L] and can be expressed as P(x,t) = P*(x,h(x,t)).

To achieve transient simulations, either water depth or stage must be given as the initial
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condition, as well as flow velocity. In addition, appropriate boundary conditions need to be specified
to match the corresponding physical system. In our model, four types of boundary conditions are
taken into account and are stated as follows.

Water depth- or stage-specified boundary condition: This condition is applied when either water
depth or stage can be prescribed at the river/stream boundary through the simulation time of period.
Such a condition can be expressed as

h(Xb,t) = hb(t) (2.4)

or

h(Xb,t)+ZO(xb) = Hb(t) (2.5)

where Xb is the coordinate of a river/stream boundary; 1 (t) is a prescribed time-dependent water
depth [L]; Hb(t) is a prescribed time-dependent water stage [Q].

Flow rate-specified boundary condition: This condition is employed when the time-dependent
incoming flow rate can be prescribed at a upstream river/stream boundary. It can be expressed as

Q(Xb,t) = U(Xb,t)A(Xb,t) = Qb(t) (2.6)

where Q,(t) is a time-dependent flow rate [L3/T].

Water depth-dependent flow rate boundary condition: This condition is often used to describe the
flow rate at a downstream river/stream boundary at which the flow rate is a function of water depth.
It can be written as

Q(Xb,t) u(xblt)A(Xb,t) = Qb(h(Xb,t)) (2.7)

where Qb(h(xb,t)) is a water depth-dependent flow rate [L3/T].

Junction boundary condition: This condition is applied to a boundary of a river/stream reach when
the boundary is connected to a junction. In this case, the stage of the boundary is specified as the
stage of the junction. That is,

h(Xb,t) +ZO(xb) = Hjticd.(t) (2.8)

I-•uncion(t) is the water stage [L] at the junction that is computed through the computation of water
budget. We will give the detail of computing I-.,,tc)on(t) in Section 3.

2.2. Water flow in 2-D overland

The governing equations of 2-D overland flow can be derived based on the conservation law
of water mass and linear momentum [Wang and Connor, 1975]. The governing equations of a
dynamic wave model can be written as follows.

The continuity equation:
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A auhavh = SS+R-I (2.9)

at ax ay

where h is water depth [L]; u is the x-velocity [./lT]; v is the y-velocity [L/T]; SS is the man-induced
source [L/T]; R is the source due to rainfall [LIT]; I is the sink due to infiltration [LIT].

The x-momentum equation:
s b

auh au 2 h auvh gh a(Zo+h) aF. aF ii _bx
-+ + +- +(U rR -u +- X (2.10)

a ax ay ax ax ay p
where Z0 is the bottom elevation of overland [L]; U, is the component of rainfall velocity along the
x-direction [1ff]; u' is the component of infiltration velocity along the x-direction [I.T]; F,, and Fy.
are the fluxes due to eddy viscosity along the x-direction [L3fT2]; -r is the component of surface
shear stress along the x-direction over unit horizontal overland area [MIVIr2]; T.,b is the component
of bottom shear stress along the x-direction over unit horizontal overland area [MJL/T2 ].

The y-momentum equation:

avh auvh av 2h gh a(Z0 +h) + aFxy + jFyy rRb (2.11)+± * - - Y+--+(vr-vii)+ '~ (2.11)
at ax ay ay ax ay P

where vr is the component of rainfall velocity along the y-direction [I/T]; ý is the component of
infiltration velocity along the y-direction [1fT]; Fxy and Fyy are the fluxes due to eddy viscosity along
the y-direction [L3,T2]; ys is the component of surface shear stress along the y-direction over unit
horizontal overland area [M.IJ]; tyb is the component of bottom shear stress along the y-direction
over unit horizontal overland area [MIJT2].

In Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), it is noted that if R > 0, ur and V are prescribed; otherwise, u' = u
and Vr = v. Likewise, if I < 0, h and'v are either prescribed or computed with subsurface flow
models; otherwise, u' = u and v' = v.

When the diffusion wave model is considered, the inertia terms in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) are
assumed not important when compared to the others. With the further assumption that eddy
viscosity is insignificant, surface shear stress is negligible, and ur = Vr = u' = v' = 0, we approximate
the velocity (u, v) as follows.

U -1 h 1 a(Z0 + h)
n 1 +(7Z )2 [V(Zo+h)]1/2  ax

-1 h 1 a(Z0 + h)
v =(0 (2.13)n 1 + (vzo)2  [V(Z 0 + h)]m 1 ay

To perform transient simulations, water depth (or stage) and velocity must be given as the
initial conditions. Four types of boundary conditions are implemented in our model, as described
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as follows.

Water depth- or stage-specified boundary condition: This condition is applied when either water
depth or stage can be prescribed at overland boundary nodes through the simulation time of period.
Such a condition can be expressed as

h(Xb,yb,t) = hb(t) (2.14)

or

h(Xb,yb,t)+ZO(Xb,yb) = Hb(t) (2.15)

where (Xb, Yb) is the coordinate of a overland boundary node; 1i, (t) is a prescribed time-dependent
water depth [L]; Hb(t) is a prescribed time-dependent water stage [L].

Normal flux-specified boundary condition: This condition is employed when the time-dependent
incoming normal flux can be prescribed at a upstream overland boundary segment. It can be
expressed as

- n'q(xbybt) = - n'V(xb,yb,t) h(Xb,yb,t) = qb(t) (2.16)

Where n is the outward unit normal vector of the boundary segment; V = (u, v); qb(t) is a time-
dependent normal flux [L2/T].

Water depth-dependent normal flux boundary condition: This condition is often used to describe the
outgoing normal flux at a downstream overland boundary segment at which the flux is a function
of water depth. It can be written as

- n'q(Xbybt) = - n V(xb,Yb,t) h(xb,Yb,0 = - qb(h(xb,ybt)) (2.17)

where qb(h(xb,yb,t)) is a water depth-dependent normal flux [I2/T].

River/stream- or junction-related boundary condition: This condition is applied to a overland
boundary segment when the boundary segment is next to a river/stream or a junction, and through
the segment water may flow from overland to river/stream or from river/stream to overland,
depending on the water stages at both river/stream and overland. In this occasion, the normal flux
is computed based on either the water depth on the overland boundary or the difference between
overland and river/stream water stages. Three cases are included in this type of boundary condition.

< Case 1 > River/stream water stage is lower than the bottom elevation of the overland boundary:
In this case, water is injected to river/stream from overland. The normal flux can be expressed as

- n'q(xbybt) = - n'V(xb,ybt) h(xb,ybt) = - qb(h(xb,ybt)) (2.18)

where qb(h(xb,yb,t)) is a water depth-dependent normal flux [L2OT].

< Case 2 > River/stream water stage is higher than the bottom elevation of the overland boundary
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but is lower than the water stage of the overland boundary: In this case, water is still injected to
river/stream from overland. The normal flux can be expressed as

- n'q(xbYbt) = - n'V(xb,yb,t) h(xb,yb,t) = - qb(AH(Xbybt)) (2.19)

AH(Xb,yb,t) = H(Xb,yb,t) -Hr(xc,t) (2.20)

where H(xb,yb,t) is the water stage on the overland boundary [L]; 1- (0y ,t) is the water stage at the
river/stream related to the overland boundary [L]; AH is the stage difference between river/stream
and overland [L]; qb(AH(xb,yb,t)) is a stage difference-dependent normal flux [13/T].

< Case 3 > River/stream water stage is higher than the water stage of the overland boundary: In this
case, water flows from river/stream to overland. The normal flux can be expressed as

- n'q(xbybt) = - n'V(Xb,yb,t) h(Xb,yb,t) = qb(AH(Xbybt)) (2.21)

AH(Xb,yb,t) = H:(xc,t)-H(Xb,Yb,t) (2.22)

where qb(A-H(xb,yb,t)) is a stage difference-dependent normal flux [LIT].

2.3. Contaminant and sediment transport in 1-D river/stream

The transport governing equations of both contaminants and sediments in 1-D river/stream
system can be derived base on the conservation law of material mass [Yeh, 1983]. They can be
written as follows.

Continuity equation for suspended sediments:

a(AS") +a( ) a (I KA n e [1,N (2.23)
at ax 7x X ax] ,

Continuity equation for bed sediments:

aM,
a = D.-Rn n [1,Ns] (2.24)

Continuity equation for dissolved chemicals:

a(ACiW) a(Qciw) a -aciw]
+ I .

at ax ax[ ax]
af Ns sf

(C w b _i kýw. sb s aw

n .Clw) j-) + k4S A,(C Cw)+M ) -, H-Ci (2.25)

m=1 .1
+ . P i b. _ (am=1 (cjWnbj- H(CjW)a ie[l,Nc]
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Continuity equation for particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

a(ASnC1 -) + a(QS C S) a KxA a($.C,),

at ax axX ax
sf

Mcj5 -)XASA C C-k SnA(Cs- _ s +RnBC -DnBCs +,<s (2.26)=i ni~ k ) ni

Continuity equation for particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

b b
at -(DCs-R.C -AtM cb-kýMn C -_Q Ci= n E [1,Ns],i e[1,Nj] (2.27)

where
A = River/stream cross-sectional area [V2;
amj = Stoichiometric coefficient of the j-th dissolved chemical in the m-th aqueous complexation

reaction when this dissolved chemical appears as a reactant chemical;
B = Top river/stream width [L];
bmj = Stoichiometric coefficient of the j-th dissolved chemical in the m-th aqueous complexation

reaction when this dissolved chemical appears as a product chemical;
Cjw = Cross-sectionally-averaged concentration of the I-th dissolved chemical [M/Ll];
Cir = Concentration of the I-th dissolved chemical in rainfall [MNW]];
Ci•' = Concentration of the I-th dissolved chemical in the subsurface [MIL3];
Cmb = Cross-sectionally-averaged particulate chemical concentration on bed sediment of the n-th

fraction size [M/M];
ClS = Cross-sectionally-averaged particulate chemical concentration on suspended sediment of

the n-th fraction size [MNM];
D. = Deposition rate of the n-th size fraction sediment [MI/2/T];
I = Infiltration from river/stream to subsurface [OMT];

K, = Longitudinal dispersion coefficient [L2/T];
k•' =Backward volatilization rate constant associated with the I-th dissolved chemical in the

atmosphere [M/atmL 3/T];
la = Forward volatilization rate constant associated with the I-th dissolved chemical in the

atmosphere [l/T];
kin.• s = Backward adsorption rate constant associated with the I-th particulate chemical on

suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size [1/T];
Ik.Sf = Forward adsorption rate constant associated with the I-th particulate chemical on

suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size [L3/M/T];
kmrb = Backward rate constant of the m-th aqueous complexation reaction [reaction-dependent];
km6 = Forward rate constant of the m-th aqueous complexation reaction [reaction-dependent];
k•.bb = Backward adsorption rate constant associated with the I-th particulate chemical on
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suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size [1/T];
kjbf = Forward adsorption rate constant associated with the I-th particulate chemical on bed

sediment of the n-th fraction size [L3JMJT];
A4, = Sediment mass per unit bed area of the n-th size fraction [MIL2 ];
M.S =Source of the n-th size fraction sediment [MUI/T];
1NIý S = Source of the n-th size fraction sediment from overland [ML/Tf]; It is equal to

RISn°)s+R 2S.1, where Sn° and Sn0• are the associated suspended sediment concentration of
the n-th size fraction from overland.
= Source of the I-th particulate chemical on suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size
[Mit/I ];

NM Cos = Source of the I-th particulate chemical on suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size from
overland [Mf/JT]; It is equal to RiSi• -C O'+R 2Snoscmo- , where os and q are the
associated I-th particulate chemical concentration on suspended sediment of the n-th size
fraction from overland.

M. = Source of the I-th dissolved chemical [M/IJT];
M.' =Rainfall source of the I-th dissolved chemical [MiT/l; It is equal to RCj•' if R is positive.

Otherwise, it is zero.
MiCIW =-Infiltration sink of the I-th dissolved chemical [Mitl]. It is equatl to ICCw if I is positive.

Otherwise, it is ICis representing a source from the subsurface
Mcow = Source of the I-th dissolved chemical from overland [MILTr]; it is equal to R : 1°w-t-R i o.2

where C1°'l and qw2 are the associated I-th dissolved chemical concentrations from
overland.

N, = Number of dissolved chemicals;
N. = Number of sizes of sediments;
P = Wetted perimeter [L];
pA = Partial pressure of the I-th dissolved chemical in the atmosphere [atm];
Q = River/stream flow rate [L/T1];
R = Rainfall to river/stream [1/T1];
k = Erosion rate of the n-th size fraction sediment [M/L2/T];
RI R2 = Surface runoff from overland to river/stream [L0/T]; the subscripts 1 and 2 are used to

differentiate the flows through the two river/stream-overland interfaces because they usually
are not the same in practice.

Sn = Cross-sectionally-averaged sediment concentration of the n-th fraction size [MNLW];
t = Time [T];
x = River/stream coordinate [L];
I., b = Combined first order degradation rate constant of the I-th particulate chemical on bed

sediment of the n-th fraction size [1/T];
k= S = Combined first order degradation rate constant of the I-th particulate chemical on

suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size [lT];
x.•" = Combined first order degradation rate constant of the I-th dissolved chemical [lf];

In obtaining Eqs. (2.25) through (2.27), the following reactions are considered.

(1) Aqueous complexation reactions: kmb and kV• as backward and forward reaction rate constants.
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N, N,

ajCj7 w E bmjCj C mE[1,N.j (2.28)
j=1 j=1

R = 1H1"- (Cjw)m - 1k: 1H (Cjw)b_, (2.29)
j=1 j=1

where R is defined as the reaction rate of the aqueous complexation reaction.

(2) Adsorption/desorption between the dissolved phase and suspended sediment: k.b and k•.f as
backward and forward reaction rate constants.

C' S i+[1,Sc],ne[1,Ns] (2.30)

R = k C k - kbCs (2.31)

where R is defined as the reaction rate of the adsorption reaction.

(3) Adsorption/desorption between the dissolved phase and bed sediment: k1' and 1c.bf as backward
and forward reaction rate constants.

nCi+Mn i[1,Nc]nE[1,N1 ] (2.32)
bf w bb b (2.33)n

R kQ-MniPCi (2.33)

where R is defined as the reaction rate of the adsorption reaction.

(4) Volatilization between the dissolved phase and atmosphere: k.' and ki• as backward and forward
reaction rate constants.

pi ie [1,Nj] (2.34)

R k=•CcW - k-bpi (2.35)

where R is defined as the reaction rate of the volatilization reaction. In Eqs. (2.28), (2.30), (2.32),
and (2.34), the over-line is used to present the formula, rather than the concentration, of a chemical
or a sediment.

The concentrations of all contaminant species and sediments must be given initially for
transient simulations. In our model, both bed sediments and particulate chemicals sorbed on the bed
sediments are considered to be immobile, as described by Eqs. (2.24) and (2.27). Therefore,
boundary conditions are needed for suspended sediments, dissolved chemicals, and particulate
chemicals on suspended sediments. Four types of boundary conditions are taken into account as
stated as follows.
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Dirichlet boundary condition: This conditions is applied when concentration is given at the
boundary. That is,

C(xb,t) = Cb(t) (2.36)

where C can be the Sn, Ciw, or SnC1 ,S; Cb(t) is a time-dependent concentration [M/L3].

Variable boundary condition: This boundary condition is employed when the flow direction would
change with time during simulations. Two cases are considered, regarding to the flow direction on
the boundary.

"< Case 1 > Flow is coming in from outside:

QC(Xb't) -AK. aC(Xbt) = QCb(t) (2.37)

"< Case 2 > Flow is going out from inside:
aC(xb,t)

-AKx ax = 0 on Bv (2.38)

where Cb(t) is a time-dependent concentration [M/IL3] which is associated with the incoming flow.

Cauchy boundary condition: This boundary condition is employed when the total material flow rate
is given at the river/stream boundary. Usually, this boundary is a upstream boundary node. The
conditions can be expressed as

n QC(xb,t) -AKx ac(xb,t)I = Qb(t) (2.39)

where Qc(t) is material flow rate [MIT]; n = 1 if the boundary is a upstream boundary node, or n -
-1 if it is a downstream boundary node.

Neumann boundary condition: This boundary condition is used when the diffusive material flow rate
is known at the river/stream boundary node. It can be written as

aC(Xb't) - C
-nAKx ax - W (2.40)

where Qbc(t) is material flow rate [M/T].

2.4. Contaminant and sediment transport in 2-D overland

The equations governing contaminant and sediment transport in 2-D overland can be derived
according to the conservation law of material mass. They can be written as follows.

Continuity equation for suspended sediments:
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a(hS)t +V(qSd) = V'[hK'VS.]+Ms+(Rn-D.) ne[1,N5 ] (2.41)

Continuity equation for bed sediments:
aMn

l = Dn-Rn ne[1,N5 ] (2.42)
at

Continuity equation for dissolved chemicals:

-Iw) V-(qCiw)
0

af N, Sf
V.[hK.VCiW]+MeWwt w ab •iw wb (si ibh. - Ci) +E -Sh(C - SCi )

k: (2.43)

Nsbf N. f Nc N
11 bb b + (a . _bb)k~h (CjW)aIEQ.YMn (mn -! •-i )+2,(mi
n= k=1 mk l

+iiCrw -Mi dw i e [1,Nj]

Continuity equation for particulate chemical on suspended sediments:
at(SnC) +V.(qSnC )

at

,sc)I +M si Xh SCi n (2.44)

Continuity equation for particulate chemical on bed sediments:

b [ bf
a(MnCni) = MC. bbM bk 1  W n [,]i[,N](.5

at bDn b [RCnnC--cj nc1N] F1

where
h = Water depth [L];
amj = Stoichiometric coefficient of the j-th dissolved chemical in the m-th aqueous complexation

reaction when this dissolved chemical appears as a reactant chemical;
bmj = Stoichiometric coefficient of thej-th dissolved chemical in the m-th aqueous complexation

reaction when this dissolved chemical appears as a product chemical;
Ciw = Depth-averaged concentration of the I-th dissolved chemical [M/L3];
Cir• = Concentration of the I-th dissolved chemical in rainfall [M/L3];
Ci Sw = Concentration of the I-th dissolved chemical in the subsurface [M/L3];
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Cmab = Depth-averaged particulate chemical concentration on bed sediment of the n-th fraction
size [M/M];

C,?' = Depth-averaged particulate chemical concentration on suspended sediment of the n-th
fraction size [M/M];

D. = Deposition rate of the n-th size fraction sediment [MLL2/T];
I = Infiltration from overland to subsurface [LUT];
K = Dispersion coefficient tensor [L2/T];
lab = Backward volatilization rate constant associated with the I-th dissolved chemical in the

atmosphere [M/atmr/L 3/T];
k," = Forward volatilization rate constant associated with the I-th dissolved chemical in the

atmosphere [lI/T];
k.sb = Backward adsorption rate constant associated with the I-th particulate chemical on

suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size [l/TI;
k.s' = Forward adsorption rate constant associated with the I-th particulate chemical on

suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size ['L/MIT];
= Backward rate constant of the m-th aqueous complexation reaction [reaction-dependent];

km rf = Forward rate constant of the rn-th aqueous complexation reaction [reaction-dependent];
kj.bb = Backward adsorption rate constant associated with the I-th particulate chemical on

suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size [lI/T];
k.-bf = Forward adsorption rate constant associated with the I-th particulate chemical on bed

sediment of the n-th fraction size [L3IMIT];
M = Sediment mass per unit bed area of the n-th size fraction [M/L2];
K S = Source of the n-th size fraction sediment [M/L2/T];
M.Dcs = Source of the I-th particulate chemical on suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size

[M/L2/T]
M- = Source of the I-th dissolved chemical [M/L2IT];
M = Rainfall source of the I-th dissolved chemical [M/L2iT]. It is equal to rCi' if r is positive.

Otherwise, it is zero.
MiCw =Infiltration sink of the I-th dissolved chemical [M/L2/T]. It is equal to iCiw if I is positive.

Otherwise, it is iCir representing a source from the subsurface.
Nc = Number of dissolved chemicals;
N, = Number of sizes of sediments;
pA = Gaseous pressure in the atmosphere associated with the I-th dissolved chemical [atm];
q = Flux of overland flow [I2/T];
R = Rainfall to overland [111];
R. = Erosion rate of the n-th size fraction sediment [M1L2/T];
Sn = Depth-averaged sediment concentration of the n-th fraction size [M/Lt];
SS = External source/sink [Lt];
t = Time [T];
(x,y) = Horizontal coordinates [L];
A.jb = Combined first order degradation rate constant of the I-th particulate chemical on bed

sediment of the n-th fraction size [lIT];
= Combined first order degradation rate constant of the I-th particulate chemical on
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suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size [lIT];
XiW --Combined first order degradation rate constant of the I-th dissolved chemical [l/T];

In obtaining the above equations, the reactions described with Eqs. (2.28) through (2.35) are
considered. To achieve transient simulations, the concentrations of contaminants and sediments
must be provided initially. Four types of boundary conditions can be used for mobile materials, i.e.,
suspended sediments, dissolved chemicals, and particulate chemicals on suspended sediments.
These four boundary conditions are

Dirichlet boundary condition: This conditions is applied when concentration is given at the
boundary. That is,

C(xb,ybt) = Cb(t) (2.46)

where C can be the S., CW, or SnCms; Cb(t) is a time-dependent concentration [MIL 3].

Variable boundary condition: This boundary condition is employed when the flow direction would
change with time during simulations. Two cases are considered, regarding to the flow direction on
the overland boundary segment.

< Case 1 > Flow is coming in from outside:

- ,[qC(xb,yb,t) -hKVC(Xb,Yb,t)] = -n-qCb(t) (2.47)

< Case 2 > Flow is going out from inside:

n'(-hK'VC(Xbyb,t)) = 0 (2.48)

where n is the outward unit normal vector of the boundary segment; Cb(t) is a time-dependent
concentration [M/L3 ], which is associated with the incoming flow.

Cauchy boundary condition: This condition is applied when the total incoming material flux is
prescribed as a function of time on an overland boundary segment. It can be written as

-n'[qC(xb,yb,0 -hK'VC(xb,yb,t)] = qb(t (2.49)

where qbC(t) is a time-dependent Cauchy flux [MITIL]

Neumann boundary condition: This conditions is employed when the incoming diffusive material
flux can be prescribed on a boundary segment. It is written as

-n-(-hKVC(xb,ybt)) = qc(t) (2.50)

where qbC(t) is a time-dependent Neumann flux [MITIL].
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3 NUMERICAL APPROACHES

In this section, the numerical approaches employed to solve the governing equations of flow
and transport given in the previous section are presented.

3.1. Solving the 1-D river/stream flow equations

As mentioned earlier in this report, we desire to implement a hybrid model to accurately
simulation surface water flow under a wide range of physical conditions though it is still under
investigation and further study is required. In our investigation to date, we would apply the method
of characteristics to solve the dynamical wave model and would use the Lagrangian approach to
solve both the diffusion wave and the kinematic wave models in the hybrid model that is composed
of the aforementioned three wave models. In this and the next subsections, we will present the
numerical approaches used in the method of characteristics and the Lagragian approach for solving
the 1-D river/stream flow and 2-D overland flow equations, respectively. In either approach, the
Picard method is employed to deal with the nonlinearity.

3.1.1. Method of characteristics for 1-D dynamic wave model

Recall Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2),
aA+aQ = Ss+SR-SI+S1 +S2  (3.1)
at ax

aQQ+ auQ -gA a(Z° +h) +aFx +u rsR-. isI +UYIs1 +uY2S2 + Ts -Tb (3.2)
at ax ax ax p

We also have

aA aQ ah + a(uhBa)-• tO (3.3)
at ax t a-5t ax

aBa _aB;a B* aih
- - - + (3.4)
ax ax ah ax

aA _B ah fB:+h B1 ah(-= -;+ --- (3.5)
at at abh at

and assume
aFx a 0.vaU] = -•avBhu (3.6)

ax ax ax] ax ax(
where v is the eddy viscosity coefficient [L/T]; B,(XT) (= Bt*(x,h(XT))) is the top river/stream width
[L]; Ba(XT) (= Ba*(x,h(XT))) is the average river/stream width [L]. Thus, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) can
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be rewritten as follows after letting H = h + Zo and some mathematical manipulation.

aH aH hBa au I uh aBa aZoa u + -h(Ss +S R-SI +SI +S2)- +U- (3 .7)
at ax Bt ax Bt Bt ~ax ax

au au an Ia aul[ ,
U+uU +H 1 vB,hSU

at ax ag-x = hBa ax axx

+ ---1 -uSs +(u r-u)SR-(u i-u)SI +(uYl -u)S 1 +(uY 2 -u)S 2 + _____ (3.8)

hBa 1P

Thus, Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) can be written in matrix form as
aE +A aE = R (3.9)

at ax

where

E = {H uIT (3.10)

A =[ Bt (3.11)

and

R= {RI RT (3.12)

in which

1 _(Ss +SR-S +Sh+S haB;a (3.13)
Bt cax ax

R2 a[VBah.R•-hBa aX ý X

+ 1 -_uSs +(U r u)SR_-(U iu)Si +(uY1 -u)S 1 +(uY2 -U)S 2 + (3.14)
hBa[ 9

Eq. (3.9) can be written as

LE+A daE = RJ +RD (3.15)

at ax

where
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and

RD hRaD1 4 (3.17)

ha au

J JRJI 1 Bt a (3.18)

tRJ 2J P2-D- aH

Eq. (3.15) can be further written as

DE =RJ+RD (3.19)
Dt

where

DE=aE +A d aE (3.20)
Dt t ax

Let E#l be the solution of

RE - = E-+ d aE = Rj (3.21)

_ ---A

Dt at ax

We have, from Eq. (3.19)

=E- RJ +RD (3.22)
At

where EP represents the Lagrangian value of E. From Eq. (3.21)

Dt = RI (3.23)
At

Subtracting Eq. (3.23) from Eq. (3.22) yields

E- RD (3.24)
At

Based on the above, we mean to solve Eq. (3.21) for E# at first and solve Eq. (3.24) forE based on
E#. Eq. (3.21) is solved by the method of characteristics as follows.

Eq. (3.21) can be written as
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a +A a = RI (3.25)at ax

where

RJ = RI {R2R, (3.26)Rý -RD2

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A are

_ghB. hB{
UI = u e1 =(3 .2 7 )

jghB Ba hB. (3.28)

Now, we define

C C

2g 2g (3.29)

2 2

Thus

L c -
(3.30)

_g
c

Set

aW - L-'aE - c (3.31)-g9 1 a
c

Multiplying both side of Eq. (3.25) by 1]' yields

L -1 E +L -1ALL-'1aE L-LRI (3.32)at aX
or

aw [UC u 0Sc L3-RI (3.33)
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or

DW = L-'RI (3.34)
Dt

where

FghBB (3.35)
c= Bt

Eq. (3.34) can be discretized, in time, as follows.

gHnI - HI* + _ -u_ -gRII +RI2 (3.36)
c AT1  Ar1  c

- g Hn+I - H; un+l U2
+gH~~ -~ -gR= + RI2 (3.37)

c At 2  At 2  c

where Hi*, u1*, and At1j are determined by backward tracking along the first characteristic; H2*, u2*,

and At-2 are determined by backward tracking along the second characteristic.

Backward tracking along characteristics for 1-D channel flow

A +I
1,U1

At

(H 2*, u2 )

tfljk Ij2t =n k1 k2

Figure 3.1. Tracking along characteristics in solving 1 -D dynamic wave equation.

and

Hj* = alHklt +a2HLr +a3  (3.38)
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n+1 ÷ u I (3.39)
U= a1 Ukl +a 2 U2 +a 4

H b Hj1 +b 2 + +b2 (3.40)

Db2Ujn~l 2nl (3.41)

U2 l Uj 2 +b4

in which k1 and k2 are nodes of the element that the backward tracking, along the first characteristic,
stops in; j 1 and j2 are nodes of the element that the backward tracking, along the second
characteristic, stops in. (see the above figure)

Note: 1. a,, a., b,, and b2 are within the range of[O,1].
2. We may use two given parameters to determine where to stop in the backward tracking:
one is for controlling tracking time and the other one is for controlling tracking distance.

Multiplying Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) with cross-sectional area yields

gha h(-anu+- u(+hBa[) a g aZou+(PhKSs+S÷S 1Si+S +S2)uc--•tl-H +'1) Tu a B x cx 2)J

- "•t (Ss +S R-SI+S I+S 2)+(U rS R-Uis I+UYISI1+U Y2S2)+!trs + a vhBa xlp

-g~ (H_-H2') hhaa _' C g~

___- -B.,u+(h a( a2u(.2

AT2-h Ah2 BtX a ax 1 +Ss+SR-SI+SI 2U

(3.43)

- ghBa (S +SI + 2 )+(U rSR-U isI +U 2 + a aa!)"-CBt (sSRs au1Iu~+x ( ha~x)

In obtaining Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43), the following relationships have been employed.
Tb

- Phicu (3.44)
P

-m _ B t.s (3.45)

P P

When HI*, ul*, H2*, and u2* are determined explicitly by using the spatial reach out option in
backward tracking (i.e., track backward all the way to the previous time), Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43) can
be solved for (Hl, u#) node by node as follows.

Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43), after multiplied by AT, and AT2, respectively, can be written as

a11H+a1 2u = b1  (3.46)
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a21H+a 22u = b2 (3.47)

where

al = CBa (3.48)

a22 =c -B At l+(PhK +S S+SR I+-S 2 )A1 r (3.49)a22  ax C ax

b= cBaHi +hBaUl*

+ cBaAtt (SSI+ S+S 2)+AT rS R-UisI+UYISI+UY2S 2)+ BtSA 1 1 (3.50)

a2, = -cBa (3.51)

a (c AB: g 1Z° AT21+(PhK+SS +SR- S +SI +S2)A2 (3.52)

S= hBa[ 1 * ax c ax-

b2 = -cBaH 2 +hBaU2*

Bt (sS +SR-SI+Sl +S 2 )+A4 2 rS R-UisI+uYIS +UY2S 2 )+ B t.SAtr2  (3.53)

Bt p

Therefore, we solve Eqs. (3.46) and (3.47) for WI- and u#. Now, we can solve Eq. (3.24) as
follows. Eq. (3.24) can be written in details as

H -H# =0 (3.54)
At

hBa(U-U#) a a (vhB .u) (3.55)

At ax a ax)

Eq. (3.54) gives that H = H#, while Eq. (3.55) can be discretized, in the finite element
method, as

hBat a[QA]{u} +[QD]{u} = {QR} +{BQ} (3.56)
At

where

QAij = f N N dR (3.57)
ecMe Re
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QDj fvNhvB VNedR (3.58)
eEMe Re a.8

hB u#
QRt E fNJ-dR (3.59)

.EMe Re

BQ= E fN:fnhBau xdB (3.60)
eM. Bea

in Eq. (3.60), n = -1 for upstream boundary nodes while n = 1 for downstream boundary nodes.

In solving Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43) at boundary nodes, boundary conditions are implemented
as follows. A boundary node can be either an closed or an open (flow-through) boundary. In the
former case, nothing is specified and velocity at the node is set to zero automatically in the computer
code. While in the latter case, H, and u of the approaching flow, with respect to the characteristic
ongoing direction, must be given at the boundary nodes. Some details are given for both cases
below.

< Case 1 > Closed boundaries: If the closed boundary is located at the downstream end, only sub-
critical flow can happen because the velocity is zero. Under this condition, one characteristic comes
from the outside of the domain and the other one is from the inside. The equation associated with
the characteristic from outside will be replaced by u = 0, while the other (either Eq. (3.40) or (3.4 1))
is used for the other characteristic. On the other hand, if the closed boundary is located at the
upstream end, either sub-critical or super-critical flow can occur. If the flow is sub-critical, again,
the equation associated with the characteristic from outside will be replaced by u = 0, while the other
(either Eq. (3.40) or (3.41)) is used for the other characteristic. If the flow is super-critical then both
u and h are set to zero.

< Case 2 > Open boundaries: In this case, three types of boundary conditions can be given for
sub-critical flow when the propagation direction of a characteristic is inward to the domain of
interest. They are described as follows.

(1) Given time-dependent flow rate, Q(t): (used for upstream open boundaries)

Q -Q (3.61)
hBa A

(2) Given time-dependent water stage, Hb(t): (used for either upstream or downstream open
boundaries)

H = Hb (3.62)

(3) Given rating water depth-dependent flow rate, Q(h): (used for natural downstream open
boundaries only)
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n-u-= Q - Q (.3
hBa A

On the other hand, for super-critical flow either no boundary conditions is required when the open
boundary is located downstream, or both u and h must be prescribed when the open boundary is
located upstream.

3.1.2. The Lagrangian approach for both 1-D diffusion and 1-D kinematic wave models

Since the kinematic wave model can be considered to be a simplified form from a
mathematical point of view, we just demonstrate how the diffusion wave equations are solved with
the Lagranging approach in the following. Its application to solving the kinematic wave equations
is straightforward.

Recall Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3)
a..A + aQQ = Ss +sR _si+s +s2 (3.64)
at ax

-I rR 1 3  1 a(Z0 +h)

u -- - 2 j(V(Z +h))12  (3.65)

Eq. (3.64) can be further written as
Bahll a(uhBa)Bt + ax = Ss +SR -S 1 +S1 +S2 (3.66)
tat ax

Substituting Eq.(3.65) into the second term on the left side of Eq. (3.66) yields
ahua _ uB -huh-B+hB a = [uB +uh-B+hB u '1 ah

ahB iuaa uaB 2 (3.67)
ax aax x x x a 3 R ah ) ax

where
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-hBa R2 3  1 co(Z0 +h) hB R25 1 a(z 0 +h) an
n [1 +(VZo)2r (V(Z0 +h))"2  ax2  n 2 [1 +(VZo)21 (VZo)" 2  ax 8x

+ -hBa R2 2azo -1 8(Z +h)J 2}"2 a(z.8 +h) a2(Zo +h)n [I+ (VZo)2r ax 4 N x2 (.8
t J (3.68)

+-hB. 1  l f 1 8(Zo+h) 2R_- 13R
n 1 + (VZo)2 (V(Zo + h)) 1/2 8x 3 a-

+-hB. R2r' a(Z°+h) -2,[1+ 2 582-aZOa2ZO 1+hu[ B

n (V(Zo +h))112  x a 3  aXoaXL 2 ax

Therefore, Eq. (3.66) can be written as
B~ 2uaR_*] h

--- + uB +uh +hB 2 u aR = S+S -SI +S+S-S (3.69)
t3R ah a " a + a2ax

Eq. (3.69) can be further written as

Bt Dh = Ss+SRsI +sI +S2_S (3.70)
Dt

where the following characteristic equation applies.

aB 2 u Rdx uB a+uh +hB 3 R ah (3.71)

dt Bt

Hence the solution to Eq. (3.69) is

h(x,t) = h(xo,O) +(Ss +SR - SI +SI +S2 - S)t (3.72)

in which

ah 2uOR*
t uBa+uh +hB * Oh

ah= [ a dt (3.73)X -x~o t
0

A nonlinear iteration loop with the Picard method implemented is used to solve Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8)
in the dynamic wave model or to solve Eqs. (3.64) and (3.65) in the diffusion wave model during each
time step.

3.1.3. Computation of water budget at junctions

In the model, a junction is considered to be a reservoir and water budget is used to determine
the water stage there. Thus, the governing equation to compute water stage at a junction can be
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written as

dV nc"
d = E Qi (3.74)dt il

where VJ is the volume of water at the junction [V]; Qiis the flow rate associated with the junction's
i-th connected river/stream reach [JJT]1; ncr is the number of river/stream reaches that is connected
to the junction. Since Vj can be expressed as a function of water depth at the junction, the stage at
the junction can be determined once Vj is computed. In our model, Eq. (3.74) is solved implicitly
(i.e., within the nonlinear iteration loop).

3.2. Solving the 2-D overland flow equations
3.2.1. Method of characteristics for 2-D dynamic wave model

Recall Eqs. (2.9) through (2.11)
alh auh avh+ h--5- +- = SS +R-I (3.75)

t ax y

auh +au 2 h +auvh-gh a(Z° +h) + aFx + jFx (3.76)

-- + -- ---- +-v 9)÷ - (3.76)
at ax ay ax 8x ay p

avh auvh av 2 h = a(Z + h) aF.Y aF Y Y
"___ __ __ + - "Y +( r T (3.77)

a x +-=-g ay ax P

Let H=h+Zo, then Eqs. (3.75) through (3.77) can be written as follows after mathematical
manipulation.

aH +uaH +hau+vaH+hY = (SS+R-I)+uaZ°+vZ° (3.78)
at ax ax ay ay ax ay

a1u aH au au F_ 1 +a~ aFY.1 (U r.uRui.uI x S u_+g +U +V- ax + h-u)R-(u iu)I + C S (3.79)at W x ay h ay8 h hp h

av aH av av = 1a 'J (vr-v)R- (vi-v)I +T;--<y SSvat TX ax ay 'a ay h hp h (

Thus, Eqs. (3.78) through (3.80) can be written in matrix form as

aE +A aE +A aE = R (3.81)at Xax Yay
where

E = {H u v}T (3.82)
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u h l 0 vo0
Ax = u AY = v (3.83)

o0 0o.g0V

and

SS +R-I+u -Zo + Vazo

U), Cs b
I = _ (ur-u)R-(ui-ul __ x- SSuR R2 - ( + + h (3.84)h hp h

R3, ~[F.Y + Fyyj ~(v '-v) R -(v i V)I .+ _,b SS

h ax ay h hp h
By using the splitting strategy mentioned in Section 3.1.1, Eq. (3.81) can be written as

&E +dE dOE (3.85)

where

fU 0j 0y [0 0]
Ax 0 u 0=0 v (3.86)

and

0

RD= RD2}= h[- Of+-' (3.87)
RD3, l[Fxy OFyy'

Ri -h.!!-h a
RJI Ox OyOH

RJ =RJ 2 = R2-RD 2 -g-a (3.88)

RJ 3 R3 -RD 3 -g-y

Eq. (3.85) can be further written as

DE RJ +RD (3.89)
Dt
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where

DE - aE daE d+ A(3E.90
Dt at ax y -5T

Let E# be the solution of
DE -B B BDE +A -k.._aE +AyaE = RI (3.91)
Dt at xax ay

we have, from Eq. (3.89)

E-E = RJ+RD (3.92)
At

where EP represents the Lagrangian value of E. From Eq. (3.91)

E# -EP = RJ (3.93)
At

Subtracting Eq. (3.93) from Eq. (3.92) yields

E -E# RD (3.94)
Atr

Based on the above, we mean to solve Eq. (3.93) for E# at first and solve Eq. (3.94) for E
based on E#. Eq. (3.93) is to be solved by the method of characteristics and can be written, in details,
as follows.

Eq. (3.93) can be written as
BEz + BE + B Et +A. x+A - = RI (3.95)
at ax aYW

where

RI = R2 -RD 2  (3.96)

Let

ukx +vky hk, hky

A-k =Akx+Ayky = gkx ukx +vky 0 (3.97)

[ gky 0 ukx +vkyJ

the associated eigenvalues and eigenvectors are

i = ukx +vky e, = {O ky -kx}T (3.98)
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g___T

hgkx -~ Y(3.99)1'2 =ulk+Vky÷V• e 2 2 2

x 3= .+vy-g-h e Z~:! ! (3.100)
2 2 2

Now, we define

2 2

L k 9k.gk •gk, (3.101)
2 2

gky gky

2 2

Thus

0 cy -kx

L-1 kg~ k9 (3.102)

1 k. k,

Let

0 ky -k

aW =L-aE = -g g (3.103)
1 k•ky acv

Tgh• g g

and multiply both sides of Eq. (3.95) by 1:1. Thus, we obtain

L -1 E +L -1AxLL1 +L -'AyLL -1aE = L -'RI (3.104)at X Y ay

or

aW +L-AXLfW-+L-IAyLa-y = L- 1RI (3.105)
at ax ay

or
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gcky _ gcky gckx gckx

2 2 2 2

hky W hkx-_W_+ Y u +ckx 0 aw+ -x v +ck 0 aw =L -'I (3.106)
at c ax c ay

0hk 0 u-ckx -kx 0 v-ckyC C

where

c = gh (3.107)

After arrangement, Eq. (3.106) can be rewritten as follows.

u 0 0 v 0 0
a +OW u+ckx 0 W + 0 v+cky 0 aw

0 0 u -cka 0 0 v-cka

g ky a!_kx all (3.108)

+ ahky y u+kx _xLv ( au a+vv L -1
Ch[ aX av ay ax)J

-h k aU+kk av -kk Ou+ v
C[ ý ax Xxay xy " "X)

For a general consideration, we define a new L"1 which plays the following transformation.

0 k 1)) -ký 1

1 ký 2) 4) (aH
aW = L-IaE = c g g (3.109)

1i (2) k (2) Iavj
c g g

Multiplying both side of Eq. (3.95) by this new 1' and repeating mathematical manipulations
involved in Eqs. (3.106) and (3.108) yields
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u 0 0 v 0 0

fW+ 0U +Ck,ý 2  0 aW 0 v+ck(2' o
at ()ax y()a

0 0 U -Ck;f 0 0 v-ck,;2)

g(4 1) a.H -kr )O (3.110)

+ ~()()u~2) 'UOV2 31) Ou +av -'RI

C lý ax Oy ay ax)

-h[ 2)k2)O aU 2),(2)OV _(2k(2)( On +
CL Ox Oy a y ax)j

or

DWI (1) ý' R
Dt S

Dt 2 g g (311

DW 3  3. -1 RI f kli-RJ3
Dt C g g

where

-W aw -+U-al+V-aw (3.112)
Dt at ax ay

W2 a.W'2+ (U +Ckzý 2))W 2 + (V + C 42)) aW2 (3.113)
DiT at ax ay

DW3  ~ _kf -W (~~~3 +t(V_ cic2)~ (3.114)

Dt at Ox aOy

S= (41) OH -kr)OH (3.115)
~'i~Iyax OY)

S3 - 4- ()k2) -,0+L (3.117)
CL O4 x X y O y Ox)

Note: Diagonalization can be achieved under special selections of k,() ky') k.() and k,( to make
zeros of S1, S2, and S3.
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Eq. (3.107) can be discretized, in time, as follows.

1)un+1 *u n+1 * 1AU I AI +SU ( 1  ( (3.118)

1 n÷-2 •2 n~ uAtk21 v+ -vt 1 ky2)k k-I 2

SHn1 -H 2 ) un+ (2) vn+1 -V; k(2) (2)

H;+ k;.-2+ k V V2+$32 = I1RI1 +--ýRJ.2 +--RI3 (3.119)

c At3 g Atr3 g Atr3 c g g

where u,*, vx', and At1 are determined by backward tracking along the first characteristic; H2*, U2 ',

v2*, and At 2 are determined by backward tracking along the second characteristic; H3*, u3*, v3', and
Atu3 are determined by backward tracking along the third characteristic; and

• n+1 n+V n+1 n+1
u; = a uk1 +a2Uk2 +a3 uk3 +a4uk4 +a6  (3.121)

• n+l n+I n+1 n+l
v, = alv3 1 +a2Vk2 +a 3 Vk3 +a 4 Vk4 +a7  (3.122)

I•I.n+1 l - T+l .n+l . n+l

H2* b1 ý-- 1 -b 2 H 1 +b3l•j 3l +b 4 H;-t +b 5  (3.123)

ri+1 + n+1 I
uj 1 +b2 uj2 +b +b4 Uj4 +b- (3.124)

•ln+ n+l n+1 n+l
V2 = bIVjl +b2Vj 2 +b 3Vj3 +b 4 Vj4 +b7  (3.125)

H =* dl 1Hm +d2 C1" +d3 HCm +d 4 Hý' +d5  (3.126)

3* n+l -- n+l d n+l -d n+d

U3 = alUm1 +d2um2 +a3u,3 +d4 Um4 +a6  (3.127)

* n+. n+1 n+ - n+I
V3 d I Vml +d2Vm2 +d3Vm3 + d4 VN4 + d7  (3.128)

in which kl, k2, k3, and k4 are nodes of the element that the backward tracking, along the first
characteristic, stops in; j 1, j2, j3, and j4 are nodes of the element that the backward tracking, along
the second characteristic, stops in; ml, m2, m3, and m4 are nodes of the element that the backward
tracking, along the third characteristic, stops in. (see the following figure)

Note: 1. a, - a4, b, - b, and d, - d4 are within the range of[0,1].
2. We may use two given parameters to determine where to stop in the backward tracking:
one is for controlling tracking time and the other one is for controlling tracking distance.
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Backward tracking along characteristics for 2-D overland flow

A t +iI

Eqs.~~~~~~~ (3.18 thog2310 a efrhrepesda

At AT~ h T3
(H2.1 U(3.129)c
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(H H" -u2;)+ ¢' (2 v)
Cg-r Ar 2  9-A2 )

+-'-(hlc +SS +R-I)u +-ý(hr +SS +R-I)v-c a--
gh gh c ax caOy

(3.130)

1 k 2)UrRuiI k) VrR'vii(SS +R-I) + h - + hc g h g h

(2) , _ h • _kr, (IU +v

g hp g hp c ax ay a ax

cA-(H - H3/+ g) _•u_ +_ (v)v3

+-ý- (hK +SS +R-I)u + - (hK+SS +R-I)v+-- azU + 1SO
gh gh c ax cay

(3.131)

1k2) 1 R -u i+I 2
2) VrR-vii

c g h g h

(2 +. (2) ý(2) au+ kfkfaV _ /ý)2)Yg hp g hp c' -- ax ay 'k•k' ax]

In obtaining Eqs. (3.129) through (3.13 1), the following relationships have been
employed.

-Ku (3.132)
hp

b
T- -= Kv (3.133)

hp

Fx = h Ex (3.134)
~ax

Fry = hE av (3.135)
YY ay

F= Fyx = hE x[ay ax] (3.136)

When uj*, v,*, H2*, u 2*, v 2*, H3*, u3* and v 3*are determined explicitly by using the spatial reach
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out option in backward tracking (i.e., track backward all the way to the previous time), Eqs. (3.129)
through (3.13 1) can be solved node by node (WI-, u#, v#) as shown below.

Eqs. (3.129) through (3.13 1), after being multiplied by water depth (i.e., h), can be written
as

a12u + a13 v =bI (3.137)

a21H + a22u +a23v = b2 (3.138)

a31H +a32u +a33v =b3  (3.139)

where

a12  h A +hr+SS+RIj (3.140)

a13 = [kP h+hK+R-I (3.141)

b _ _ * -hk, VI * 9; ((1~) aH _(1)aH"

-gh a ayl
(3.142)

+ kU rR -u 'I)- ýk• (v 'R -v•1I) + 1) t - k' •
p P

h
a21-= CAC2 (3.143)

a22 = -k2 h + 1 (h +SS+R-I) h aZo(3.1)
gAt 2 g 1 c ax

a.23 = ký2)[h + I(hic+SS+R-1)] h aZo(315
gAa2 g c ay (3.145)

h2 H2 + + h v2  (U rR ) (vr icAtr2  gAr 2  gAt 2  c g g

(3.146)

+ -f s + -2 T- - 4212 + kfý)a ý42 ua
g p g p c ax y ay ax'
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-ha31  cAT3 (3.147)

a2 k 2)[ h +I(h+SS+R -I)j+ (3.148)

T. 3 I
a= ( 42)[ h +!I(hK +SS +R-I)l+ haZo (3.149)

[gAtr3  g IcaOy

-h H __ hk; vk . +4)
b3 -h 3 + u3  V -h(ss+R-I)+ (u rR-u' iI) +-V'I)

cAr 3  gAr 3  gAr3  c g g
(3.150)

g9 p g P-C ax ay ax

Therefore, we solve Eqs. (3.137) through (3.139) for H#, ue, vo arithmetically. Now, we can
solve Eq. (3.94) as follows. Eq. (3.94) can be written in details as

H -H# 0 (3.151)
At

h(u-u#) - F_ ('312At Lax (3.152)

h(v-v*) [F.y +Fyy
At 6x - ['ýF' a- (3.153)
At Lx ayj

Eq. (3.15 1) gives that H = H#, while Eqs. (3.152) and (3.153) can be discretized, in the finite
element method, as

-[QA]{u}+[QDI]{u}+[QD 4 ]{v}= {QR 1 }+t{Q' (3.54

h [QA] {v} + [QD2] f{u) + [QD 4] {v}= f QR' } +I{ BQ2 } (3.154)At

h-[QAI~v + [QD 2 ]{IU}+ [QD 3 ]{V}- {QR 2 }+{BQ 2 ) (3.155)

where

QAi e e Re N:N; dR (3.156)

eM VN" VN dR

QD1j a -f p (3.157- 1
eEMeR f 0 hE~](317
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i21  e-fN~ 0 h exyJCO'd (3.158)
CEM 0 0

i3~ f [XY 0ejP (3.159)

QD4• = E fvNx'. [ 0 j-VNpdR (3.160)

QRi1 = EfNe hu#dR
CEMe Re at (3.161)

e2 M = e !t (3.162)

BQi1 
= E f-N:n [.Vu+n. oj.vv dB (3.163)

BeI IY

e = fN 0 hExyl.V U -N . Y h 0

BQ C 2 f e'n. xY hn. h" (3.164)e o-M .t B, 0 0 0 E YYI I

In solving Eqs. (3.129) through (3.13 1) at boundary nodes, we demonstrate how boundary
conditions are implemented as in the following. An overland boundary segment can be.either an`'
closed or an open (flow-through) boundary. In the former case, nothing needs toash. e in
the latter case, H, u, and v of the approaching flow, with respect to the characteristic ongoing
direction, must be given at all segments (or segment nodes). Some details are given for both cases.

< Case 1> Closed boundaries: The first characteristic equation is always replaced by the following
equation, representing a zero normal flux on the boundary.

n'u = 0 (3.165)

where n is the outward unit normal vector of the boundary segment. Tracking along the closed
boundary will be used for the second and third characteristics if necessary.

< Case 2 > Open boundaries: The first characteristic equation is always replaced by the following
equation, representing a zero lateral flux on the boundary.

n.l.U = 0 (3.166)
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where n• is the unit vector parallel to the segment. Either the second or the third characteristic
equation, depending on the propagation direction, will be replaced by the boundary condition
specified on the boundary. There are four types of boundary conditions considered here. Only when
the propagation direction is inward to the domain of interest, will the replacement be employed.

(1) Given time-dependent normal flux, q(t): (used for upstream open boundaries)

nu- = (3.167)

(2) Given time-dependent water stage, H(t): (used for either upstream or downstream
boundaries)

H = Hb (3.168)

(3) Given water depth-dependent normal flux, q(h): (used for natural downstream open
boundaries or river/stream-/junction-related boundaries)

n-u = (3.169)
h

(4) Given stage difference-dependent normal flux, q(AH): (used for river/stream-/junction-
related boundaries)

n*u -= - (3.170)
h

As mentioned earlier in Section 3.1.2, both depth and velocity must be specified on the
boundary where super-critical flow occurs.

3.2.2. The Lagrangian approach for both 2-D diffusion and 2-D kinematic wave models

Recall Eqs. (2.9), (2.12), and (2.13)

ah _ahu ahv = SS +R-I (3.171)
a ax y

where
-1[ h• I3 1 (Z0 +h)

n I 4)2 [V(Zo +h)]1/2 ax (3.172)

v -1 h r 1 a(Z0 +h)
n [ +(VZo)2 [V(Zo+h) 1/2 ay (3.173)

Substituting Eqs. (3.168) and (3.169) into Eq. (3.167) yields

ah +5uah5vah = SS+R-I-X-Y (3.174)

at 3 ax 3 ay
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where

S-1 h stM 1 82(Z4 +h) 1 h1t3 1(70 +h) N

n[ + (V2ý)1j21 [v(7 +h)]"2  ax 2  n"2 [1 + (v IV(Z +h)]12  aX ax

-2 h53  a(zO+h) -1 Z a(+h) 2 + h)2

n [i+(,z ,3 ax 4 ax a )2 • .1(3.175)

a(zo + h) dO(Zo + h) + h) a(o+h)
ax ax2  ay axay I

~-2 h 5/ a(Zo+11)-2 8Z2 O/3  0-2zo 87z~a~, 3
n~ [V(z + h)] 1/2 ax 3 L1' +('J2/ ax aX 2  &yax

S-1 h5/3  1 a(Zo +h) 1 h5r3 1 8(Z0 +h) on
n [1 +(VZo)2r23 [V(Zo+h)]1/2  ay 2  n2 [1 +(vz.)2]f'3 [V(Zo +h)]1 2  ay 3y

+12 h 5/3  8(4+h) -1i} a'0 +b))2 +( Z+h)1
n [I + wZO)2r' 8y 4 ax (3.176)

L(4_ +h) (Z0 +h) a(Z +h) a2(Zo +h)1ax axay 0 2

-2 h 5/3  a(Z + h) -2r 2]-5/3 8Z4 2L70 +aZ0 a2ZO
2n [V(Zoh++h) 1/2 8o y +3[Z1 + o)j ax Nay ay ay 2

Eq. (3.174) can be further written as

Ph = SS-+R-I-X-Y (3.177)
Dt

where the following characteristic equations apply.

- u (3.178)
dt 3

dy v (3.179)
dt 3

Hence the solution to Eq. (3.177) is

h(x,y,t) = h(xo,yo,O) +(R -I -X -Y)t (3.180)

in which
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X-Xo = 5--Sudt (3.181)
0

Y-Y0 = '-5 vdt (3.182)f 3
0

A nonlinear iteration loop with the Picard method implemented is used to solve Eqs. (3.78)
through (3.80) in the dynamic wave model or to solve Eqs. (3.171) through (3.173) in the diffusion
wave model during each time step.

3.3. Solving the 1-D river/stream transport equations

In solving the transport equations of both 1-D river/stream and 2-D overland, the following
strategy is employed.

<Stategy> Using the predictor-corrector scheme to deal with transport equations of mobile
materials.

In solving Eqs. (2.23), (2.25), and (2.26), the following strategy is employed. All the three
equations can be expressed in the following form.

A dC_ = L(C) +RHS (3.183)
dt

where C can be S., Cjw, or S.C.,% L is the diffusion operator, and RHS represents source/sink terms.
Thus, we can solve Eq. (3.183) with the following two steps.

First, we solve

AcN+1I2-.c N" At - L(CN+1/2) +(RHS)N (3.184)

Second, we solve
CN+I -c N 1/2) -N

A L Hs++(R-I)N+l (3.185)

We can also subtract Eq. (3.185) by Eq. (3.184) to yield
cN+I _cN+I/2

A AT - = (RHS)N+I - (RHS)N (3.186)

The advantage of solving Eq. (3.186), rather than Eq. (3.185), is that we can compute CN+"
node by node when CN+" is previously determined. Thus, we first solve Eq. (3.184) for CN+12 (the
intermediate value) in the so-called predictor step and perform the so-called corrector step by solving
Eq. (3.186) to obtain CN+1. To avoid negative numerical results in solving Eq. (3.184), the following
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equation is actually solved when (RHS)N is negative.

CN+1/2-C N _P(RIS)N CN+1/2= L(CN+12) (3.187)AT 0

Consequently, we are solving the following equation in the corrector step.

CN+1 _cN+1/2 (RHS)NCN+I 2
A (RHS)N+I (3.188)At C N

With the finite element approximation, Eq. (3.184) can be discretized as follows.

([QA] +w[QD]) {C} = {QR}+(1-w)[QD]{CP}I{QB} (3.189)
AT

where the associated element matrices are defined as follows.

[QA]e = fNiANjdx (3.190)

dNi dN.
[QD]e = J'--AKx-. Idx (3.191)

e

{ QR}e = fNi(RHS)Ndx (3.192)
e

I{QB} I e ( A K. "C (3.193)

It is noted that both [QA]e and {QR}C must be lumped such that Eqs. (3.184) and (3.186) are
solved consistently. Also, boundary conditions for mobile materials are implemented in this
predictor step.

In the following, we are to show the procedures of solving the transport system in Section
3.3.1, to determine the concentrations of contaminants and sediments at junctions in Section 3.3.2,
and to give estimation of deposition and erosion in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1. Procedures of solving 1-D river/stream transport equations

Recall Eqs. (2.23) through (2.27) and express them in the Lagrangian form for mobile
materials as follows.

For the continuity equation of suspended sediment:
AdSn = OSn OS

= A Q'-x = 0 (3.194)
dt at Ox
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Adt -aAK,- -] =MS+PR-PD+Mn°S]-[SS+R-I+R +R2 ]Sn ne[lNs] (3.195)
dt -axL ax j M- HSi

For the continuity equation of bed sediment:
aMna- Dn-Rn ne[1,Ns] (3.196)

For the continuity equation of dissolved chemical:

dCiw aCiw aCiw

A - a - A +Q.a-x = 0 (3.197)
dt at ax

dCiw a _Ci1

dt ax Axj

Ns N,
M w + ab sb s bbpi b + M Pim -Mi !

fM c+Ak~ Pi+ m 1 1 w+MicniR=l n=l J(3.198)

N(a -bmj)k:A NH (CJw)amj+M=1 (a:, (c=1b

N, N]
fWA+AkiA+E ,f MnPkf + SS +R-I+R +Rl CiW i [1,NcSnI. + nPQ + SSNc

n=1 n=l

For the continuity equation of particulate chemical on suspended sediment:

A d(SC)- A(SnC) = A(SC) = 0 (3.199)
dt at ax

For the continuity equation of particulate chemical on bed sediment:

a(MnCm) [D. n ,i n QMnCiw]- . ni nc[1,Ns],ie[1,Nc] (3.200)

We solve the transport system by achieving the following steps.

Step 1 Solve Eqs. (3.194), (3.197), and (3.199) to obtain the Lagrangian values for suspended
sediments, dissolved chemicals, and particulate chemicals on suspend sediments.

Ste 2 Solve Eqs. (3.195) and (3.196) for Sn and M.

(a) Solve Eq. (3.195) with all source/sink terms evaluated at the previous time, as described in Eq.
(3.184). (the predictor process of Eq. (3.195)) and obtain the intermediate value for suspended
sediments.
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(b) Prepare the corrector form of Eqs. (3.195) as described in Eq. (3.186). It can be written as
follows.

A (S)N+ -(Sn )N+1/2

bt

= (RHSnS)N+I. (RHSnS)N (if (RHSd)N;o) (3.201)

(RSS)N
= (RHS-S)N+l (R-S)N (S )N+1/2 (if (RHS s)N<0) n tl,N]

where

(RISS) = [MS+PR -PD +M ]+[SS+R-I+Rj+R2]S n[1,N5] (3.202)

(c) Solve Eq. (3.202) and Eq. (3.196) node by node with the Picard method to obtain the
concentrations of suspended and bed sediments.

Note: In Eqs. (3.195) and (3.196) both D, and Rn need to be evaluated first, while in Eq. (3.195) A,
Q, K1, P, R, I, ? , 14, A[ s, and 4fOs are either given or determined after the flow equations are
solved. During each iteration in (c), both Eq. (3.202) and (3.196) are solved with the time-implicit
scheme.

Step 3 Solve Eqs. (3.198), (3.200), and (3.201) for Cj', Cjs, and C jb.

(a) Solve Eqs. (3.198) and (3.200) with all source/sink terms evaluated at the previous time, as
described in Eq. (3.184). (the predictor process of Eqs. (3.198) and (3.200)).
(b) Prepare the corrector form of Eqs. (3.198) and (3.200) described in Eq. (3.186). They can be
written as follows.

For dissolved chemicals:

A (Ciw)N 1 -_(Ciw)N+1I2

6t

= (RHSiW)N+ -(RHSiW)N (if (RHSiW)N>0) (3.203)

= (RSSiW)N+l (RHSiW)N (ciW)N+l/2 (if (RHSiW)N<o) iE[1,Nj]

(C~w)N

where
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N, Nsw w+_ab +••sb• -- s+T•bbM pb .r cw co

(RH Siw) = pi .+ Lk1• 1Ki PSAb +M i -M i +MiC+ M
n=1 

n=1

N5  N,

- [xiA+Ak +w SnAk +s MnPk. +SS +R-I+R1 +R2 Ciw

1 n=1 n=1 (3.204)

+ E (a.j-bj)kA (Cw)bmjp- (Cjw)amj iE[1,Nc]
M= b " k:Aj= i

For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

( C S)N+I (S0 C s)N+I/2A --n -ni - ---n -ni-

bt
= (RHS' )N+l-p(RHSn )N (ff (SS)N 2(20)

,- --- N (3.205)

--(RHS-'N+l (-(if (RHSm)N<0/ nE[lNs], ie[1,Nc]
(C )N

where
(R-SJn) = [M-i +l!-SnACi +BRnC b-BDnCni+Mni

-[XnSA +lJ.A +SS +R-I +R, .iR2]SnCs ne[1,N,], iE[l,No] (3.206)

(c) Solve Eqs. (3.204), (3.206), and (3.201) node by node with the Newton-Raphson method.

Note: In Eqs. (3.204), (3.206), and (3.201) Sn and Mn are computed in Step 1, while A, Q, B, P, K•,
reaction rate constants, stoichiometry, 1-st order decay constants, partial atmospheric pressure, and
sources/sinks are either given or determined after the flow equations are solved.

To achieve the (c) of Step 3, the following residual equations are constructed.

For dissolved chemicals:

(RESiw)

= A[(cew)N+l- (ciW)N + 1I/2 ]- t [(RHSiW )N+ I- (RHSiw)N] (if (RHSiW)N>0)

= A(Cw)N+ _ (Cw)N+1/2] (Sw)N (Ciw)N+12 (if (RSiW<3207)
(ciW )N

i E [ 1,Nj]
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For particulate chemicals-on suspended sediments:

(RES5 s~)

= [SC!)N+l c(s~)N+l1n]_8t [(RIIS!)N+1 -(RHSý)N] (if (RHSS)N Ž o)

= [SC)N+l (SC)+1/2 (MR.S s)N+l - S)N (CIN12 (i RSsN (3.208)

For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

(RESJb) = b ,t(H )~ nEF[ 1,N,], i EF[1,Nj (3.209)

The associated Jacobian entries are thus computed as shown in the following.

For dissolved chemicals:

a (RESiw) N' N,

O(C~)N 8 A+ila 7A +R-I+R1 +R 2 +AkE SAk.;f+E ~kij

N.Nc N, mj (3.210)
t (aj- _) k~bm,(Cj-)bC2l HI (C3 W)bmi 4kaj(Clw)aun1 ][I (Cjw)a

i e [1,Nl]

a(RES1 W) - j1 tkf~ nelN] iQb, 321

a(RlsS A ne[1,N,], ie[1,NI 3.12

For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

_____ 8H 8ilt ký-SnA nE[l,N,], ie[1,NlI (3.213)
a(Clw)N+I

a(REsýs) = iAn8lt~+ias[ sbi~:+S+-+,
0 i 1

n 0
l tD ~ tc,~l +S--RIR ~ (3.214)
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a(RES!)
a____- 811 8tBR Rn nf[lNI, iE7[1,N,] (3.215)a(c•)N+1

For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

a(cW)N+l

a(RESb)
-_ _ 8AtDn ne[1,N,], ie[1Nc (3.217)

aac•sN•
a(RES - +811 AtRn +8 AtMn •.b+kh ne[1,Ns], ie[1,Nc] (3.218)
a(cý)+ il"i ni i 328

3.3.2. Determining contaminant and sediment concentrations at junctions

At junctions, the following equations are employed to determine the concentrations of
contaminants and sediments.

For suspended sediment:
dVj) Snoj) NJRTO)d )- = nkS +M(j) M°S(j)+[R(j) -D.(j)IAJT(j) nE[1,Ns] (3.219)

dt k=1

For bed sediment:

aM0(j)
at - Dn(j) -Rn(j) n e [1,NJ] (3.220)

For dissolved chemical:
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dVj) Ciwoj)

dt

NJRT~j) ~wk+M~~'(j X~Vj) Ciwo) + Micrw) _ Micawo) +Micwow~)

afN, Sf
aV b [ i_¾ý ,O O O k1 -Cio)

n1 S

N, bf

n=1 Q

+ (am - m)k:V) -j0j (Ci yMij i E [1,NC]

For particulate chemical--on suspended sediment

dt

E J~i Q ksn Cl+MnisO) -XniVO)Sn(j)C 1~(j)

k=1 (3.222)

k:RS(O)AJT)jICC(j) -D-(j)AJTO)CCn(j +M1~ 5
sb nO JO O o0

For particulate chemical on bed sediment:

a[Mnj) C~(j) I
at

1!)-R O)C 0()) kXnio.

where
VOj) = The volume of water at the j-th junction [1]];
AJT(j) = The horizontal area of the j-th junction [0L].
Dno) = Deposition rate of the n-th size fraction sediment at the j-th junction [MIL2/T];

Rnoj) = Erosion rate of the n-th size fraction sediment [M/llT];
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S.(j) = Volumetrically averaged sediment concentration of the n-th fraction size at the j-th
junction [MII2];

MK(j) = Sediment mass per unit bed area of the n-th size fraction at the j-th junction at the j-th
junction [M/I;2]

NJRTH(j) =Number of river/stream reaches which connect to the j-th junction;
Qk = The flow rate from the k-th connected river/stream reach to the junction [L3/T], it is

positive if coming in and negative if going out;
Snk = The concentration of the n-th sized suspended sediment from the k-th connected

river/stream reach to the junction [M/L3];
Ciwk = The concentration of the i-th dissolved chemical from the k-th connected river/stream

reach to the junction [MI/];
C.i sk = The concentration of the i-th particulate chemical on the n-th sized suspended sediment

from the k-th connected river/stream reach to the junction [M/LV];
MNS(j) = Source of the n-th suspended sediment at the j-th junction [M/T];
MWOS(j) = Source of the n-th suspended sediment from overland flow to the j-th junction [M/T];
C1W(j) = Volometrically-averaged concentration of the i-th dissolved chemical at the j-th

junction [M/iL];
Cmb(j) = Volometrically-averaged particulate chemical concentration on bed sediment of the n-

th fraction size at the j-th junction [MIM];
C2S(j) = Volometrically-averaged particulate chemical concentration on suspended sediment of

the n-th fraction size at the j-th junction [MIM];
MN4aCs(j) = Source of the i-th particulate chemical on suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size

at the j-th junction [MWl];
M.r•O(j) = Source of the i-th particulate chemical on suspended sediment of the n-th fraction size

from overland to the j-th junction [M/T];
MiW(j) = Source of the i-th dissolved chemical at the j-th junction [M/T];
M,'(j) = Rainfall source of the i-th dissolved chemical at the j-th junction [MIT];
Mciw(j) = Infiltration sink of the i-th dissolved chemical at the j-th junction [M/T];
MyfOw(j) = Source of the i-th dissolved chemical from overland to the j-th junction [M/T].

Eqs. (3.220) and (3.221) are solved first by using the Picard method, while Eqs. (3.222) through
(3.224) are solved with the Newton-Raphson method.

3.3.3. Estimation of Deposition and Erosion

We estimate the deposition and erosion rates by using the following equations.

< Case 1 > Cohesive sediments (e.g., silt and clay):

Dn= V -nS [ (3.224)
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R n = E. _11 (3.225)

where V. is the settling velocity of the n-th size fraction sediment [LrT; biS the bottom shear stress
or the bottom friction stress [MIL/T2]; TD. is the critical shear stress for the deposition of the n-th
size fraction sediment [M/JJ12]; TR is the critical shear stress for the erosion of the n-th size fraction
sediment [M/IJT2]; E. is the erodibility of the n-th size fraction sediment [MIL2]. In the computer
code, V•,, "rtD, , and E. are input parameters, while tb is computed in the flow module.

< Case 2 > Non-cohesive sediments (e.g., sand):

DU- SA. - (3.226)
A L

Gsn-GsA
Rn - sAn (3.227)

A L

where GsAn is the actual load rate of the n-th size fraction sediment per unit width at a upstream
location [M/IL/T]; G. is the maximum load rate (capacity) of the n-th size fraction sediment per unit
width at a downstream location [M/LJT]; AL is the distance between the upstream and the
downstream locations. In the computer code, AL can be determined based on the coordinates, while
Gsm and G•, are computed based on the following equations.

GSM = Sn*u*r (3.228)

p2u rS (Tb - TM)
sn = 10 p '. _ p) (3.229)g dn (Ps - P)

where p is the fluid density [M/L3]; psn is the density of the n-th size fraction sediment [M/L3]; u is
river/stream flow velocity [LUT]; r is hydraulic radius [L]; S the friction slope, dn is the median
diameter of the n-th size fraction sediment particle [L]; g is gravity [LT 2]; c. is the critical bottom
shear stress of the n-th size fraction sediment at which sediment movement begins [M/IJT 2]. Among
these parameters, p, psn, dl, and Tc are input by users, while u, r, and S are estimated in the flow
module.

3.4. Solving the 2-D overland transport equations

The strategy for solving 2-D overland transport equations has been described in the previous
section and will not be repeated here. In the following, we are to go through the procedures of
solving the 2-D transport system, like what we have achieved in Section 3.3.1 for 1-D river/stream
transport. Recall Eqs. (2.41) through (2.45) and express them in the Lagrangian form for mobile
materials as follows.

For the continuity equation of suspended sediment:
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dS- as
h "= h ' ÷q.VS n= 0 (3.230)

dt at

h-i_ -V.[hK-VS,,] = [M:r +R, -DJ]-[SS +R -I]S. ne [1,N5] (3.231)

For the continuity equation of bed sediment

aMD = D- n e[ 1,N51 (3.232)

For the continuity equation of dissolved chemical:

dCiw ac.w
h dt = h at' +q.VCiw = 0 (3.233)

dtt

M= j= (aý (CwjI= C W)m

m==n=

X[Mwh+hki n=E1hL!EMQ+S R- i iE[,C
n=1 = D I

For the continuity equation of particulate chemical on suspended sediment:

h '~= h '~ q~V S~C) = 0 (3.235)
dt h at +-(nn

dt~~ I I

For the continuity equation of particulate chemical on bed sediment:

a(MnC) Dc-R~c +kQb]MC n E[1,N,] ,ie E1,NcI (3.237)
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We solve the transport system by achieving the following steps.

Ste p Solve Eqs. (3.231), (3.234), and (3.236) to obtain the Lagrangian values for suspended
sediments, dissolved chemicals, and particulate chemicals on suspend sediments.

Ste 2 Solve Eqs. (3.232) and (3.233) for S. and Mn.

(a) Solve Eq. (3.232) with all source/sink terms evaluated at the previous time, as described in Eq.
(3.184). (the predictor process of Eq. (3.232)) and obtain the intermediate value for suspended
sediments.
(b) Prepare the corrector form of Eqs. (3.232) as described in Eq. (3.186). It can be written as
follows.

h (Sn)N+- (S)N+1/2

6t

= (RHS-s)Nl -(RHS:)N (f(RSs)N•0) (3.238)

= (RHSPS)N-l (RnI (S)N+1/2 (if (RHS-I)N<O) ne[1,Ns](Sn )N ()n n

where

(RHS:) = [M:+R -D]-[SS +R-I]Sn ne[1,N,] (3.239)

(c) Solve Eq. (3.239) and Eq. (3.233) node by node with the Picard method to obtain the solutions
for suspended and bed sediments.

Note: In Eqs. (3.232) and (3.233) both D, and R, need to be evaluated first, while in Eq. (3.232) K,
h, R, I, and SS are either given or determined after the flow equations are solved. During each
iteration in (c), both Eq. (3.239) and (3.233) are solved with the time-implicit scheme.

St 3 Solve Eqs. (3.235), (3.237), and (3.238) for Ciw, Cmis, and C'b.

(a) Solve Eqs. (3.235) and (3.237) with all source/sink terms evaluated at the previous time, as
described in Eq. (3.184). (the predictor process of Eqs. (3.235) and (3.237)).
(b) Prepare the corrector form of Eqs. (3.235) and (3.237) described in Eq. (3.186). They can be
written as follows.

For dissolved chemicals:
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h (Ciw)N+1 
-(Ciw)N+1I/2

bt

= (RHSiw)N+l -(RHSiw)N (if (RHSiW)NŽ0) (3.240)

= (RHSiW)N+lI (RHSiw)N (Ciw)N+1/2 (if (RHSiW)N<0) i E[,Nc](ciW)N

where

NM rN 1, N

(RHSiw) E (ami-bmi)k~'hf Mi I (Cw) MiI
M=1 k =

b 4sb~ ~ s kb cb+M~ MCiW

M'+hki Pi +•k:.'ShCni+Ek!M.C+i - Mn-i i --
M=1 n=1 (3.241)

NN, N,-- +ki h +h E h + sf- CW iFIC

Snhk.•f S + Mn. +SS+R C ie[l,Nc]
n=1 n=1

For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

h --n h - ---n --ni-

8t
(RHSs)N+l -(RHS)N (if (RHSS)NŽ0 (3.242)

-(RHS )N- I - (RHS i)N (cS)N+1/2 (if (RHSi)N<0 ne[l,Ns], iE[l,NO]

(C, s)N n

where

ni ni + S,,Ciw +nCni -i n.h hS+-I]SnCnsi
(3.243)

nE [1,Ns], ie [1,N,]

(c) Solve Eqs. (3.241), (3.243), and (3.238) node by node with the Newton-Raphson method.

Note: In Eqs. (3.235), (3.237), and (3.238) S, and M, are computed in Step 1, while h, K, reaction
rate constants, stoichiometry, 1-st order decay constants, partial atmospheric pressure, and
sources/sinks are either given or determined after the flow equations are solved.

To achieve the (c) of Step 3, the following residual equations are constructed.

For dissolved chemicals:
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(RES1 w)

= [(Ci-)N+1I ~(c~w)N+ 1/]2 [RHliw)N+1 -(RJISiw)N] (if (RH.SiW)N Ž o)

h[(Ciw~ -Cw)N+1 2 I-(tC(H~w)N+1n1_8 (RHS iwN Cw)N+12(i (RHSiW)N ] (3.244)

= - ~~~~~~(Ciw)N(CWNlj((nswN )

For particulate chemnicals on suspended sediments:

(RES~s)

= [SC)N+l -(S C!)N+1/2]-8t [(RHS S)N+I - (RHSD~N (S RS~N

=h[(S,,C )N+l - (Se C(f12 H~) (RHS)

For articulate chernicals on bed sediments:

(RE1 i ni -(nDn ne[l,Ns], iefl,NcI (3.246)

The associated Jacobian elements are thus computed as shown in the following.

For dissolved chemicals:

(Rs) ih + 8f at 1h + SS + R - I +~ Nk+ Sh + Q+hk~~n E~4 Mk.n
a(Clw)N+1 n=1 n=1

N( Ne Nc (3.247)
at (.,j- .)h k b, (lwb fi (Cjw)b~j~kmanj(Ciw)aE2l 1 (Cj7) a

ie[l,Nc]

a(RES1  W) -i~ k S hn~ l N] e I N
-"~ nENlN 5n (3.248)

a(RESiw) a ~il at QJbMf ne[l,Ns], ie[l,N,] (3.249)

For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:
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a(-~ -nikifhfE[,~,i[,~ (3.250)
a(Clw)N+l

a(Rns ) -i 8ilh'nl 'il 8tD n ~8il 8tsn [xh+ k..h+SS+R -1]

,)N~l(3.251)

a(RES-)_
_____ -8i at R felE[,NI, ie[1,NlI (3.252)

a(Cý)N+1 i

For particulate chemicals-on bed sediments:

b
a(c.E~n)N~ 8 1 t. ~ ~ n[, 5 ,i[, (3.253)

-___ -i 6H At Dn fE[1,Ns], iEF[1,NcI (3.254)
a(C~s)N+I

a (RES) b 8AR+

a(Cb)N+l 8il Mn+il AtR 8il At M [X 1+i n G[ 1,Ns], i E[1,Nc] (3.255)
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4. EXAMPLES

In this section, we present the application of our model to solving a number of examples
concerning (1) 1-D river/stream flow, (2) 2-D overland flow, (3) 1-D river/stream transport, (4) 2-D
overland transport, (5) 1-D river/stream flow and transport, (6) 2-D overland flow and transport, (7)
l-D/2-D flow, and (8) 1-D/2-D flow and transport. Unless specifically announced, the diffusion
wave model is solved when the simulation of water flow is involved in those examples.

4.1. Examples of 1-D river/stream flow

4.1.1. Example 1 of 1-D river/stream flow

In this example, a horizontally 200 m-long river/stream containing a uniform width of 2 m
is considered. The bottom elevation of the river/stream is shown in Figure 4.1. Manning's
roughness is 0.015. Initially, it is dry everywhere. As the simulation starts, a uniform rainfall of 10.
m/s covers the entire domain of interest. At the upstream boundary node (i.e., X = 0 m) water depth
is set at 10-10 m, while at the downstream boundary node (i.e., X = 200 m) a water depth-dependent
flow rate boundary condition is applied. No infiltration is considered in this example. The domain
is discretized with twenty elements, 10 m long for each. A one-hour simulation is performed with
a fixed time step size of 2 seconds. A relative error of 10. is used to determine convergence for the
nonlinear loop.

is

14

13

12 - lope -0.2

9
7- 1

S- slo0 -0.001

2

1
10 2D 3 I I I I I -. 1 .L I !L 1 I I. I-L 1I 19 2W,

o 7M

Figure 4. 1. The bottom elevation of Example 1 of 1-1) river/stream flow.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 plot water depth and discharge, respectively, at time = 100 s, 200 s, 300
s, 600 s, and 1200 s. Since the change of water depth is almost unobservable after time = 1200 s,
a steady state is presumed to have reached thereafter under a uniform rainfall of 10.' m/s. From
Figure 4.2, a hydraulic jump is observed from X = 50 m to X = 60 m due to the slope change from
-0.2 to - 0.001. In each constant slope region (i.e., X = 0 to 50 m, X = 50 to 150 m, and X = 150 to
200 m), water depth has the tendency to increase gradually along the downslope direction because
of a constant rainfall over the entire domain. We can also observe backwater effect in the region
close to the downstream outlet (X = 170 to 200 m). In Figure 4.3, Discharge is computed by

multiplying flow velocity with cross-sectional area which is water depth-dependent.
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region (i.e., X =0 to 50 in, X = 50 to 150 in, and X = 150 to 200 m), water depth has the tendency to increase

gradually along the downslope direction because of a constant rainfall over the entire domain. We can also

observe backwater effect in the region close to the downstream outlet (X = 170 to 200 m). In Figure 4.3,

Discharge is computed by multiplying flow velocity with cross-sectional area which is water depth-dependent.
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Figure 4.2. Water depth at various times for Example 1 of 1-D river/stream flow.
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Figure 4.2. Wicatrgdept at various times for Example I of I1-D river/stream flow.
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Figure 4.3. Discharge at various times for Example I of I -D river/stream flow.

4.1.2. Example 2 of 1-1) river/stream flow

This example simulates water flow in a river/streamn network system. The system is composed of three

river/stream reaches that are connected through a junction (Figure 4.4). Each reach is 100 in long and is

discretized with 11I nodes and 10 elements: Nodes 1 through 11 for Reach 1, 12 through 22 for Reach 2, and

23 through 33 for Reach 3. Nodes 11, 12, and 33 coincide with one another and are located at the junction.

The junction covers the area between Nodes 10 and 11, Nodes 12 and 13, and Nodes 32 and 33.
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Figure 4.4. River/stream network for Example 2 of 1-D
river/stream flow.

Reaches 1 and 3 have a uniform river/stream width of 2 m and the slope of their bottom elevation is

-0.2 along the downstream direction, while Reach 2 contains a uniform river/stream width of 3 m and the slope

of its bottom elevation is -0.1. Manning's roughness is 0.02 for all three reaches. Initially, it is dry

everywhere. As the simulation starts, a uniform rainfall of 105 m/s is put on Reach 1. At Node 1 water depth

is kept at 0 m, while a constant flow of 2xl04 m3/s flows through Node 23 through the simulation and a water

depth-dependent flow rate boundary condition is applied at the downstream boundary node (i.e., Node 22).

No infiltration is considered in this example. A one-hour simulation is performed with a fixed time step size

of 2 seconds. A relative error of 10' is used to determine convergence for the nonlinear loop.

Figures 4.5 through 4.7 plots water depth at various times for Reaches 1 through 3, respectively.

Since rainfall and upstream boundary conditions do not vary with time, a steady state is observed after time

= 600 s. It is noted that the downstream node of Reach 1 (i.e., at X = 100 m in Figure 4.5), the upstream node

of Reach 2 (i.e., at X = 0 m in Figure 4.6) and the downstream node of Reach 3 (i.e., at X = 100 m in Figure
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4.7) coincide with one another and are where the junction is. One can verify this by checking the water depths

at these locations. We can see the marching of wet fronts in both Figures 4.6 and 4.7 and an increasing depth

along the downstream direction in Figure 4.5 due to a constant uniform rainfall.

For the 1-st reach
0OM4

S...-..WUS ID, TIME= 100.00
- WUS ID, TIME. 200.00
- WUS 1D, TMI.- 300.00

0- W4 S ID, TME. 60000

0

0 IL IL L L

X [m]

Figure 4.5. Water depth of Reach 1 at various times for Example 2 of 1-D river/stream flow.
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001
0.001

0 0 10
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Figure 4.6. Water depth of Reach 2 at various times for Example 2 of 1-D river/stream flow.
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Figure 4.7. Water depth of Reach 3 at various times for Example 2 of 1-D river/stream flow.
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4.2. Example of 2-D overland flow

Two examples are presented in this subsection. Example 1 is to show the application of
using the diffusion wave model to handle an overland system which contains the slope of bottom
elevation ranging from 0.01 to 0.5; Because of the steep slope involved, the dynamic model is
difficult to solve with any numerical scheme, even with the most physically natural method of
characteristics. Example 2 is a standing wave problem to demonstrate the capability of the method
of characteristics to accurately solve the dynamic wave model when the slope is small. Difficulty
is encountered in dealing with water flow over steep slope overland system by solving the dynamic
wave model. On the other hand, the diffusion wave model cannot provide accurate solution when
the inertia terms are important, such as flow on a flat region. Thus, it is desirable to develop a hybrid
model in which an adaptive scheme can be built to automatically select appropriate models
(kinematic, diffusion, or dynamic wave models) for different regions of the entire watershed.

4.2.1. Example 1 of 2-D overland flow

The domain of interest coveres a horizontal area of 200 m x 80 m. The bottom elevation
contour is given in Figure 4.8. The domain is discretized with 320 triangular elements (Figure 4.9).
Manning's roughness is 0.04. Initially, it is dry everywhere. A two-hour simulation is performed
with a fixed time step size of 5 seconds. A relative error of 104 is used to determine convergence
for the nonlinear loop. As the simulation starts, a uniform rainfall of 1") m/s covers the entire
domain of interest for the first half hour and 1.5x1l05 m/s for the third half hour. As for the second
and the fourth half hours, the rainfall rate is zero. On the upstream boundary side (i.e., X = 0 m)
water depth is set at 10-10 m through the simulation, while on the downstream boundary side (i.e.,
X = 200 m) a water depth-dependent flux boundary condition is applied. The boundaries of Y = 0
m and 80 m are impermeable. No infiltration is considered in this example.

Figure 4.10 plots water depth at various times from the simulation. From the figure, we can
first see the irregular depth distribution due to the slope change of ground surface (Figure 4.8). Since
the water depths at Time = 600 s, 1200 s, and 1800 s can not be distinguished, we may say a steady
state has reached by Time = 600 s under a rainfall of 10-' m/s. Likewise, the depths at the end of the
second and the fourth half hours (i.e., Time = 3600 s and 7200 s, respectively) tells us the steady
state for the two non-rainfall period of times have reached by then.
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Figure 4.8. The contour of bottom elevation for Example 1 of 2-D overland flow.
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Figure 4.10. Water depth at various times for Example 1 of 2-D overland flow.
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4.2.2. Example 2 of 2-D overland flow

A 1-D standing wave problem is considered in this example. It is solved by 2-D method of

characteristics, as presented in Section 3.2.1. This problem is governed by the wave equations as follows.

a2u 2 2u(4.1)

at 2  ax 2

=2
1 - 2 a02j (4.2)

at 2  aX2

C2 = gh (4.3)

where u is the velocity along the I-D direction [U]7]; c is the wave speed [LMT; h is water depth [L]; Tr is stage

deviation [L]; g is gravity [LUT2]. The domain of interest is 200 m long in the x-direction and 50 m wide in

the y-direction. It is discretized with 20 elements: 10 m x 50 m each. The boundary end of X = 200 m is

closed, while the other one at X = 0 m is open and the water stage is forced up and down according to

= sin 27(t
T"]1X =Om 1"-0 0 (4.4)

1 1 1~om 10 200

Thus, we set u = 0 m/s at X = 200 m to settle the boundary condition for achieving the simulation.

The analytical solution of this problem can be found as follows [Wang and Connor, 1975].

u a av sinf27•( x - l]Cos27t ts

hcos- 2 It [ k 200 200 (4.5)

71 - cos -i-- x sin m
Cos- 2n V/• 200 200 (4.6)

A simulation of 400 seconds is performed, where time step size is set to 2.5 seconds. The initial

condition is given at t = 50 s according to Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6). Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the comparison

of water depth and velocity, respectively, between analytical solution and computed results at various times.

The comparison simply tells that the method of characteristics can solve the dynamic wave model quite

accurately.
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4.3. Example of 1-D river/stream transport

This example is to demonstrate the capability of the model in simulating both contaminant and

sediment transport. A horizontally 200 m-long river/stream containing a uniform width of 2 m is considered.

To focus on transport, we assume water depth is 2 m and river/stream velocity is 1 m/s throughout the

river/stream. Three dissolved chemicals are considered to undergo the following reaction.

Cl + C2- , C3 kf = 0.002, kb = 0.005 (4.7)

where Cl , C2 , and C3 represent dissolved chemicals.

Three sizes of sediments are taken into account and are considered to be cohesive sediments. The

settling speeds are 1.2x10"6 m/s for Sediment 1, 1.5x10 4 m/s for Sediment 2, and 4.5x102 m/s for Sediment

3. The critical shear stresses for deposition and erosion are 2.75 g/m/s2 and 2.68 g/m/s2, respectively, for all

three sediments. The following sorption reactions are included.

CC + SS1 - PS1 + SS1 kf = 0.001, kb = 0.0 (4.8)

CC + SS22 ,PS2 + SS2 kf = 0.0 0 1, kb = 0.0 (4.9)

CC + SS3 ý PS3 + SS3 kf = 0.0 0 1, kb = 0.0 (4.10)

CC + BS1 ' PB1 + BSI kf = 0.0001, kb = 0.0 (4.11)

CC + BS2 - FPB2 + BS2 kf = 0.0001, kb = 0.0 (4.12)

CC + BS3 -' PB3 + BS3 kf = 0.0001, kb = 0.0 (4.13)

where CC can be C1 , C2 , or U3 ; SS1 , SS2 , and SS3 are suspended sediments; BS1

BS2 , and BS3 are bed sediments; PS1 , PS2 , and PS3 are particulate chemicals on suspended

sediments associated with CC ; PB 1 , PB2 , and PB3 are particulate chemicals on bed sediments

associated with CC . We have, therefore, 18 sorption reactions in total.

Initially, only bed sediments exist in the domain of interest. The initial concentration is 50 g/m3 for
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boundary conditions are applied to the upstream boundary node (i.e., X = 0 in), where all dissolved chemicals

have a constant concentration of 1 gum 3 and all other mobile materials have zero concentration at this boundary

node. The longitudinal dispersivity is 0.01 m. A 1000 second simulation is performed with a fixed time step

size of 2 seconds. A relative error of 104 is used to determine convergence for both linear and nonlinear

iterations involved in the computation.

Figures 4.13 through 4.17 plot the numerical results at various time, including concentration

distributions for (1) dissolved chemicals (Figure 4.13), (2) suspended sediments (Figure 4.14), (3) bed

sediments (Figure 4.15), (4) particulate chemicals on suspended sediments (Figure 4.16), and (5) particulate

chemicals on bed sediments (Figure 4.17). Since the first and second dissolved chemicals are involved in

identical reactions, their concentration distributions are identical to each other, so do those of their related

particulate chemicals.

Figure 4.13 shows a decreasing dissolved chemical concentration for all three dissolved chemicals.

This is because we allow the adsorption to happen, but do not allow desorption from particulate chemicals to

dissolved chemicals (see Eqs. (4.8) through (4.13)). Figure 4.14 shows the trend of increasing concentration

of suspended sediment along the downstream direction, while Figure 4.15 depict the decrease of bed sediment

with the increase of time. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 tell that the deposition is less than the erosion under the

condition set for this example. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 also help verify this. Since the dissolved chemicals are

little in the downstream region, the major source of chemicals are the particulate chemicals on suspended

sediments that are transported from the upstream region along with water. Because erosion is greater than

deposition, we can hardly find particulate chemicals on bed sediments in the downstream region (Figure 4.17).

On the other hand, we observe an increase of particulate chemical on suspended sediments along the

downstream direction (Figure 4.16). By comparing the numerical results at various times, it seems that the

concentration distributions (Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.16) are approaching a steady state. This tendency will

continue until the bed sediments are completely depleted, starting from the upstream end.
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Figure 4.13. Concentrations of (a) the first, (b) the second, and (c) the third
dissolved chemicals for the example of 1 -D river/stream transport.
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Figure 4.14. Concentrations of (a) the first, (b) the second, and (c) the third
suspended sediments for the examnple of I1-D river/stream transport.
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Figure 4.15. Concentrations of (a) the first, (b) the second, and (c) the third
bed sediments for the example of 1-D river/stream transport.
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Figure 4.16. Concentrations of the first particulate chemical on (a) the first, (b) the second,
and (c) the third suspended sediments for the example of 1-D river/stream transport.
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Figure 4.17. Concentrations of the first particulate chemical on (a) the first, (b) the second,
and (c) the third bed sediments for the example of 1-D river/stream transport.
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4.4. Example of 2-D overland transport

The domain of interest has covered a horizontal area of 200 m x 70 m and is discretized with 140

rectangular elements: 10 m x 10 m for each element. To deal with transport only, water depth is set to 1 m and

the velocity is -1.0 m/s in the x-direction and 0.0 m/s in the y-direction everywhere. The following chemical

reactions are embraced.

i1 + ?2- = 4 kf = 0.01, kb= 0.005 (4.14)

C1 + C3 - C5 kf = 0.01, kb = 0.0025 (4.15)

C2+2C3 + C6 kf = 0.01, kb = 0.001 (4.16)

where Cl , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 ,and C6 are dissolved chemicals.

Initially, there is no dissolved chemical anywhere in the domain. A 600 second simulation is

performed with a fixed time step size of 10 seconds. A relative error of 104 is used to determine convergence

for the nonlinear loop. As the simulation starts, a Dirichlet concentration of 1 g/m3 is applied for Cl , C'2,

and C3 on the upstream boundary (i.e., X = 200 m) between Y = 30 m and 40 m. The boundaries of Y =

0 m and 70 m are impervious. The longitudinal and transverse dispersivities are 0.5 m and 0.1 m, respectively.

The diffusion coefficient is 10.5 m2/s.

Figures 4.18 through 4.23 show the numerical result at time = 260 s. A steady state result is
considered to have reached after 260 s. The maximum concentrations of C4 , CS , and C6 are 0.26286

g/m3, 0.25637 g/m3, and 0.16833 g/m3, respectively, which are found in the middle of downstream area (i.e.,

X =40 to 50 m and Y = 30 to 40 m)

Concentation contour of C1 after time = 260
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Figure 4.18. Concentration contour of the first dissolved chemical at time = 260 s
for the example of 2-D overland transport.
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Concentration contour of C2 after time = 260
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Figure 4.19. Concentration contour of the second dissolved chemical at time =260 s
for the example of 2-D overland transport.
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Figure 4.20. Concentration contour of the third dissolved chemical at time = 260 s
for the example of 2-D overland transport.
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Figure 4.21. Concentration contour of the fourth dissolved chemical at time = 260 s
for the example of 2-D overland transport.
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Concentration contour of C5 after lime = 260
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Figure 4.22. Concentration contour of the fifth dissolved chemical at time = 260 s
for the example of 2-D overland transport.
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Figure 4.23. Concentration contour of the sixth dissolved chemical at time = 260 s
for the example of 2-D overland transport.

4.5. Example of 1-D river/stream flow and transport

In this example, a horizontally 200 m-long river/stream containing a uniform width of 2 m is
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considered. The bottom elevation of the river/stream is shown in Figure 4.1. Manning's roughness is 0.015.

Initially, it is dry everywhere. The chemical reactions considered are identical to those in the example of 2-D

transport (Eqs. (4.14) through (4.16)). As the simulation starts, a uniform rainfall of 10'5 m/s covers the entire

domain of interest, which contains the first three chemicals (i.e., CZ5 , C2 , and C3 ) of 1 g/m3. At the

upstream boundary node (i.e., X = 0 m) water depth is kept at 10.`0 m and the concentrations are kept at 1 g/m3

for Cl , C2 , C3 and at 0 g/m3 for C4 , C5 , C6 . At the downstream boundary node (i.e., X = 200

m) a water depth-dependent flow rate boundary condition is employed for flow and a variable boundary

condition is applied for transport. Infiltration is neglected. The domain is discretized with twenty elements,

10 m long for each. A one-hour simulation is performed with a fixed time step size of 2 seconds. A relative

error of 10a is used to determine convergence for required iteration in both flow and transport computations.

Figure 4.24 depicts water depth at various times for the simulation. It is the same as Figure 4.2

because they have an identical setup for the flow simulation and we assume the flow is not influenced by

transport in our model. Figures 4.25 through 4.31 show the concentration distributions at various times for

the first through the sixth dissolved chemicals, respectively. It is seen that the third dissolved chemicals are

consumed most among the three reactant chemicals that consumes most in this example (Figures 4.25 through

4.27). This is because all three reactions contain the same forward reaction rate constant (Eqs. (4.16) through

(4.18)) but the third reaction has the smallest backward reaction rate constant and the third dissolved chemical

has a stoichiometric coefficient of 2 as a reactant chemical in the third reaction (Eq. (4.16)).

0.015 -

0.014
0.013 - wusioDTuE 100.000.013 • WMS I D,IM.F- 200.00

0.012 - WUS ID, TIME= 300.00
0.011 --- WUS ID MUE= 1200.00

0.01

-. 0.009

0.008
.L 0.007

19 0.006

0.004

0.00
0.002
0.001

10 20 30 40 60 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200

Figure 4.24. Water depth at various times for the example of l-D river/stream flow and transport.
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Figure 4.25. Concentration of the first dissolved chemical at various times
for the example of 1-D river/stream flow and transport.
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Figure 4.26. Concentration of the second dissolved chemical at various times
for the example of 1-D river/stream flow and transport.
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Figure 4.27. Concentration of the third dissolved chemical at various times
for the example of 1-D river/stream flow and transport.
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Figure 4.28. Concentration of the fourth dissolved chemical at various times
for the example of Il-D river/stream flow and transport.
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Figure 4.29. Concentration of the fifth dissolved chemical at various times
for the example of Il-D river/stream flow and transport.
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Figure 4.30. Concentration of the sixth dissolved chemical at various times
for the example of 1-D river/stream flow and transport.
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4.6. Example of 2-D overland flow and transport

The setup for the flow simulation in this example is the same as that in the example of 2-D flow

(Section 4.2) except that time step size is 2.5 s for this example. The same chemical system as described in
both Sections 4.4 and 4.5 is also considered here. Initially, it is dry and there is no chemical in the domain of
interest. As the simulations starts, Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied on the upstream boundary (i.e.,

X = 0 m) for the transport simulation, where the concentrations of CTl , C-2 , CZ3 are maintained at 1 g/m3

and those of C4 , C5 , C6 are at0g/m3.

Figures 4.31 through 4.37 plot the numerical results at various times. Figure 4.31 is actually
representing the same computational result as Figure 4.10 for Example 1 of 2-D overland flow in Section 4.2.1.

This is again because this example has a simulation setup identical to that of the example in Section 4.2.1 and
the feedback from transport to flow is not considered in the model. Although the results shown in Figures 4.32

through 4.37 are difficult to analyze, we can observe the same concentration distribution trends from upstream

to downstream for the six dissolved chemicals as those shown in Figures 4.25 through 4.30. Additionally, it
is consistent that C3 and C6 are the chemicals having the smallest concentration among the three reactant

chemicals and the three product chemicals, respectively, in the downstream region.
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4.7. Example of 1-D/2-D flow

A flow system including both l-D river/stream and 2-D overland is considered in this section. The

topography and discretization of the system is plotted in Figure 4.38. As shown in the figure, water would

flow from overland into the river/stream that is located in the middle of the system (i.e., the blue strip) and then

leave the system through the downstream outlet of the river/stream (i.e., at X = 0 m, Y = 0 in). The slope of

river/stream bottom elevation is 0.02.

The river/stream width increases along river/stream's downstream direction: 10 m at Y = 100 and 90

in, 12 mat Y = 80 and 70m, 14 mat Y = 60 and 50m, 16 mat Y = 40 and 30m, 18 mat Y =20 and 10m,

and 20 m at the outlet (i.e., Y = 0 in). The width changes linearly between any two consecutive locations

mentioned above. The system is initially dry. A variable rainfall is applied to the system during a two-hour

simulation, which is 5xl0-7 m/s during the first twenty minutes, lx10 6 rn/s between 20 and 40 minutes, 2x10-6

m/s between 40 and 60 minutes, no rainfall between 60 and 80 minutes, 4x10-6 m/s between 80 and 100

minutes, and 5x10-7 m/s for the last twenty minutes of the simulation. A constant water depth of 0 in is set at

the ridge top of the system during the simulation. A water depth-dependent flux boundary condition is

employed on the interface between 2-D overland and 1-D river/stream to determine the injection of water from

overland to river/stream. Impermeable boundary condition is employed for the overland boundary at Y = 0

in (X = -400 to -10 in and X = 10 to 400 in). The upstream end of the river/stream is treated as a junction,

where water budget is used to determine the water depth there. A water depth-dependent flow rate boundary

condition is used to compute the water going out from the river/stream downstream boundary, which is also

the only outlet of the system. The time step size for 2-D overland flow computation is 20 seconds and it is 2

seconds for calculating 1-D river/stream flow (i.e., 1 2-D time step = 10 1-D time steps).

Figures 4.39 and 4.40 plot water depth and velocity, respectively, at various times for 1-D river/stream.

Figure 4.41 depicts the contour of water depth at various times for 2-D overland. From Figure 4.39, we can

easily observe the back water effect due to the depth-dependent flow rate at the outlet of 1-D river/stream.

Also, we see that the junction (at X = 0 in in Figures 3.39 and 3.40) collects water from the converging

overland flow and has the largest water depth in the river/stream. This seems contradictory to our intuition.

However, such a result is the consequence of the widening of river width from upstream to downstream and

a relatively flat river bottom. Figure 4.41 illustrates how water depth changes with rainfall rates in the

overland domain. We can also observe the back water effect due to the depth-dependent normal flux given

on the river/stream- and junction-related downstream boundary (i.e., the 1-D/2-D interface boundary).
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4.8. Example of 1-D/2-D flow and transport

This example considers both flow and transport in 1-D river/stream and 2-D overland. The topography

and grids are shown in Figure 4.42 where flow is driven into the river/stream from the overland simply due

to gravity. The slope of river bottom elevation is 0.01.

The river/stream has a uniform width of 10 m. The system is initially dry. A variable rainfall is

applied to the system during a two-hour simulation, which is 10-r m/s during the first twenty minutes, 2x10 5

m/s between 20 and 40 minutes, 10.n m/s between 40 and 60 minutes, 2x10-5 m/s between 60 and 80 minutes,

10- rn/s between 80 and 100 minutes, and no rainfall for the last twenty minutes of the simulation. A constant

water depth of 104 m is set at the ridge top of the system during the simulation. A water depth-dependent flux

boundary condition is employed on the interface between 2-D overland and 1-D river/stream to determine the

injection of water from overland to river/stream. Impermeable boundary condition is employed for the

overland boundary at Y = 0 m and Y = 900 m (X = 200 to 595 m and X = 605 to 1000 m). Water depth is

maintained at 10- m at the upstream end of the river/stream. A water depth-dependent flow rate boundary

condition is used to compute the water going out from the river/stream downstream boundary. Manning's

roughness is 0.01 for overland and 0.03 for river/stream. The time step size for 2-D overland flow computation

is 10 seconds and it is 2 seconds for calculating 1-D river/stream flow.

As for the transport simulation, six dissolved chemicals and two reactions are taken into account.

Among the six chemicals, five of them are involved in the two reactions as described in the following and the

other one is non-reactive.

C1 + C2 - NC4 kf = 0.01, kb = 0.005 (1)

CU + C3 - ZC5 kf = 0.01, kb = 0.005 (2)

The dissolved chemical C5 is radioactive and the decay constant is 104 /s. Cl , C2 , C3

and C6 exist in rainfall with a constant concentration of 1 g/m3. In 2-D overland transport, Variable

boundary conditions are applied on both the upstream boundary (i.e., ridge top), where the concentration is

1 g/m3 for Cl , C-2 , C33 ,and C6 ,and is 0g/m3 for the other two chemicals if the flow is directed into

the domain of interest. For the overland-river interface, we also apply variable boundary conditions by using

the respective concentrations in the channel as the incoming concentrations when the flow is directed from

fiver/stream to overland on the interface boundary. As for 1-D river/stream transport, the same variable

boundary condition as is employed for the overland ridge top is applied to both the upstream and the

downstream boundary nodes (i.e., located at (600 m, 900 m) and (600 m, 0 m), respectively).

Figures 4.43 and 4.44 plot water depth at various times for 1-D river/stream and 2-D overland,
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respectively. Figures 4.45 through 4.50 depict the concentration of the first through the sixth dissolved

chemicals, respectively, at various times for 1-D transport. Figures 4.51 through 4.56 show the concentration

of the first through the sixth dissolved chemicals, respectively, at various times for 2-D overland.

Both Figures 4.43 and 4.44 indicate that steady state have been reached by the end of each constant

rainfall period of time (each rainfall period lasts for twenty minutes). For both 1-D and 2-D flows, the back

water effect is obvious. The reason has been given in the previous example. Figures 4.50 and 4.56 show the

uniformly distributed concentration of the nonreactive dissolved chemical in 1-D and 2-D, respectively. This

numerical result help to verify our model when 1-D flow, 2-D flow, 1-D transport, and 2-D transport are all

taken into account.

Since the second and the third dissolved chemicals are involved in identical aqueous complexation

reactions, they should have the same concentration distribution, so should their respective product chemicals

(i.e., the fourth and the fifth chemicals, respectively). However, the radioactive nature of the fifth chemical

makes the difference between them as well as the difference between their respect product chemicals. On the

other hand, the decay is so slow so that the difference mentioned above is almost invisible (compare Figures

4.46 with 4.47, Figures 4.48 with 4.49, Figures 4.52 with 4.53, and Figures 4.54 with 4.55).
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5 SUMMARY AND CONTINUING WORK

A numerical model has been developed to simulate water flow and sediment and reactive
chemical transport in watershed systems. The mathematical basis and numerical approaches of the
model are given in Sections 2 and 3. Section 4 has demonstrated that the model was able to deal with
various configurations of problems involving flow and sediment and chemical transport over
watersheds with a wide range of ground surface slopes. Eight example problems were presented to
illustrate the basic capability of the model.

Much experience has been gained throughout the research of this project. It was
demonstrated that the method of characteristics can provide accurate numerical simulations in solving
dynamic wave model when the slopes of ground surface are small. However, its application to
solving problems with steep slopes has proved elusive. On the other hand, the Lagrangian approach
was illustrated to be robust in solving diffusion and kinematic wave models. However, kinematic and
diffusion wave models can yield accurate solutions only for cases of mild to steep slope problems.
For cases of problems involving small slopes, the kinematic/diffusion wave models could not generate
accurate results, even though the models can be solved easily. The kinematic wave model cannot
even address the effects of backwater on flow dynamics over watersheds. In consideration of
robustness (i.e., easy to solve with numerical methods) and accuracies, a hybrid model to adaptively
choosing appropriate models (kinematic, diffusion, or dynamic wave models) for different regions of
a watershed is much desirable.

Using the predictor-corrector approach to solving the transport equations, we have made the
computation effective and robust. For each time, we need to solve the advection/dispersion transport
only one time in the predictor step, and the chemical reaction system can be solved node by node in
the corrector step. The reaction chemistry can be quite general. All reactions whose rates can be
described by the collision theory are included in the model.

Continuing work is in progress to couple the watershed model with a three-dimensional
subsurface flow and chemical transport model.
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APPENDIX A DATA INPUT GUIDE

This data input guide is composed of eight files: three for 2-D overland flow/transport, three
for 1-D river/stream flow/transport, one for contaminant/sediment information and one for l-D/2-D
mapping. They are described as follows.

2-D Overland Geometry File (.2dm files for 2-D overland simulations)

T1-T3 Cards Job title

Only one T 1, T2, and T3 card can be used.

GE Ca Element information
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 GE Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 Identification of element.

3 A triangular element is being input.
4 A quadrilateral element is being input.

1 M + id of global element.
2 IE1(M,1) + The index of node number 1 of the M element.
3 IE2(M,2) + The index of node number 2 of the M element.
4 IE2(M,3) + The index of node number 3 of the M element.
5 IE2(M,4) + The index of node number 4 of the M element. It is zero for a

triangular element.
6 IE2(M,5) + id of the material type of the M element.

GN Card Node information
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI GN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 blank
1 N + id of global node..
2 X2(N, 1) + The x-coordinate of the global node.
3 X2(N,2) + The y-coordinate of the global node.
4 X2(N,3) + The z-coordinate (bottom elevation) of the global node.

EN Card End of data control
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 EN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 D End of input data.

2-D Overland Flow File (.2bc files for 2-D overland simulations)

T l-T3 Cards Job title
Only one T 1, T2, and T3 card can be used.
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OP Card Run option parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Simulation selection.
1 KMOD Index of river/stream simulation.

0 No river/stream simulation.
1 Only flow is simulated.
2 Both flow and transport are simulated.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Solver specification.
1 ILUMP Index of using mass lumping.

0 No mass lumping.
1 Mass lumping.

2 IPNTS Index of using linear matrix solver for flow simulations.
1 The pointwise iterative matrix solver.
2 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method (polynomial),
3 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method (Incomplete Cholesky).

3 IQUAR Index of using quadrature for numerical integration.
1 Nodal quadrature for line element integration.
2 Gaussian quadrature for line element integration.

4 IDIFF Index of taking into account the eddy viscosity terms.
1 Yes.
0 No, the eddy viscosity terms are neglected.

5 IALLOW Index of allowing the simulation to continue when there is no
convergence reached for the non-linear iteration.

1 Yes.
0 No.

6 IMODEL Index of simulating overland flow.
3 Using MOC to solve the dynamic model only.
2 Using the diffusion model only.
1 Using the kinematic model only.
0 Using the hybrid model.
-10 Specifying water depth and flow velocity with the initial condition.

The flow equation is not solved.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Weighting factor for simulations.
1 W Time derivative weighting factor for flow simulation.

0.5 Crank-Nicolson central.
1.0 Backward difference.

2 OME Relaxation parameter for solving nonlinear matrix equations.
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0.0-1 .OUnder relaxation.
1.0 Exact relaxation.
1.0-2.0Over relaxation.

3 OMI Relaxation parameter for solving linearized matrix equation.
0.0-1 .OUnder relaxation.
1.0 Exact relaxation.
1.0-2.0Over relaxation.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 4 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method.
1 IEIGEN 0 GG will not be read.

1 GG will be read.
2 GG + Upper bound of the maximum eigenvalue of the coefficient matrix

used in the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 5 Method of characteristics.
1 ISK Index of choosing the directions of characteristics.

-1 Using the velocity direction as the direction of characteristics.
0 Solve the diagonalization equations for the directions.
1 Specify directions by users.

2 ANGLE1 + User specified angle for the direction of the first characteristic.
(COS(ANGLE1), SIN(ANGLE1)) is the direction.

3 ANGLE2 + User specified direction for the second and third characteristics.
(COS(ANGLE2), SIN(ANGLE2)) is the direction.

IP Card Iteration Parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Total simulation time.
1 NN1TER + Allowed number for the non-linear iteration in the flow simulation.
2 NP1TER + Allowed number for the linearized iteration in the flow simulation.
3 TOLBH + Allowed relative error for water depth.
4 TOLBV + Allowed relative error for velocity components.
5 V_CUT + Cut-off of velocity. If the computed velocity is smaller than this value,

it is set to zero.
6 FMSR + Multiplication factor to set the allowed mean square root errors,

BHMSR for water depth and BVMSR for velocity, where BHMSR
= TOLBH*FMSR; BVMSR = TOLBV*FMSR.

PT Card Time marching parameters
Field Variable Value Description
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C 1-2 ICI PT Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Total simulation time.
1 NXW + Subelement number in one direction that is used in the "in-element"

particle tracking. The total subelement number included in one global
element is NXW*NXW.

2 IDETQ Index of particle tracking approach.
1 Using the average-velocity approach.
2 Using the constant-velocity approach.

TC Ca Iteration Parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 TC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Total simulation time.
1 TMAX + Maximum simulation time. [T]
2 DELT + Initial time step size. [T]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI TC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Computational time step.
1 IDTXY + Index of xy series for variable time step.

OC Card Output control parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Print control parameters.
1 IBUG 0 Do not print the diagnostic output.

1 Do print the diagnostic output.
2 JOPT .0 Print at specified intervals.

1 Print at specified set of time values.
3 KPRT + Specify the interval if JOPT = 0.

NPRINT + Specify total number of the specified times, if JOPT=1.

Note: NPRINT new lines after OCI card are needed if JOPT = 1.
(the first new line)
1 TPRT(1) + The 1-st specified time that the simulation results are to be printed.
(the second new line)
1 TPRT(2) + The 2-nd specified time that the simulation results are to be printed.

(the NPRINT new line)
1 TPRT(NPRINT) + The NPRINT-th specified time that the associated simulation results

are to be printed.

Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OC Card group identifier
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C 3 IC3 2 Print options.
1 NSELT + Total options to be selected.
2 KPRO(i) Print options.

1 Print water depth.
2 Print velocity.
3 Print infiltration rate.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Output control for post-process.
1 IFILE 0 Save as ascii format.

1 Save as binary format.
2 KOPT 0 Save at specified interval.

1 Save at specified set of times.
3 KDSK + Save every specified interval, if KOPT=0.

NPOST + Save at specified set of times, if KOPT=1.

Note: NPOST new lines after OC3 card are needed if KOPT = 1.
(the first new line)
1 TSV(l) + The 1-st specified time that the simulation results are to be saved.
(the second new line)
1 TSV(2) + The 2-nd specified time that the simulation results are to be saved.
(the NPOST new line)
1 TSV(NPOST) + The NPOST-th specified time that the simulation results are to be

saved.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 4 Solution file output options.
1 KSELT + Total options to be selected.
2 KSAVE(i) Save options.

1 Save water depth.
2 Save flux.
3 Save infiltration rate.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 5 Print options for 1-D groundwater flow.
1 NCOLUM + Total vertical column to be printed.

Note: NCOLUM new lines after OC5 card are needed.
(the first new line)
1 ICL(l) + The 1-st specified vertical column that the groundwater flow are

to be printed.
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(the second new line)
1 ICL(2) + The 2-nd specified vertical column that the groundwater flow are to

be printed.
(the NPRINT new line)
1 ICL(NCOLUM) + The NCOLUM-th specified vertical column that the groundwater flow

are to be printed.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 6 Print 1-D groundwater model options

1 NSELTG + Total options to be selected.
2 KPRG(i) Print options.

1 Print pressure head.
2 Print water contents.
3 Print velocity.

GC Ca Cross section parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 GC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Generate cross section to calculate discharge.
1 NGCL + Total number of cross sections.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 GC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Cross section information.
1 id + Index number of cross section.
2 NPL + Number of nodal points in the x-section.
(new line) + Node points.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 GC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Save and print hydrograph.
1 LOPT 0 Save and print at specified interval.

1 Save and print at specified set of times.
2 LDSK 0 Save and print at specified interval.

+ Save and print every specified interval, if LOPT=O.
LPOST + Save and print at specified set of times, if LOPT=1.

Note: LPOST new lines after GC3 card are needed if LOPT = 1.
(the first new line)
1 TSA(l) + The 1-st specified time that the hydrographs are to be saved.
(the second new line)
1 TSA(2) + The 2-nd specified time that the hydrographs are to be saved.
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(the NPOST new line)
1 TSA(LPOST) + The LPOST-th specified time that the hydrographs are to be saved.
(new line) + After GC3 card, specify the times, if LOPT = 1. One data entry per

line.

MP Card Material property parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI MP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Material property.
1 i + id of material type.
2 PROP(1,i) + Manning's roughness associated with the material type.
3 PROP(2,i) + xx-eddy viscosity associated with the material type. [L2/T]
4 PROP(3,i) + yy-eddy viscosity associated with the material type. [LE/T]
5 PROP(4,i) + xy-eddy viscosity associated with the material type. [L?/T]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI MP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Density of water and acceleration of gravity.
1 ITUNIT Index of time unit.

1 The time unit for simulation is second.
2 The time unit for simulation is minute.
3 The time unit for simulation is hour.

2 ILUNIT Index of length unit.
1 The length unit for simulation is meter.
2 The length unit for simulation is foot.
3 The length unit for simulation is kilometer.
4 The length unit for simulation is mile.

3 RHO + Density of water, (M/L3).

SP Card Soil property parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 SP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Index for computing the infiltration.
1 KSP Index of infiltration rate.

0 Input the infiltration rate.
1 Computed by 1-D vertical groundwater model.

RF Card Rainfall parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 RF Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Rainfall data for the simulation.
1 i + id of global element.
2 IRTYP(i) + Index of the rainfall rate XY series for the element.
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SS-Card Source/sink parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 SS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Source/sink data for the simulation.
1 i + id of global node.
2 ISR(i) + Index of the source/sink rate XY series for the node.

IN Card Infiltration parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Input for Infiltration data.
1 i + id of global node.
2 ROUTND(i) + Input infiltration rate for the node. [L/T]

OB Card Open boundary parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 OB Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 1 Dirichlet boundary nodes for the simulation.
1 NPDB(j) + id of global node corresponding to the j-th Dirichlet boundary node.
2 IDTYP(j) + id of xy series to describe the time-dependent water surface elevation

or water depth profile associated with the Dirichlet boundary node.
3 IDHB(j) Index of the profile type for the j-th Dirichlet boundary node.

0 Time-dependent water depth profile.
1 Time-dependent water surface elevation profile.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OB Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 2 Flux-type boundary sides for the simulation.
1 NSCB(j,1) + id of global node corresponding to the 1-st node of the j-th flux-type

boundary side.
2 NSCB(j,2) + id of global node corresponding to the 2-nd node of the j-th flux-type

boundary side.
3 NSCB(j,3) id of the type for the j-th flux-type boundary side.

1 Upstream boundary with the incoming normal flux specified.
2 Downstream boundary with the outgoing normal flux specified.
3 This is either a river/stream-related or a river/stream junction-related

boundary side with the water depth-dependent outgoing normal flux
(when overland water and river/stream water are separated) or stage
difference-dependent normal flux (when overland water and river or
stream water are connected) specified.

4 ICTYP(j,1) + id of xy series to describe the time-dependent normal flux profile
associated with the open boundary node when NSCB(j,3) = 1.

5 ICTYP(j,2) + id of xy series to describe the water depth-dependent normal flux
profile associated with the open boundary node when NSCB(J,3) = 2,
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or 3 (for the case that river/stream and overland waters are separated).
6 ICTYPj,3) + id of xy series to describe the water stage difference-dependent normal

flux profile associated with the open boundary node when NSCB(j,3)
= 3 (for the case that river/stream and overland waters are connected).

IC Card Initial condition data parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI IC Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 H Water depth or water surface elevation.
1 LHEAD 0 Constant water depth or water surface elevation.

1 Variable water depth or water surface elevation.
2 IDHEAD 0 Initial water depth is input.

1 Initial water surface elevation is input.
3 HCONST + Value of the constant water depth or water surface elevation for

IHEAD = 0. [L]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IC Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 U Velocity.
1 IV 0 Constant velocity.

1 Variable velocity.
2 UCONST + Value of the constant velocity. [LIT]
3 VCONST + Value of the constant velocity. [LUT]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 IC Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 S Initial condition start type.
1 ISTART 0 Cold start, water depth/water surface elevation and velocity.

1 Hot start, water surface elevation and velocity.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 IC Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 T Initial condition start time.
1 HSTIME + Time corresponding for the hot start.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 IC Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 F Initial condition start type.
1 ICFILE 0 Text format.

1 Binary format.

XY Card X-Y Series Parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 XY Card group identifier.
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C 3 IC3 1 Generation of any x-y series function.
1 i + Index number for x-y series.
2 NPOINT(i) + The number of x-y values in the series.
3 DELTAX 0 Dummy values.
4 DELTAY 0 Dummy values.
5 REPEAT 0 Dummy values.
6 BEGCYC 0 Dummy values.
7 TNAME + A character string representing the name of the XY series.
(new line)X,Y After XY card, the x-y values of the series are listed one pair per line

up to NPOINT(i).

EN Card End of data control
Fied Variable Value Dsril1ion
C1-2 IC1 EN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 D End of input data.

2-D Overland Transport Files (.2tp fies for 2-D overland simulations)

T1-T3 Cards Job title
Only one T1, T2, and T3 card can be used.

OP Ca Run option parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Simulation selection.
1 IDCHEM Index of chemical transport simulation.

0 Chemical transport is not simulated.
1 Chemical transport is simulated.

2 IDSED Index of sediment transport simulation.
0 Sediment transport is not simulated.
1 Sediment transport is simulated.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Solver specification.
1 ILUMPT Index of using mass lumping for transport simulations.

0 No mass lumping.
1 Mass lumping.

2 IPNTST Index of using linear matrix solver for transport simulations.
1 The pointwise iterative matrix solver.
2 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method (polynomial),
3 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method (Incomplete Cholesky).

3 IQUART Index of using quadrature for numerical integration.
1 Nodal quadrature for line element integration.
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2 Gaussian quadrature for line element integration.
4 IADAPT Index of using adapted implicit-explicit scheme for the predictor step.

0 No.
1 Yes.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Weighting factor for transport simulations.
1 WT Time derivative weighting factor for transport simulation.

0.5 Crank-Nicolson central.
1.0 Backward difference.

2 OMET Relaxation parameter for solving nonlinear matrix equations.
0.0-1 .OUnder relaxation.
1.0 Exact relaxation.
1.0-2.0Over relaxation.

3 OMIT Relaxation parameter for solving linearized matrix equation.
0.0-1 .OUnder relaxation.
1.0 Exact relaxation.
1.0-2.0Over relaxation.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 4 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method.
1 IEIGENT 0 GGT will not be read.

1 GGT will be read.
2 GGT + Upper bound of the maximum eigenvalue of the coefficient matrix

used in the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method.

P Card Iteration Parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC I IP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Total simulation time.
1 NNITERT + Allowed number for the non-linear iteration.
2 NP1TER + Allowed number for the linearized iteration.
3 TOLBT + Allowed relative error for getting convergent transport solutions.

PT Card Particle tracking parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 PT Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Particle tracking controlling parameters.
1 NXWT + Subelement number in one direction that is used in the "in-element"

particle tracking. The total subelement number included in one global
element is NXWT*NXWT.

2 IDETQT Index of particle tracking approach.
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1 Using the average-velocity approach.
2 Using the constant-velocity approach.

MP Card Material property parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 MP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Material property for transport.
1 i + id of material type.
2 PROPT(1,i) + Longitudinal dispersivity associated with the material type. [L]
3 PROPT(2,i) + Lateral dispersivity associated with the material type. [L]
4 PROPT(3,i) + Pure diffusion coefficient associated with the material type. [I 2/T]

SS card Source/sink parameters
Eield Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 SS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Source/sink profile for dissolved chemicals.
1 NP + id of global node.
2 j + id of dissolved chemical.
3 ITSR(NPj) + Index of the source/sink XY series for dissolved chemical at the node.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 SS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Source/sink profile for suspended sediment.
1 NP + id of global node.
2 j + id of suspended sediment size.
3 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
4 1TSR(m) + Index of the source/sink XY series for the suspended sediment size

at the global node, where m = NCHEM + j.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 SS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Source/sink profile for particulate chemicals on suspended sediments.
1 NP + id of global node.
2 j + id of suspended sediment.
3 k + id of particulate chemical.
4 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
5 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
6 1TSR(m) + Index of the source/sink XY series for the particulate chemical on the

suspended sediment size at the global node, where m = NCHEM +
NSSIZE + (j-.1)*NCHEM + k, j e[1,NSSIZE], and k c [1, NCHEM].

DB Card Dirichlet boundary parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 DB Card group identifier.
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C 3 IC3 1 Dirichlet boundary conditions for dissolved chemicals.
1 NP + id of Dirichlet boundary node.
2 NPDBT(NP) + id of global node corresponding to the Dirichlet boundary node.
3 i + id of dissolved Chemical.
4 IDTYPT(NP,i)+ Index of the concentration XY series with the Dirichlet boundary node

for the dissolved chemical.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 DB Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Dirichlet boundary conditions for suspended sediments.
1 NP + id of Dirichlet boundary node.
2 NPDBT(NP) + id of global node corresponding to the Dirichlet boundary node.
3 k + id of suspended sediment size.
4 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
5 IDTYPT(NP,i)+ Index of the concentration XY series with the Dirichlet boundary node

for the suspended sediment, where i = NCHEM+k.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 DB Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 3 Dirichlet boundary conditions for particulate chemicals on suspended

sediments.
1 NP + id of Dirichlet boundary node.
2 NPDBT(NP) + id of global node corresponding to the Dirichlet boundary node.
3 j + id of suspended sediment size.
4 k + id of particulate chemical.
5 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
6 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
7 IDTYPT(NP,i)+ Index of the concentration XY series for the particulate chemical on

the suspended sediment, where i = NCHEM + NSSIZE + (j-
1)*NCHEM + k, j c [1,NSSIZE], and k e[1, NCHEM].

FB Car Flux-type boundary parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 FB Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Flux-type boundary conditions for dissolved chemicals.
1 NS + id of flux-type boundary side.
2 NSCBT(NS,1)+ id of global node corresponding to the 1-st node of the flux-type

boundary side.
3 NSCBT(NS,2)+ id of global node corresponding to the 2-nd node of the flux-type

boundary side.
4 NSCBT(NS,3) Index of boundary condition type for the flux-type boundary side.

1 Variable boundary node with the concentration specified if the flow
is incoming.

2 Cauchy boundary node with Cauchy flux specified.
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3 Neumann boundary node Neumann flux specified.
4 River/stream-related or a river/stream junction-related boundary node.

The boundary condition is a Variable boundary condition. However,
the concentrations along with the inward flow are not prescribed.
Rather they are the concentrations at the river/stream node or
river/stream junction for the time being.

5 i + id of dissolved Chemical.
6 ICTYPT(NS,i)+ Index of the flux XY series at the flux-type boundary side for the

dissolved chemical. It is a concentration profile when NSCBT(j,2) =
1, a Cauchy flux profile when NSCBT(j,2) = 2, and a Neumann flux
profile when NSCBT(j,2) = 3.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI FB Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Flux-type boundary conditions for suspended sediments.
1 NS + id of flux-type boundary side.
2 NSCBT(NS,l)+ id of global node corresponding to the 1-st node of the flux-type

boundary side.
3 NSCBT(NS,2)+ id of global node corresponding to the 2-nd node of the flux-type

boundary side.
4 NSCBT(NS,3) Index of boundary condition type for the flux-type boundary side.

1 Variable boundary node with the concentration specified if the flow
is incoming.

2 Cauchy boundary node with the Cauchy flux specified.
3 Neumann boundary node with the Neumann flux specified.
4 River/stream-related or a river/stream junction-related boundary node.

The boundary condition is a Variable boundary condition. However,
the concentrations along with the inward flow are not prescribed.
Rather they are the concentrations at the river/stream node or
river/stream junction for the time being.

5 k + id of suspended sediment size.
6 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
7 ICTYPT(NS,i)+ Index of the flux XY series at the flux-type boundary side for the

suspended sediment, where i = NCHEM+k. It is a concentration
profile when NSCBT(j,2) = 1, a Cauchy flux profile when NSCBT(j,2)
= 2, and a Neumann flux profile when NSCBT(j,2) = 3.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 FB Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 3 Flux-type boundary conditions for particulate chemicals on suspended

sediments.
1 NS + id of flux-type boundary side.
2 NSCBT(NS,1)+ id of global node corresponding to the 1-st node of the flux-type

boundary side.
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3 NSCBT(NS,2)+ id of global node corresponding to the 2-nd node of the flux-type
boundary side.

4 NSCBT(NS,3) Index of boundary condition type for the flux-type boundary side.
1 Variable boundary node with the concentration specified if the flow

is incoming.
2 Cauchy boundary node with the Cauchy flux specified.
3 Neumann boundary node with the Neumann flux specified.
4 River/stream-related or a river/stream junction-related boundary node.

The boundary condition is a Variable boundary condition. However,
the concentrations along with the inward flow are not prescribed.
Rather they are the concentrations at the river/stream node or
river or stream junction for the time being.

5 j + id of suspended sediment size.
6 k + id of particulate chemical.
7 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
8 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
9 ICTYPT(NS,i)+ Index of the flux XY series with the flux-type boundary side for the

particulate chemical on the suspended sediment, where i = NCHEM
+ NSSIZE + (j-1)*NCHEM + k, j c [1,NSSIZE], and k c [1,
NCHEM]. It is a concentration profile when NSCBT(J,2) = 1, a
Cauchy flux profile when NSCBT(j,2) = 2, and a Neumann flux profile
when NSCBT(j,2) = 3.

RS card Rainfall source parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 RS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Rainfall source profile for dissolved chemicals.
1 j + id of dissolved chemical.
2 IRC(j) + Index of the rainfall XY series for the dissolved chemical.

IC card Initial condition parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Initial condition parameters.
1 IDCONC id of initial concentrations.

0 constant initial concentrations.
1 variable initial concentrations.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Initially constant conditions for dissolved chemicals.
1 j + id of the dissolved chemical being input.
2 CCONST(j) + Specified initial concentration for the dissolved chemical. [M[L3]
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Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Initially constant conditions for particulate chemicals on suspended

sediments
1 j + id of the particulate chemical being input.
2 i + id of the suspended sediment size where the particulate chemical is.
3 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
4 CCONST(k) + Specified initial concentration for the particulate chemical on

suspended sediment being input, where k = i*NCHEM + j. [M/M]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 4 Initially constant conditions for particulate chemicals on bed sediments
1 j + id of the particulate chemical being input.
2 i + id of the bed sediment size where the particulate chemical is.
3 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
4 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
5 CCONST(k) + Specified initial concentration for the particulate chemical on the bed

sediment being input, where k = (i+NSSIZE)* NCHEM +j. [M/M]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 5 Initially constant conditions for suspended sediments.
1 i + id of the suspended sediment size being input.
2 SCONST(i) + Specified initial concentration for the suspended sediment of the i-th

size. [M/L3]

Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 6 Initially constant conditions for bed sediments.
1 i + id of the bed sediment size being input.
2 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
3 SCONST(k) + Specified initial concentration for the bed sediment of the i-th size,

where k = NSSIZE + i. [M/L 3]

XY Card X-Y Series Parameters
Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI XY Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Generation of any x-y series function.
1 i + Index number for x-y series.
2 NPOINT(i) + The number of x-y values in the series.
3 DELTAX 0 Dummy values.
4 DELTAY 0 Dummy values.
5 REPEAT 0 Dummy values.
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6 BEGCYC 0 Dummy values.
7 TNAME + A character string representing the name of the XY series.
(new line)X,Y After XY card, the x-y values of the series are listed one pair per line

up to NPOINT(i).

EN Card End of data control
Field Variable Value Description
C1-2 IC1 EN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 D End of input data.

1-D River/stream Geometry File (.2dm files for 1-D river/stream simulations)

Tl-T3 Cards Job title
Only one T1, T2, and T3 card can be used.

GE Card Element information
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 GE Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Identification of element.
1 M + id of global element.
2 IE 1 (M, 1) + The index of node number 1 of the M element
3 IE1 (M,2) + The index of node number 2 of the M element
4 IEI(M,3) + id of the material type of the global element.

GN Card Node information
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI GN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 blank.
1 N + id of Global node.
2 Xl (N, 1) + The x-coordinate of the global node.
3 Xl (N,2) + The z-coordinate (bottom elevation) of the global node.

EN Card End of data control
Fiel Variable Value Description
C1-2 ICI EN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 D End of input data.

1-D River/stream Flow File (.2bc files for 1-D river/stream simulations)

T1-T3 Card$ Job title
Only one T1, T2, and T3 card can be used.

OP Card Run option parameters
Fiel Variable Value Description
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C 1-2 IC I OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Simulation selection.
1 KMOD Index of river/stream simulation.

0 No river/stream simulation.
1 Only flow is simulated.
2 Both flow and transport are simulated.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Solver specification.
1 ILUMP Index of using mass lumping.

0 No mass lumping.
1 Mass lumping.

2 IPNTS Index of using linear matrix solver for flow simulations.
1 The pointwise iterative matrix solver.
2 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method (polynomial),
3 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method (Incomplete Cholesky).

3 IQUAR Index of using quadrature for numerical integration.
1 Nodal quadrature for line element integration.
2 Gaussian quadrature for line element integration.

4 IDIFF Index of taking into account the eddy viscosity terms.
1 Yes.
0 No, the eddy viscosity terms are neglected.

5 IALLOW Index of allowing the simulation to continue when there is no
convergence reached for the non-linear iteration.

1 Yes.
0 No.

6 IMODEL Index of simulating overland flow.
3 Using MOC to solve the dynamic model only.
2 Using the diffusion model only.
1 Using the kinematic model only.
0 Using the hybrid model.
-10 Specifying water depth and velocity as the initial conditions. The

flow equation is not solved.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Weighting factor for simulations.
1 W Time derivative weighting factor for flow simulation.

0.5 Crank-Nicolson central.
1.0 Backward difference.

2 OME Relaxation parameter for solving nonlinear matrix equations.
0.0-1.OUnder relaxation.
1.0 Exact relaxation.
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1.0-2.0Over relaxation.
3 OMI Relaxation parameter for solving linearized matrix equation.

0.0-1 .OUnder relaxation.
1.0 Exact relaxation.
1.0-2.0Over relaxation.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 4 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method.
1 IEIGEN 0 GGT will not be read.

1 GGT will be read.
2 GG + Upper bound of the maximum eigenvalue of the coefficient matrix

used in the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method.

IP Card Iteration Parameters
Field Variable Vaue Description
C 1-2 IC 1 IP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Total simulation time.
1 NNITER + Allowed number for the non-linear iteration in the flow simulation.
2 NPITER + Allowed number for the linearized iteration in the flow simulation.
3 TOLBH + Allowed relative error for water depth.
4 TOLBV + Allowed relative error for velocity components.
5 V_CUT + Cut-off of velocity. If the computed velocity is smaller than this value,

it is set to zero.
6 FMSR + Multiplication factor to set the allowed mean square root errors,

BHMSR for water depth and BVMSR for velocity, where BIIMSR
= TOLBH*FMSR; BVMSR = TOLBV*FMSR.

PTLCad Particle tracking parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI PT Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Particle tracking controlling parameters.
1 NXW + Subelement number used in the x-direction in the "in-element"

particle tracking.
2 IDETQ Index of particle tracking approach.

1 Using the average-velocity approach.
2 Using the constant-velocity approach.

TC Card Iteration Parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI TC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Total simulation time.
1 TMAX + Maximum simulation time. [T]
2 DELT + Initial time step size. [T]
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Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI TC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Computational time step.
1 IDTXY + Index of xy series for variable time step.

OC Card Output control parameters
eld Variable Value Description

C 1-2 IC1 OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Print control parameters.
1 IBUG 0 Do not print the diagnostic output.

1 Do print the diagnostic output.
2 JOPT 0 Print at specified interval.

1 Print at specified set of time values.
3 KPRT + Specify the interval if JOPT = 0.

NPRINT + Specify total number of the specified times, if JOPT=1.

Note: NPRINT new lines after OCI card are needed if JOPT = 1.
(the first new line)
1 TPRT(l) + The 1-st specified time that the simulation results are to be printed.
(the second new line)
1 TPRT(2) + The 2-nd specified time that the simulation results are to be printed.
(the NPRINT new line)
1 TPRT(NPRINT) + The NPRINT-th specified time that the simulation results are to be

printed.

Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OC Card group identifier
C 3 IC3 2 Print options.
1 NSELT + Total options to be selected.
2 KPRO(i) Print options.

1 Print water depth.
2 Print velocity.
3 Print infiltration rate.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Output control for post-process.
1 FILE 0 Save as ascii format.

1 Save as binary format.
2 KOPT 0 Save at specified interval.

1 Save at specified set of times.
3 KDSK + Save every specified interval, if KOPT=O.

NPOST + Save at specified set of times, if KOPT=1.
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Note: NPOST new lines after OC3 card are needed if KOPT = 1.
(the first new line)
1 TSV(1) + The 1-st specified time that the simulation results are to be saved.
(the second new line)
1 TSV(2) + The 2-nd specified time that the simulation results are to be saved.
(the NPOST new line)
1 TSV(NPOST) + The NPOST-th specified time that the simulation results are to be

saved.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 4 Solution file output options.
1 KSELT + Total options to be selected.
2 KSAVE(i) Save options.

1 Save water depth.
2 Save flux.
3 Save infiltration rate.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 5 Print options for 1-D groundwater flow.
1 NCOLUJM + Total vertical column to be printed.

Note: NCOLUM new lines after OC5 card are needed.
(the first new line)
1 ICL(1) + The 1-st specified vertical column that the groundwater flow are to be

printed.
(the second new line)
1 ICL(2) + The 2-nd specified vertical column that the groundwater flow are to

be printed.
(the NPRINT new line)
1 ICL(NCOLUM) + The NCOLUM-th specified vertical column that the groundwater flow

are to be printed.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 6 Print 1-D groundwater model options.
1 NSELTG + Total options to be selected.
2 KPRG(i) Print options.

1 Print pressure head.
2 Print water contents.
3 Print velocity.

GC Card Cross section parameters
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Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICi GC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Generate cross section to calculate discharge.
1 NGCL + Total number of cross sections.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 GC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Cross section information.
1 id + Index number of cross section.
2 NPL + Number of nodal points in the x-section.
(new line) + Node points.

Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC I GC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Save and print hydrograph.
1 LOPT 0 Save and print at specified interval.

1 Save and print at specified set of times.
2 LDSK 0 Save and print at specified interval.

+ Save and print every specified interval, if LOPT=0.
LPOST + Save and print at specified set of times, if LOPT=I.

Note: LPOST new lines after GC3 card are needed if LOPT = 1.
(the first new line)
1 TSA(1) + The 1-st specified time that the hydrographs are to be saved.
(the second new line)
1 TSA(2) + The 2-nd specified time that the hydrographs are to be saved.
(the NPOST new line)
1 TSA(LPOST) + The LPOST-th specified time that the hydrographs are to be saved.
(new line) + After GC3 card, specify the times, if LOPT = 1. One data entry per

line.

MP Card Material property parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 MlW Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Material property.
1 i + id of material type.
2 PROP(1,i) + Manning's roughness associated with the material type.
3 PROP(2,i) + x-eddy viscosity associated with the material type. [L2[T]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 MP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Density of water and acceleration of gravity.
1 ITUN1T Index of time unit.

1 The time unit for simulation is second.
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2 The time unit for simulation is minute.
3 The time unit for simulation is hour.

2 ILUNIT Index of length unit.
1 The length unit for simulation is meter.
2 The length unit for simulation is foot.
3 The length unit for simulation is kilometer.
4 The length unit for simulation is mile.

3 RHO + Density of water. [M/L 3]

SP Card Soil property parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 SP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Index for computing the infiltration.
1 KSP Index of infiltration rate.

0 Input the infiltration rate.
1 Computed by 1-D vertical groundwater model.

RF Card Rainfall parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 RF Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Rainfall data for the simulation.
1 i + id of global element.
2 IRTYP(i) + Index of the rainfall XY series for the element.

SS Card Source/sink parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 SS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Source/sink data for the simulation.
1 i + id of global node.
2 ISR(i) + Index of the source/sink XY series for the node.

IN Card Infiltration parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Input for Infiltration data.
1 i + id of global node.
2 ROUTND(i) + Input infiltration rate for the node. [L/T]

OB Card Open bounda=y parameters
Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OB Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Open boundary for the simulation.
1 NPDB(j,1) + id of global node corresponding to the j-th open boundary node.
2 NPDB(j.2) id of the type for the open boundary node.
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1 Boundary node with the water surface elevation specified.
2 Upstream boundary node with the incoming normal flux specified.
3 Downstream boundary node with the outgoing normal flux specified.

3 IDTYP(j, 1) + id of xy series to describe the water surface elevation or water depth
profile associated with the open boundary node when NPDB(j,2) = 1.

4 IDTYP(j,2) + id of xy series to describe the normal flux profile associated with the
open boundary node when NPDB(j,2) = 2.

5 IDTYP(j,3) + id of xy series to describe the water depth-dependent normal flux
profile associated with the open boundary node when NPDB(j,2) = 3.

6 IDHB(j) Index of the profile type for IDTYP(j,2) when NPDB(j,2) = 2.
0 Time-dependent water depth profile.
1 Time-dependent water surface elevation profile.

SCR iver/stream cross-sectional param eters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 CS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Profile types for river/stream cross-sectional geometry.
1 j + id of river/stream node.
2 ICHN(j,l) + id of xy series to describe the water depth-dependent cross-sectional

area profile for the river/stream node.
3 ICHN(j,2) + id of xy series to describe the water depth-dependent wetted perimeter

profile for the river/stream node.
4 ICHN(j,3) + id of xy series to describe the water depth-dependent top river/stream

width profile for the river/stream node.

Note: The top river/stream width value at zero water depth must be GREATER than zero when
describing the profile associated with it.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 CS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Entire river/stream width.
1 j + id of river/stream node.
2 CHNW(j) + The entire river/stream width through which rainfall can contribute

to river/stream at the river/stream node. [L]

RH Card River/stream reach parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 RH Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 River/stream nodes included in each river/stream reach.
1 j + id of river/stream reach.
2 nn + Number of nodes included in the river/stream reach.
Note: A river/stream reach must include at least four river/stream nodes. One new line after RH I

card is needed.
(new line, including nn data)
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NPJNRH(1..nn,j) + Node numbers of river/stream nodes that are included in the
river/stream reach. These nodes must be given in order from the
upstream to the downstream.

JT Card River/stream junctions
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 JT Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 1 parameters of junction geometry.
1 j + id of river/stream junction.
2 NPJT(j) + id of overland global node that is associated with the j-th junction.
3 IVJT(j) + id of xy series to describe the volume-water depth relation at the

river/stream junction.
4 IDJCNT(j) 1 This junction is to simulate a big lake and the water stage at junction's

outlets are considered to be the same as the junction's.
0 Otherwise.

5 AJT(j) + Horizontal area of the junction, through which both rainfall and
infiltration can contribute to the change of water depth of the junction.
[L21

6 ZOJT(j) + Bottom elevation of the junction. [L]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 JT Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 2 river/stream reaches and nodes associated with river/stream junctions.
1 j id of river/stream junction.
2 NJTRH(j) + Number of river/stream reaches that connect to one another through

the river/stream junction.

Note: If this river/stream junction is simulating a pond without outlet, NJTRH(j) = 0.
(new line) IDJT(1,1 ..n,j) id of river/stream global nodes which coincide with the junction and

are the end nodes of the reaches connected to the junction. (nn =

NJTRH(j))
(new line) DJT(2,1..nnj) id of river/stream global nodes which are the nodes next to the nodes

specified in IDJT(l,1..nnj). (nn = NJTRH(j))
Note: IDJT(1,i,j) must match IDJT(2,ij) for the i-th reach connected to the j-th junction.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI JT Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 3 junction-related overland boundary sides.
1 j + id of river/stream junction.
Note: A river/stream dead end is treated as a river/stream junction.
2 NJT12(j) + Number of junction-related overland boundary segments.
Note: nn new lines after JT3 card are needed, where nn = NJT12(j).
(the first new line)
1 NSJT12(1,1) + The 2D global node that corresponds to the 1-st node of the 1-st
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surrounding overland boundary segment of the river/stream junction.
2 NSJT12(2,1) + The 2D global node that corresponds to the 2-nd node of the 1-st

surrounding overland boundary segment of the river/stream junction.
(the nn-th new line)
1 NSJT12(1,nn) + The 2D global node that corresponds to the 1-st node of the nn-th

surrounding overland boundary segment of the river/stream junction.
2 NSJT12(2,nn) + The 2D global node that corresponds to the 2-nd node of the nn-th

surrounding overland boundary segment of the river/stream junction.

IC Card Initial condition data parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IC Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 H Water depth or water surface elevation.
1 IHEAD 0 Constant water depth or water surface elevation.

1 Variable water depth or water surface elevation.
2 IDHEAD 0 Initial water depth is input.

1 Initial water surface elevation is input.
3 HCONST + Value of the constant water depth or water surface elevation for

Ml-EAD = 0. [U

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 U Velocity.
1 IV 0 Constant velocity.

1 Variable velocity.
2 UCONST + Value of the constant velocity. [LIT]

F Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC I IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 S Initial condition start type.
1 ISTART 0 Cold start, water depth/water surface elevation and velocity.

1 Hot start, water surface elevation and velocity.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 T Initial condition start time.
1 HSTJME + Time corresponding for the hot start.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC I IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 F Initial condition start type.
1 ICFILE 0 Text format.

1 Binary format.
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XY Card X-Y Series Parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 XY Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Generation of any x-y series function.
1 i + Index number for x-y series.
2 NPOINT(i) + The number of x-y values in the series.
3 DELTAX 0 Dummy values.
4 DELTAY 0 Dummy values.
5 REPEAT 0 Dummy values.
6 BEGCYC 0 Dummy values.
7 TNAME + A character string representing the name of the XY series.
(new line) X,Y After XY card, the x-y values of the series are listed one pair per line

up to NPOINT(i).

EN Ca End of data control
Field Variable Value Description
Cl-2 ICI EN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 D End of input data.

1-D River/stream Transport File (.2tp files for 2-D overland simulations)

T1-T3 Cards Job title
Only one T1, T2, and T3 card can be used.

OP Card Run option parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Simulation selection.
1 IDCHEM Index of chemical transport simulation.

0 Chemical transport is not simulated.
1 Chemical transport is simulated.

2 IDSED Index of sediment transport simulation.
0 Sediment transport is not simulated.
1 Sediment transport is simulated.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Solver specification.
1 ILUMPT Index of using mass lumping for transport simulations.

0 No mass lumping.
1 Mass lumping.

2 IPNTST Index of using linear matrix solver for transport simulations.
1 The pointwise iterative matrix solver.
2 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method (polynomial),
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3 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method (Incomplete Cholesky).
3 IQUART Index of using quadrature for numerical integration.

1 Nodal quadrature for line element integration.
2 Gaussian quadrature for line element integration.

4 LADAPT Index of using adapted implicit-explicit scheme for the predictor step.
0 No.
1 Yes.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Weighting factor for transport simulations.
1 WT Time derivative weighting factor for transport simulation.

0.5 Crank-Nicolson central.
1.0 Backward difference.

2 OMET Relaxation parameter for solving nonlinear matrix equations.
0.0-1.OUnder relaxation.
1.0 Exact relaxation.
1.0-2.0Over relaxation.

3 OMIT Relaxation parameter for solving linearized matrix equation.
0.0-1.OUnder relaxation.
1.0 Exact relaxation.
1.0-2.0Over relaxation.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 OP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 4 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method.
1 IEIGENT 0 GGT will not be read.

1 GGT will be read.
2 GGT + Upper bound of the maximum eigenvalue of the coefficient

matrix used in the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method.

IPCad Iteration Parameters
Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Total simulation time.
1 NN1TERT + Allowed number for the non-linear iteration.
2 NPITER + Allowed number for the linearized iteration.
3 TOLBC + Allowed relative error for getting convergent transport solutions for

both dissolved and particulate chemicals. '
4 TOLBS + Allowed relative error for getting convergent transport solutions for

sediments.

PT Card Particle tracking parameters
Field Variable Vlue Description
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C 1-2 IC1 PT Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Particle tracking controlling parameters.
1 NXWT + Subelement number used in the x-direction in the "in-element"

particle tracking.
2 IDETQT Index of particle tracking approach.

1 Using the average-velocity approach.
2 Using the constant-velocity approach.

MP Card Material property parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 MP Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Material property for transport.
1 i + id of material type.
2 PROPT(1,i) + Longitudinal dispersivity associated with the material type. [L]
3 PROPT(2,i) + Pure diffusion coefficient associated with the material type. [La/T]

SS card Source/sink parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 SS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Source/sink profile for dissolved chemicals.
1 NP + id of global node.
2 j + id of dissolved chemical.
3 ITSR(NPj) + Index of the source/sink XY series for the dissolved chemical at the

global node.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 SS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Source/sink profile for suspended sediment.
1 NP + id of global node.
2 j + id of suspended sediment size.
3 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
4 1TSR(NP,m) + Index of the source/sink XY series for the suspended sediment size

at the global node, where m = NCHEM + j.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI SS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Source/sink profile for particulate chemicals on suspended sediments.
1 NP + id of global node.
2 j + id of suspended sediment.
3 k + id of particulate chemical.
4 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
5 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
6 ITSR(NP,m) + Index of the source/sink XY series for the particulate chemical on the

suspended sediment size at the global node, where m = NCHEM +
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NSSIZE + (j-1)*NCHEM + k, j E [1,NSSIZE], and k E [1, NCHEM].

UB Card User-specified boundary parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 IJB Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 User-specified boundary conditions for dissolved chemicals.
1 NP + id of user-specified boundary node.
2 NPDBT(NP, 1)+ id of global node corresponding to the user-specified boundary node.
3 NPDBT(NP,2) Index of boundary condition type for the user-specified boundary node.

1 Dirichlet boundary node with the concentration specified.
2 Variable boundary node with th concentration specified if the flow is

incoming.
3 Cauchy boundary node with the Cauchy flux specified.
4 Neumann boundary node with Neumann flux specified.

4 i + id of dissolved Chemical.
5 IDTYPT(NP,i)+ Index of the XY series associated with the user-specified boundary

node for the dissolved chemical. It is a concentration profile when
NPDB(j,2) = 1, a concentration profile when NPDB(j,2) = 2, a Cauchy
flux profile when NPDB(j,2) = 3, and a Neumann flux profile when
NPDB(j,2) = 4.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 UB Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 User-specified boundary conditions for suspended sediments.
1 NP + id of user-specified boundary node.
2 NPDBT(NP, 1)+ id of global node corresponding to the user-specified boundary node.
3 NPDBT(NP.2) Index of boundary condition type for the user-specified boundary node.

1 Dirichlet boundary node with the concentration specified.
2 Variable boundary node with the concentration specified if the flow

is incoming.
3 Cauchy boundary node with the Cauchy flux specified.
4 Neumann boundary node with the Neumann flux specified.

4 k + id of suspended sediment size.
5 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
6 IDTYPT(NP,i + Index of the XY series associated with the user-specified boundary

node for the suspended sediment, where i = NCHEM+k. It is a
concentration profile when NPDBT(j,2) = 1, a concentration profile
when NPDBT(j,2) = 2, a Cauchy flux profile when NPDBT(j,2) = 3,
and a Neumann flux profile when NPDBT(j,2) = 4.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI UB Card group identifier.
C3 IC3 3 User-specified boundary conditions for particulate chemical.on

suspended sediments.
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1 NP + id of user-specified boundary node.
2 NPDBT(NP,1)+ id of global node corresponding to the user-specified boundary node.
3 NPDBT(NP,2) Index of boundary condition type for the user-specified boundary node.

1 Dirichlet boundary node with the concentration specified.
2 Variable boundary node with the concentration specified if the flow

is incoming.
3 Cauchy boundary node with the Cauchy flux specified.
4 Neumann boundary node with the Neumann flux specified.

4 j + id of suspended sediment size.
5 k + id of particulate chemical.
6 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
7 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
8 IDTYPT(NP,i)+ Index of the XY series associated with the user-specified boundary

node for the particulate chemical on the suspended sediment, where
i = NCHEM + NSSIZE + (j-1)*NCHEM + k, j e [1,NSSIZE], and k
e&1, NCHEM]. It is a concentration profile when NPDBT(j,2) = 1,
a concentration profile when NPDBT(j,2) = 2, a Cauchy flux profile
when NPDBT(j,2) = 3, and a Neumann flux profile when NPDBT(j,2)
=4.

RS card Rainfall source parameters
Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC 1 RS Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Rainfall source profile for dissolved chemicals.
1 j + id of dissolved chemical.
2 IRC(j) + Index of the rainfall XY series for the dissolved chemical.

IC card Initial condition parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Initial condition parameters.
1 IDCONC id of initial concentrations.

0 constant initial concentrations.
1 variable initial concentrations.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Initially constant conditions for dissolved chemicals
1 j + id of the dissolved chemical being input.
2 CCONST(j) + Specified initial concentration for the dissolved chemical. [M/iL]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Initially constant conditions for particulate chemicals on suspended
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sediments
1 j + id of the particulate chemical being input.
2 i + id of the suspended sediment size where the particulate chemical is.
3 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
4 CCONST(k) + Specified initial concentration for the particulate chemical on

suspended sediment being input, where k = i*NCHEM + j. [M/M]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 4 Initially constant conditions for particulate chemicals on bed sediments
1 j + id of the particulate chemical being input.
2 i + id of the bed sediment size where the particulate chemical is.
3 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
4 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
5 CCONST(k) + Specified initial concentration for the particulate chemical on the bed

sediment being input, where k = (i+NSSIZE)* NCHEM + j. [M/M]

Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 5 Initially constant conditions for suspended sediments.
1 i + id of the suspended sediment size being input.
2 SCONST(i) + Specified initial concentration for the suspended sediment ofthe i-th

size. [M/L 3]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI IC Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 6 Initially constant conditions for bed sediments.
1 i + id of the bed sediment size being input.
2 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
3 SCONST(k) + Specified initial concentration for the bed sediment of the i-th size,

where k = NSSIZE + i. [M/L3]

XY Card X-Y Series Parameters
Fiel Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC I XY Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Generation of any x-y series function.
1 i + Index number for x-y series.
2 NPOINT(i) + The number of x-y values in the series.
3 DELTAX 0 Dummy values.
4 DELTAY 0 Dummy values.
5 REPEAT 0 Dummy values.
6 BEGCYC 0 Dummy values.
7 TNAME + A character string representing the name of the XY series.
(new line)X,Y After XY card, the x-y values of the series are listed one pair per line
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up to NPOINT(i).

EN Card End of data control
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 EN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 D End of input data.

1-D/2-D Contaminant/sediment File (.2ch files for transport simulations)

T1-T3 Cards Job title
Only one T1, T2, and T3 card can be used.

RX card Chemical reaction parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 RX Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Numbers of reactions and chemicals
1 NRXN + Number of reactions.
2 NCLEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI RX Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Chemical names
1 NCHEM + Number of dissolved Chemical.
Note: NCHEM new lines are needed.
(the first new line)
CHEMN(1) + Name of the 1-st dissolved chemical.
(the second new line)
CHEMN(2) + Name of the 2-nd dissolved chemical.
(the NCHEM-th new line)
CHEMN(NCHEM) + Name of the NCHEM-th dissolved chemical.

Field Variable Vlue Description
C 1-2 IC1 RX Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Reaction rate constants and stoichiometry
1 j + id of chemical reaction.
2 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
3 FKRX(j) + Forward reaction rate constant of the reaction. [reaction dependent]
4 BKRX(j) + Backward reaction rate constant of the reaction. [reaction

dependent]
Note: Two new lines are needed.
(the first new line)
1 NURTS(j, 1) + Stoichiometric coefficient of the 1-st dissolved chemical (on the

reactant side) in the reaction.
2 NURTS(j,2) + Stoichiometric coefficient of the 2-nd dissolved chemical (on the
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reactant side) in the reaction.
up to NURTS(j,NCHEM)

(the second new line)
1 NUPDS(j,1) + Stoichiometric coefficient of the 1-st dissolved chemical (on the

product side) in the reaction.
2 NUPDS(j,2) + Stoichiometric coefficient of the 2-nd dissolved chemical (on the

product side) in the reaction.

up to NUPDSO,NCHEM)

ST card Sediment parameters
eld Variable Value Description

C 1-2 IC1 ST Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Number of sediment sizes
1 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI ST Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Parameter associated with each sediment size.
1 j + id of Sediment size.
2 SPARA(j,1) The type of the sediment size.

1 Cohesive sediment, e.g., clay and silt.
2 Non-cohesive sediment, e.g., sand.

3 SPARA(j,2) + Settling speed of the sediment size. [LIT]
4 SPARA(j,3) + Critical shear stress for deposition of the sediment size. [M/I.T 2]
5 SPARA(j,4) + Critical shear stress for erosion of the j-th size fraction of

sediment. [M/Ull 2 ]
6 SPARA(j,5) + Erodibility of the sediment size. [M/L2]
7 SPARA(j,6) + Specific weight of the sediment size. [M/L3]
8 SPARA(j,7) + Median diameter of particles in mixture of the sediment size. [L]
9 SPARA(j,8) + Critical bottom shear stress of the sediment size at which sediment

movement begins. [M/IT 2]

Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI ST Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Sorption rate constants and stoichiometry related to suspended

sediment.
1 j + id of suspended sediment size.
2 i + id of dissolved chemical.
3 FKSPSS(j,1) + Forward rate constant of the sorption of i-th dissolved chemical

onto the suspended sediment of the j-th size. [L3IMT]r
4 BKSPSS(j,2) + Backward rate constant of the sorption of i-th dissolved chemical

onto the suspended sediment of the j-th size. [lI/T]
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Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI ST Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 4 Sorption rate constants and stoichiometry related to bed sediment.
1 j + id of bed sediment size.
2 i + id of dissolved chemical.
3 FKSPBS(j,1) + Forward rate constant of the sorption of i-th dissolved chemical

onto the bed sediment of the j-th size. [L3/M/T]
4 BKSPBS(j,2) + Backward rate constant of the sorption of i-th dissolved chemical

onto the bed sediment of the j-th size. [ l/T]

VO card Volatilization parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 VO Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Volatilization rate constants.
1 j + id of dissolved chemical.
2 IAP(j) + id of xy series to describe the partial atmospheric pressure profile

of the dissolved chemical. [atm]
3 FKVO(j) + Forward volatilization rate constant of the dissolved chemical.

[l/T]
4 BKVO(j) + Backward volatilization rate constant of the dissolved chemical.

[M/atm/L3/T]

DY card I-st order decay parameters
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 ICI DY Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Decay constants of dissolved chemicals.
1 j + id of dissolved chemical.
2 DECAY(j) + 1-st order decay constant of the dissolved chemical. [l/T]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 DY Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 2 Decay constants of particulate chemicals on suspended sediments.
1 j + id of sediment size.
2 i + id of particulate chemical.
3 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
4 DCY + Decay constant of the particulate chemical on the suspended

sediment. [1/T]

Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 DY Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 3 Decay constants of particulate chemicals on bed sediments.
1 j + id of sediment size.
2 i + id of particulate chemical.
3 NCHEM + Number of dissolved chemicals.
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4 NSSIZE + Number of sediment sizes.
5 DCY + Decay constant of the particulate chemical on the bed sediment.

[lT]

XY Card X-Y Series Parameters
Fied Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 XY Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 Generation of any x-y series function.
1 i + Index number for x-y series.
2 NPOINT(i) + The number of x-y values in the series.
3 DELTAX 0 Dummy values.
4 DELTAY 0 Dummy values.
5 REPEAT 0 Dummy values.
6 BEGCYC 0 Dummy values.
7 TNAME + A character string representing the name of the XY series.
(new line)X,Y After XY card, the x-y values of the series are listed one pair per

line up to NPOINT(i).

EN Card End of data control
Field Variable Value Description
C1-2 ICI EN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 D End of input data.

1-D/2D Mapping File (.map files)

TI-T3 Cards Job title
Only one TI, T2, and T3 card can be used.

CO C Mapping information
Field Variable Value Description
C 1-2 IC1 CO Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 1 River/stream-related overland nodes
1 N + id of global river/stream node.
2 NP12(N) + id of the global overland node that is associated with the global

river/stream node. This overland node will be excluded in overland
simulations.

3 NPS 12(1,N) + id of the global overland node that serves as the 1-st overland node
next to the global river/stream node. This overland node is treated as
a boundary node for overland simulations.

4 NPS 12(2,N) + id of the global overland node that serves as the 2-nd overland node
next to the global river/stream node. This overland node is treated as
a boundary node for overland simulations.

EN Card End of data control
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Field Variable Value Description
C1-2 ICI EN Card group identifier.
C 3 IC3 D End of input data.

Table I. 1 lists necessary parts for undergoing different simulations.

Table I. 1 Data files required to achieve numerical simulations.

Simulations Files required

1-D river/stream flow Files 4 and 5

1-D river/stream transport Files 4, 5, 6, and 7

1-D river/stream flow and transport Files 4, 5, 6, and 7

2-D overland flow Files 1 and 2

2-D overland transport Files 1, 2, 3, and 7

2-D overland flow and transport Files 1, 2, 3, and 7

1-D/2-D flow Files 1, 2, 4, 5, and 8

1-D/2-D flow and transport Files 1 through 8
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APPENDIX B PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION

In this appendix, we are to give plots showing the structure of the computer program and

provide description for each subroutine.

Program Structure

MAIN and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

NMAN

A FILESi1 FILES-2 B

PAM_2 DEPERO_2
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Subroutine FILES_1 and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

GEOK-1CCRACZ

RZNCS CRACKZ RAK

TTSCONV
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Subroutine FILES_2 and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

STRIP ~CRACRD CAK

RINCS CRRCKI CAK

TSSCONV
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Subroutine FLOW 1l and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

JUNCTION CWGT

Subroutine FLOWý_2 and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

NUDO_2 IKK_2Q34F2 GAUPNT_2

ADV372 PPCT2PFFCT2
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Subroutine TRANSP_1 and the subroutines/functions it calls.

Apei x B-5
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Subroutine TRANSP_2 and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

= S IDU_.2 
1 O° _-S2 

-- s I -2 l

l,, SCM-2 O---L--J ° C2 l -' Ns" M-2 1

---- BoL._BS 1 - A'O BIs~_2I
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Subroutine FLOW2MOC and the subroutines/functions it calls.

ABEKBF2M2 Q347UPNTzý2
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Subroutine BTRAIKF_1 and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

Subroutine BTRAIKF_2 and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

ELENOD_2 ZUPLA$2 EL._

IKOZ_ qCUL2 ONLINE_2

-T;KARY_2 TRAK-21. FCOS-2

-ONMLINE_2] DAB!_22 WCQ2S
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Subroutine BTRAKT_1 and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

Subroutine BTRAKT_2 and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

L FCOIN_2 CKCNZL_2 OLN_

ELTRKAR2 Th1.X_21 C

ONLIN_2 BAE_22LXNE2

ZEWCK_2 LOCQ-2
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Subroutine BTRAIKF2M and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

= ZLT 
RY2M 

REP hK-21MF 

O

CKOB2 ONLINE_2 V-ELMLC2M

ZECK2 LOCQ2M CNS
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Subroutine GWID_1 and the subroutines/functions it calls to.

_tý_ ,,o, LI°°& I

SBAANSOL

Subroutine GW1D2 and the subroutines/functions it calRs to.
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Subroutine Description

MAIN

This main program serves the purpose of controlling the flow path of desired simulations.
It calls to Subroutines FILES_2 and FILES_1 to read in necessary data to undergo numerical
simulations. It calls to Subroutines FLOW_2 or FLOW2MOC to compute 2-D overland flow,
Subroutine TRANSP_2 to calculate 2-D overland transprot, Subroutine FLOW_1 to compute 1-D
river/stream flow, and Subroutine TRANSP_1 to calculate 1-D river/stream transport. It also calls
to Subroutine FLUXO2C to estimate both water and material flow rates from overland into
river/stream, and vice versa. In addition, it calls to needed subroutines to print or store numerical
results, including water depth, stage, discharge, velocity, and concentration, at desired times.

Subroutine ADVBCF_1

This subroutine is to implement boundary conditions for the computation in the Lagrangian
step of solving the 1-D flow equations. In this subroutine, boundary conditions with either water
depth or upstream inflow specified are implemented to obtain water depth at associated boundary
nodes. In addition, Dirichlet-type boundary conditions are applied to junction-connected river or
stream nodes.

Subroutine ADVBCF_2

This subroutine is to implement boundary conditions for the computation in the Lagrangian
step of solving the 2-D flow equations. In this subroutine, boundary conditions with either water
depth or upstream inflow specified are implemented to obtain water depth at associated boundary
nodes. At the river/stream- and junction-related nodes, the flow direction is from river/stream or
junction to the interior of overland, the flux is estimated and the corresponding water depth is
calculated accordingly.

Subroutine ADVBCF2M

This subroutine is to implement boundary conditions for the computation in the Lagrangian
step of solving the 2-D flow equations when the method of characteristics is applied. In this
subroutine, boundary conditions with either water stage or upstream inflow specified are
implemented to obtain water stage or normal flux, respectively, at associated boundary nodes. At
the river/stream- and junction-related nodes, the flow direction is from river/stream or junction to
the interior of overland, the normal flux is estimated at the corresponding boundary nodes.

Subroutine ADVBCT_1

This subroutine is to implement boundary conditions for the computation in the Lagrangian
step of solving the 1-D transport equations of (1) suspended sediment, (2) dissolved chemicals, and
(3) particulate chemicals on suspended sediments. Since the diffusive flux is neglected in the
Lagrangian Step, only are the Dirichlet, Cauchy, and variable boundary conditions are applied. In
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addition, Dirichlet-type boundary conditions are applied to junction-connected river/stream nodes.

Subroutine ADVBCT_2

This subroutine is to implement boundary conditions for the computation in the Lagrangian
step of solving the 2-D transport equations of (1) suspended sediment, (2) dissolved chemicals, and
(3) particulate chemicals on suspended sediments. Since the diffusive flux is neglected in the
Lagrangian Step, only are the Dirichlet, Cauchy, and variable boundary conditions are applied. In
addition, Variable-type boundary conditions are applied to river/stream- and junction-related
overland nodes if flow direction is determined from river/stream/junction to overland.

Subroutine ADWK_1

This subroutine is to determine the working arrays of coordinates (XW) and velocities
(VXW) in the element being considered in order to perform the 1-D "in-element" particle tracking.

Subroutine ADWK_2

This subroutine is to determine the working arrays of coordinates (XW), velocities (VXW),
subelement indices (IEW), and element boundary index (IBW) in the element being considered in
order to perform the 2-D "in-element" particle tracking.

Subroutine ALGBY_2

This subroutine is to achieve particle tracking along the 2-D unspecified boundary. Water
flow is considered parallel to the boundary on the specified boundary. This subroutine also considers
the first-order growth/decay term along characteristics.

Subroutine ALGBYF2M

This subroutine is to achieve particle tracking along the 2-D unspecified boundary. Water
flow is considered parallel to the boundary on the specified boundary. It is used only when the
method of characteristics is employed to solve the 2-D flow equation.

Subroutine AREA

This subroutine is to compute the area of a 2-D element.

Subroutine ASEMBF2M

This subroutine is to compose the global matrix equation to adjust 2-D velocity in the last
part of the method of characteristic approach when eddy viscosity is taken into account.

Subroutine ASEMBT_1
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This subroutine is to compute coefficient matrices CMATRX1 and CMATRX2 for 1-D
transport equations. CMATRX1 is a mass matrice that takes into account the total time derivative
term, while CMATRX2 is stiffness matrice that considers the dispersion term.

Subroutine ASEMBT_2

This subroutine is to compute coefficient matrices CMATRX1 and CMATRX2 for 2-D
transport equations. CMATRX1 is a mass matrice that takes into account the total time derivative
term, while CMATRX2 is stiffness matrice that considers the dispersion term.

Subroutine ASOLV2M

This subroutine is to construct and solve a set of three algebraic equations (Eqs. (3.133)
through (3.135)) that is formed by using the method of characteristics to solve the dynamic wave
model.

Subroutine BANSOL

This subroutine is to solver matrix equations with a direct band solver. When the first
argument is set to 1, the subroutine triangularize the band coefficient matrice. When the argument
is set to 2, the subroutine solves for the solution (back substitution).

Subroutine BASE_21

This subroutine is to compute the shape functions and their derivatives at a point located in
a quadrilateral element, given the local coordinates at the point.

Subroutine BASE_22

This subroutine is to compute the shape functions at a point located in a 2-D element (either
triangular or quadrilateral), given the Cartesian coordinates both at the point and element nodes.

Subroutine BCGW_1

This subroutine is to implement boundary conditions, including Cauchy, Neumann, and
Dirichlet types, for the river/stream node-associated 1-D vertical subsurface flow.

Subroutine BCGW_2

This subroutine is to implement boundary conditions, including Cauchy, Neumann, and
Dirichlet types, for the overland node-associated 1-D vertical subsurface flow.

Subroutine BCT_1
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This subroutine is to implement boundary conditions, including Dirichlet, Cauchy, Neumann,
conventional variable, and junction-related variable types, for 1-D river/stream transport. All
boundary conditions, except for the junction-related variable type, are specified at boundary nodes
(or reach ends) with time-dependent profiles. For junction-connected nodes, junction-related
variable boundary conditions are applied.

Subroutine BCT_2

This subroutine is to implement boundary conditions, including Dirichlet, Cauchy, Neumann,
conventional variable, and river/stream-related or junction-related variable types, for 2-D river or
stream transport. Dirichlet boundary conditions are specified at boundary nodes, while the other
types of boundary conditions are categorized as flux-type boundary conditions and are specified on
boundary sides. Dirichlet, Cauchy, Neumann, and conventional variable boundary conditions are
prescribed with time-dependent profiles, while river/stream- or junction-related variable boundary
conditions are applied to their associated boundary sides.

Subroutine BSFIEAR_1

This subroutine is to achieve the calculation of bottom shear stress at all river/stream nodes.

Subroutine BSHEAR_2

This subroutine is to achieve the calculation of bottom shear stress at all overland nodes.

Subroutine BTRAKF_1

This subroutine is implement backward particle tracking to obtain the water depth at all 1-D
global nodes. Since a first-order approach is used for both kinematic and diffusion models and all
source/sink rate terms can be expressed a linear function of water depth, we thus take into account
the first-order decay/growth rate along the characteristics when we implement backward particle
tracking. As for the zeroth-order source/sink rate, we simply multiply this rate by the time-step size
being considered and add the product to the outcome of backward particle tracking.

Subroutine BTRAKF_2

This subroutine is implement backward particle tracking along three characteristics to obtain
the Lagrangian water depth and veloctiy at all 2-D global nodes when the method of characteristics
is used to solve 2-D flow equations. The spatial reachout approach is currently implemented in this
subroutine.

Subroutine BTRAKF2M

This subroutine is implement backward particle tracking to obtain the water depth at all 2-D
global nodes. Since a first-order approach is used for both kinematic and diffusion models and all
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source/sink rate terms can be expressed a linear function of water depth, we thus take into account
the first-order decay/growth rate along the characteristics when we implement backward particle
tracking. As for the zeroth-order source/sink rate, we simply multiply this rate by the time-step size
being considered and add the product to the outcome of backward particle tracking.

Subroutine BTRAKT_1

This subroutine is implement backward particle tracking to obtain the Lagrangian values of
concentrations of (1) dissolved chemicals, (2) suspended sediments, and (3) particulate chemicals
on suspended sediments at all 1-D global nodes.

Subroutine BTRAKT_2

This subroutine is implement backward particle tracking to obtain the Lagrangian values of
concentrations of (1) dissolved chemicals, (2) suspended sediments, and (3) particulate chemicals
on suspended sediments at all 2-D global nodes.

Subroutine CHNGSN

This subroutine is to change sign of the velocities at point P (the starting location), point Q
(the ending location), and working subelement nodes in the process of 2-D or 3-D "in-element"
particle tracking.

Subroutine CKCNEL_2

This subroutine is to determine the element that connects to a specified element through the
element side with the N 1-th and N2-th global nodes serving as the two end nodes of the side.

Subroutine CKCOIN_2

This subroutine is to determine whether or not a specific node coincides with the Nl-th
global node or the N2-th global node.

Subroutine COMAP

This subroutine is to relate 1-D river/stream nodes with 2-D overland nodes. Those overland
nodes which correspond to river/stream nodes will not be taken into account in 2-D overland
simulations.

Subroutine COORDG_1

This subroutine is to determine the coordinates of nodes for simulations of the river/stream
node-associated 1-D vertical subsurface flow based on given specification.
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Subroutine COORDG_2

This subroutine is to determine the coordinates of nodes for simulations of the overland node-
associated 1-D vertical subsurface flow based on given specification.

Subroutine CRACKD

This subroutine is to read real numbers in order from a line data record.

Subroutine CRACKI

This subroutine is to read integer numbers in order from a line data record.

Subroutine C2JT

This subroutine is to compute the flow rate of (1) water (ID = 1), (2) dissolved chemicals (ID
= 2), (3) particulate chemicals on suspended sediments ( ID = 3), and (4) particulate chemicals on
bed sediments (UD = 4) from junction-connected river/streams to a specified junction.

Subroutine DEPERO_1

This subroutine is to compute the deposition and erosion rates either at a river/stream node
(when NP is not zero and J is zero) or at a junction (when NP equals zero and J is not equal to zero).
Both cohesive and non-cohesive cases are taken into account. The following equations are used to
achieve the computation at a river/stream node.

(1) For cohesive sediments:

"[b]
D = V5 n Sn (1I.1)

R. = En -- _ 1 (11.2)

where V, is the settling velocity of the n-th size fraction sediment [LI.]; r bis the bottom shear stress
or the bottom friction stress [MIIJT 2]; -tcD is the critical shear stress for the deposition of the n-th
size fraction sediment [MIIUT]; rp is the critical shear stress for the erosion of the n-th size fraction
sediment [M/UIT 2]; E. is the erodibility of the n-th size fraction sediment [M/L2]. In the computer
code, Vsn, -t•,, tc, and E. are input parameters, while trb is computed in the flow module.

(2) For non-cohesive sediments:

= GsAn - Gs (11.3)
AL
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sn = ()sAn

AL

where G,. is the actual load rate of the n-th size fraction sediment per unit width at a upstream
location [MIL/T]; G. is the maximum load rate (capacity) of the n-th size fraction sediment per unit
width at a downstream location [M!L/T]; AL is the distance between the upstream and the
downstream locations. In the computer code, AL can be determined based on the coordinates, while
GAn and Gsn are computed based on the following equations.

GsAn = Sn*u*r (11.5)

Gsn = 10 P2urSC(b-'.) (H1.6)
g dn (Psn - p)2

where p is the fluid density [MILV]; psn is the density of the n-th size fraction sediment [M/L 3]; u is
river/stream flow velocity [IUT]; r is hydraulic radius [L]; S the friction slope, dn is the median
diameter of the n-th size fraction sediment particle [L]; g is gravity [LIT 2]; -rcm is the critical bottom
shear stress of the n-th size fraction sediment at which sediment movement begins [M/iT]. Among
these parameters, p, p., dý, and -r. are input by users, while u, r, and S are estimated in the flow
module.

To estimate the deposition and erosion rates at a junction, the following weighted-average
equations are employed.

NJRTH(J)
E ui Pi Dni

Dn(J) = i=(H
Eui Pi

NJRTH(J)
E ui Pi Rni

Rn(J) = i=1
NJRTH(J) (11.8)

E uiPi

where D.(J) and R0(j) are the deposition and erosion rate at the J-th junction; ui, Pi, Dni, R12 " are the
velocity, wetted perimeter, deposition rate, and erosion rate at the river/stream node that serves as
the i-th junction-connected node to the J-th junction; NJRTH(J) is number of river/stream reaches
that are connected to the J-th junction.

Subroutine DEPERO_2

This subroutine is to compute the deposition and erosion rates at an overland node. The
equations described in Subroutine DEPERO_1 are also used here.
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Subroutine DGELG

This subroutine is to solve matrix equations by a direction solver incorporated with full-
pivoting.

Subroutine DISPC_I

This subroutine is to compute dispersion coefficients for 1-D transport simulations. The
coefficient is evaluated at every quadrature node of elements.

Subroutine DISPC_2

This subroutine is to compute dispersion coefficients for 2-D transport simulations. The
coefficient is evaluated at every quadrature node of elements.

Subroutine DISQ

This subroutine is to compute discharge, based on the computed results, for printing or
storing purposes.

Function DOTPRD

This function is to compute the inner product of two given vectors.

Subroutine ELENOD_2

This subroutine is to determine the number of element nodes for a specified element.

Subroutine ELTRK_1

This subroutine is to implement the 1-D "in-element" particle tracking for a particle with its
starting location specified. During the tracking process, many elements can be passed through. The
first-order growth/decay term is also taken into account in the tracking.

Subroutine ELTRK_2

This subroutine is to implement the 2-D "in-element" particle tracking in a specified element.
The first-order growth/decay term is also taken into account in the tracking.

Subroutine ELTRK2M

This subroutine is to implement the 2-D "in-element" particle tracking in a specified element.
It is used only when the method of characteristics is used to solve the 2-D flow equation.
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Subroutine EQGENT_1

This subroutine is to generate matrix equations for 1-D transport simulations. When IDC =
0, it is for the transport of the IDS-th suspended sediment. When IDS = 0, it is for the transport of
the IDC-th dissolved chemical. When neither IDC nor IDs equals zero, it is for the IDC-th
particulate chemical on the IDS-th suspended sediment.

Subroutine EQGENT_2

This subroutine is to generate matrix equations for 2-D transport simulations. When IDC =
0, it is for the transport of the IDS-th suspended sediment. When IDS = 0, it is for the transport of
the IDC-th dissolved chemical. When neither IDC nor IDs equals zero, it is for the IDC-th
particulate chemical on the IDS-th suspended sediment.

Subroutine FACEO2C

This subroutine is to determine those overland boundary sides which are either river/stream-
related or junction-related.

Subroutine FASEMGW1

This subroutine is to assemble matrix equations for computing the river/stream node-
associated 1-D vertical subsurface flow.

Subroutine FASEMGW2

This subroutine is to assemble matrix equations for computing the overland node-associated
1-D vertical subsurface flow.

Function FCOS_2

This is to determine the direction of the outer product of two vectors.

Subroutine FILES_1

This subroutine is to read in information in order to perform l-D river/stream simulations.
The information includes (1) geometry data, (2) flow simulation data, and (3) transport simulation
data.

Subroutine FILES_2

This subroutine is to read in information in order to perform 2-D river/stream simulations.
The information includes (1) geometry data, (2) flow simulation data, and (3) transport simulation
data.
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Subroutine FIXCKF_2

This subroutine is to handle the case in the particle tracking of 2-D water flow when a
particle encounters the boundary. If this boundary is a specified (flow-through) boundary, the current
particle tracking stops here and interpolated is employed to compute the Lagrangian value. If this
boundary is unspecified (closed), on the other hand, the flow direction is parallel to the boundary and
particle tracking along the boundary proceeds until either the available tracking time is completely
consumed or a specified boundary is reached. The first-order growth/decay term is also taken into
account in the tracking.

Subroutine FIXCKF2M

This subroutine is to handle the case in the particle tracking of 2-D water flow when a
particle encounters the boundary. If this boundary is a specified (flow-through) boundary, the current
particle tracking stops here and interpolated is employed to compute the Lagrangian value. If this
boundary is unspecified (closed), on the other hand, the flow direction is parallel to the boundary and
particle tracking along the boundary proceeds until either the available tracking time is completely
consumed or a specified boundary is reached. It is used only when the method of characteristics is
employed to solve the 2-D flow equation.

Subroutine FIXCKT_2

This subroutine is to handle the case in the particle tracking of 2-D chemical transport when
a particle encounters the boundary. If this boundary is a specified (flow-through) boundary, the
current particle tracking stops here and interpolated is employed to compute the Lagrangian value.
If this boundary is unspecified (closed), on the other hand, the flow direction is parallel to the
boundary and particle tracking along the boundary proceeds until either the available tracking time
is completely consumed or a specified boundary is reached.

Function FKAPA_2

This function is to compute the bottom friction coefficient, Y,, as defined as follows.

gnIV(h + Z.) 12 [1 + (VZ°)212/3

h 213

Subroutine FKKI_1

This subroutine is to compute the flow velocity at global nodes for either the kinematic model
or the diffusion model of 1-D river/stream flow.

Subroutine FKKI_2

This subroutine is to compute the flow velocity at global nodes for either the kinematic model
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or the diffusion model of 2-D overland flow.

Subroutine FKK2_1

This subroutine is to compute the source/sink term at a global node due to non-uniform bed
slope or potential slope for the kinematic model or the diffusion model, respectively, of 1-D
river/stream flow.

Subroutine FKK2_2

This subroutine is to compute the source/sink term at a global node due to non-uniform bed
slope or potential slope for the kinematic model or the diffusion model, respectively, of 2-D overland
flow.

Subroutine FLOW_1

This subroutine serves as the control panel of computing 1-D river/stream flow by using the
Lagrangian approach to solve the diffusion model. The Picard method is used to deal with
nonlinearity. During each nonlinear iteration, the working velocity is first estimated based on the
working water depth with Eq. (2.3). This working velocity is then used to achieve backward particle
tracking in the Lagrangian approach to obtain the updated water depth. Convergence is determined
by checking the maximum relative error of water depth. Relaxation technique is applied to update
the working water depth for the next iteration if convergence has not been reached. When junctions
exist, water budget is employed to determine the water depth at junctions. The flow rates of water
coming from or going into the junction-connected reaches are calculated based on the working
velocity and cross-sectional areas at junction-reach interfacial nodes (e.g., Nodes 10, 13, and 32 in
Figure 4.4).

Subroutine FLOW_2

This subroutine serves as the control panel of computing 2-D overland flow by using the
Lagrangian approach to solve the diffusion model. The Picard method is used to deal with
nonlinearity. During each nonlinear iteration, the working velocity is first estimated based on the
working water depth with Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). This working velocity is then used to achieve
backward particle tracking in the Lagrangian approach to obtain the updated water depth.
Convergence is determined by checking the maximum relative error or water depth. Relaxation
technique is applied to update the working water depth for the next iteration if convergence has not
been reached.

Subroutine FLOW2MOC

This subroutine serves as the control panel of computing 2-D overland flow by using the
method of characteristics to solve the dynamic model. The Picard method is used to deal with
nonlinearity. During each nonlinear iteration, The characteristic equations (Eq. (3.100)) are solved
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first by the backward particle tracking along three characteristics. After H#, if, and *v are
determined, we compute H, u, and v by solving Eqs. (3.147) through (3.149). Convergence is
determined by checking the maximum relative error of H, u, and v. Relaxation technique is applied
to update the working water stage and velocity for the next iteration if convergence has not been
reached.

Subroutine FLUXO2C

This subroutine is to compute flow rate of water, dissolved chemicals, suspended sediments,
and particulate chemicals on suspended sediments from overland to both river/stream nodes and
river/stream junctions. When the outward normal velocity is positive at a river/stream- or junction-
related overland boundary node, there is water flowing from overland to the associated river/stream
node or junction. If the outward normal velocity is negative, two cases are taken into account: when
the associated river/stream/junction water stage is higher than the bottom elevation of this overland
boundary node, there is water flowing from river/stream/junction to overland: otherwise, there is
no water passing through the lD-2D interface.

Subroutine FTAUB_1

This subroutine is to calculate bottom shear stress at a river/stream node. The following
equation is used to achieve the computation.

T = p g n r [ + (VZo)2V31 V(h +Zo)11/2u (II.10)

Subroutine FTAUB_2

This subroutine is to calculate bottom shear stress at an overland node. The following
equations are used to achieve the computation.

-x = pgnh13[1 +(VZO)2]2/3 V(h+Zo)I1/2u (11.11)

Ty = pgnh 13[1 +(VZO)212/3 1V(h +Zo)1/2v (11.12)

Subroutine GAUPNT_2

This subroutine is to compute shape functions and their derivatives at quadrature nodes.

Subroutine GEOGRAD

This subroutine is to compute the derivatives of hydraulic radius and average river/stream
width with respect to distance and water depth in 1-D river/stream flow simulations.

Subroutine GEOM1DC

This subroutine is to determine the river/stream-associated overland elements that are not to
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be taken into account in 2-D overland simulations.

Subroutine GEOM_1

This subroutine is to read in 1-D river/stream geometry, including coordinates and element
indices.

Subroutine GEOM_2

This subroutine is to read in 2-D overland geometry, including coordinates and element
indices.

Subroutine GEOPREP

This subroutine is to prepare the profile of describing the derivatives of both hydraulic radius
and average river/stream width with respect to water depth, based on the prescribed profiles of
river/stream geometry.

Subroutine GRAD_1

This subroutine is to compute the spatial derivatives of water depth, stage, flow velocity,
average river/stream width, and Manning's n as desired in 1-D river/stream simulations. In addition,
the second spatial derivatives of water depth and stage are calculated as needed.

Subroutine GRAD_2

This subroutine is to compute the spatial derivatives of water depth, stage, flow velocity, and
Manning's n as desired in 2-D overland simulations. In addition, the second spatial derivatives of
water depth and stage are calculated as needed.

Subroutine GSTORE_1

This subroutine is to store pertinent quantities for post-processing of 1-D river/stream
simulations.

Subroutine GSTORE_2

This subroutine is to store pertinent quantities for post-processing of 2-D overland
simulations.

Subroutine GW1D_1
This subroutine is to control the flow of computing the 1-D vertical subsurface flow that is

associated with each river/stream node.
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Subroutine GW1D_2

This subroutine is to control the flow of computing the 1-D vertical subsurface flow that is
associated with each overland node.

Subroutine IBWCHK_2

This subroutine is to determine the two global nodes that serve as the two end node of an
element side. This element side is the side that the particle has encountered when it passes through
the element being considered.

Subroutine IDFBS

This subroutine is to relate flux-type boundary sides with global boundary sides. The
relationship is stored in two arrays: one for flow simulations and the other for transport simulations.

Subroutine ILUCG

This subroutine is to solve the linearized matrix equation that is sparse asymmetric with the
preconditioned conjugate gradient method using the incomplete Cholesky decomposition as a
preconditioner.

Subroutine INTRPF_2

This subroutine is to determine the Lagrangian water depth by interpolation after backward
particle tracking in solving flow governing equations

Subroutine INTRPF2M

Subroutine INTRPT_2

This subroutine is to determine the Lagrangian chemical and suspended sediment
concentrations by interpolation after backward particle tracking in the Lagrangian step of solving
transport governing equations

Subroutine JACOBI_1

This subroutine is to compute the Jacobian for the chemical system at the NP-th node (when
NP is not equal to zero and J equals zero) or the J-th junction (when NP equals zero and J is not
equal to zero). The Jacobian elements are defined as follows.

For the case at the NP-th node:
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(1) For dissolved chemicals:

aRESCi 8iA L Ný N, 1 i]

a~~wN lA 8il6tKXjA+R-I+Rl+R 2 +Ak,ý+E SnA4-!-E Mnpk!

[N~ Nr, Ný N, 1.3
btI k4AbnI(Clw) bl1llJ (C iw)bi~j _ 4Aan,(Ciw)a,,l IH (Cj W)a 1113

[ ij=1jo1 M=1 kjolj*

i 1 ,NCJ

aRESC. 8 1& ~

a~ +I bl8k:n e~,sie[19N~J, 1.4

aRESC. b
-L__ 6 8t &ý 4M P flE[l,N,], iE[1,Nc] 15

(2) For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

-aRESC k= - 8fl~tQi'flA ne[1,N,], iE[l,N,,], k=n*N,+ (1.6

a(Clw)N+l (-6

ORESC k 6 A +6 b B , 6 t sb + - + R, R

il 8 l8tD iItnu)mARIR (11.17)

aRESC_ k -8 8tBR

(3) For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

aRESC k =iI1N

ii k )+ tQmn ne[l,N,51 e[,c, k=(n+Ns)*Nc+i (1.9

aRESC k - AtD elNi[,cknN)ci

aR(Cnk n 6iMD8iAtRfl+8ilAtMn[ %4ib

aIc)N+1

ne[1,N5 ], iE[1,Nc], k=(n+Ns)*N, -si(1.)

For the case at the J-th -junction:
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(1) For dissolved chemicals:

N, Ný
_______ 8lVJ +1 AtXWV(J) VJ8_______+___ At + Jkf+E S,,(J)V(J)k4+E Mn(J)A(J)km -

At kýV(JJJ (C)V(J))b1 _ - k V(j)amj(Ciw(j))a.I 11I (Cjw(j))amjI
jmij=1,js m=1 J~jý

ie l,Nj]

aRESCi

________. = -8 At bb

a(C b(j))N+1 nIk~M(J)A(J) nE[l,N.,], ieGil,Nj (11.24)

(2) For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

aR(Ckwj)~ 6H 8Atlsvijfl(J) V(J) nE[1,N,], ie[1,Nc], k=n*Nc+i (11.25)

-aRESCk a 81 V(J) S,(J) + 8j, At A(J) D (J) + 8jAt S(J) I XSV(J) + k V(J)]

nI (11.26)

aR.ESC k 8= - 1At A(J) R (J) ne[l,N,], ie[l,Nc], k=n*Nc+i (11.27)

(3) For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

aRESCk 8A~M(J

a(C~w(j))N+l = 6i tQI ~n[1,N,], ie [l,Nc], k =(n +N,)*Nc i (11.28)

aRESC, = i - 1 At D (J) ne[l,Ns], ie[l,NI, k=(n+Ns)*Nc+i (111.29)

a R( C k b=)~ 81M n(J) + 811 A t R n(J) + 811 At M (J) I~ i (11 30

Subroutine JACOBI_2
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This subroutine is to compute the Jacobian for the chemical system at the NP-th node. The
Jacobian elements are defined as follows.

(1) For dissolved chemicals:

aEi)N 5  N,
8RE~i =8ih+ 8i 6t [Xwh+R-I+h~+ Shkýf+E M~k.ýI

a(cIW)N+l = n=1

N, N. NC (11.31)
8t ~hbI(Cw) ,-IH (jW)b m - k~anIC~wa-91 1 (CjW) ami

111ýI =1 ]~j,

i e [ I,Nj

aRES(i) =blQýn 8elN] & sbNc (11.32)

aRES(i) = 8 tkbibMn ne[1,N,], iEF[l,N,](1.3

(2)Fo prtiultechemicals on suspended sediments:
aRES(k) _-, 8ii6tk i!Sfh ne[1,NI, ie[1,Nc], k=n*N, +i(1.4

a(cjP1 
()134

aRES(k) = 8ilhSfl+8il8tDn+fl±8ltSfl[4X~h+k4h+R-I]

.) (11.35)

~~RES~k) - -8 8tR nE[1,N,], ie~lN], knN i(16

a(c.1)N1 i

(3) For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

a RcSw ) 6 i Atk Q M n ne[1,N ,], iEF[l,N cJ, k=(n+N ,)*N ,+i (11.37)

a RES(k) 8- -iAt Df nG[l,Ns], ie[1,Nc], k=(n+N,,)*Nc+i (11.38)
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bRES(k)_ 8 ilMn +8i AtRn +68 i AtMn [,Xb +kb ]

a(C )N+I (H.39)
ne[1,N,], iEF[1,N,], k=(n+N,)*N,+i

Subroutine JUNCTION

This subroutine is to update water depths (stages) at junctions based on the concept of water
budget.

Subroutine KXKY_2M

This subroutine is to determine characteristic directions at a 2-D global node for overland
flow simulations, based on the velocity, the spatial velocity derivatives, and the spatial stage
derivatives at the node. This subroutine is needed only when the method of characteristics is
employed to solve the 2-D flow equation.

Subroutine KXKYNP2M

This subroutine is to determine characteristic directions at all 2-D global nodes for overland
flow simulations. This subroutine is needed only when the method of characteristics is employed
to solve the 2-D flow equation.

Subroutine LINEAR

This subroutine is to determine a functional value through linear interpolation.

Subroutine LINMAT_1

This subroutine is to record material types along the 1-D vertical lines that are associated
with 1-D river/stream nodes.

Subroutine LINMAT_2

This subroutine is to record material types along the 1-D vertical lines that are associated
with 2-D overland nodes.

Subroutine LLTINV

This subroutine is to solve for a modified residual that is to be used in the preconditioned
conjugate gradient algorithm.

Subroutine LNDGEN_2
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This subroutine is to determine node-node and node-element connectivity in 2-D simulations,
based on the given element indices.

Subroutine LOCQI

This subroutine is to locate the target point and its velocity for a tracking path in a l-D
subelement of particle tracking.

Subroutine LOCQ.2

This subroutine is to locate the target point and its velocity for a tracking path in a 2-D
subelement of particle tracking. The available tracking time left after this tracking path is also
computed.

Subroutine LOCQ2M

This subroutine is to locate the target point and its velocity for a tracking path in a 2-D
subelement of particle tracking. The available tracking time left after this tracking path is also
computed. It is used only when the method of characteristics is employed to solve the 2-D flow
equation.

Subroutine MMLOC_2

This subroutine is to specify the starting location to start the 2-D "in-element" particle
tracking in an element. The available tracking time left after this tracking path is also computed.

Subroutine NODV_I

This subroutine is to calculate Manning's n at every 1-D global node.

Subroutine NODV_2

This subroutine is to calculate Manning's n at every 2-D global node.

Subroutine NUDZO_1

This subroutine is to compute the source term, which is coming from non-uniform bed slopes
(in the case of kinematic model) or potential slope (in the case of diffusive model), for all global
nodes in 1-D river/stream flow simulations.

Subroutine NUDZO_2

This subroutine is to compute the source term, which is coming from non-uniform bed slopes
(in the case of kinematic model) or potential slope (in the case of diffusive model), for all global
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nodes in 2-D overland flow simulations.

Subroutine OBCOEF2M

This subroutine is to determine the coefficient of a characteristic at an open boundary node.
The characteristic has been determined coming from the outside of the domain.

Subroutine ONLINE_2

This subroutine is to adjust the coordinates of a specified point if needed, such that this point
will be located on the line segment with two given nodes serving as its end nodes.

Subroutine PAGEN_1

This subroutine is to generate 1-D pointer arrays needed for numerical simulations.

Subroutine PAGEN_2

This subroutine is to generate 2-D pointer arrays needed for numerical simulations.

Subroutine PFFCT1

This subroutine is to determine the functional value by interpolation from a given profile.

Subroutine PFFCT2

This subroutine is to determine the functional values of an array by interpolation from a series
of given profiles.

Subroutine PISS

This subroutine is to solver the linearized matrix equation with a pointwise iteration solution
strategy.

Subroutine POLYP

This subroutine is to solve a modified residual that is to be used in the preconditioned
conjugate gradient algorithm.

Subroutine PPCG

This subroutine is to solve the linearized matrix equation with the preconditioned conjugate
gradient method by using a polynomial as a preconditioner.
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Subroutine PREPAR2M

This subroutine is to prepare for data needed to construct and solve the set of algebraic
equations in Subroutine ASOLV2M.

Subroutine PRINGW1

This subroutine is to write out simulation results of the 1-D vertical subsurface flow
simulations that are corresponding to river/stream nodes.

Subroutine PRINGW2

This subroutine is to write out simulation results of the 1-D vertical subsurface flow
simulations that are corresponding to overland nodes.

Subroutine PRINTT_1

This subroutine is to write out simulation results of 1-D river/stream simulations.

Subroutine PRINTT_2

This subroutine is to write out simulation results of 2-D overland simulations.

Subroutine Q2

This subroutine is to estimate the integration over a line element.

Subroutine Q2D

This subroutine is to estimate the integration over a line element.

Subroutine Q2FLUX

This subroutine is to perform boundary integration over a 2-D boundary side.

Subroutine Q2F1
This subroutine is to determine element coefficient matrices and load vector to compute the

gradients of bottom elevation, water stage, velocities, and Manning's n in 1-D river/stream flow
simulations.

Subroutine Q2F2

This subroutine is to determine element coefficient matrices and load vector to compute the
gradients of the derivatives of bottom elevation in 1-D river/stream flow simulations.
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Subroutine Q2F3

This subroutine is to determine element coefficient matrices and load vector to compute the
gradients of hydraulic radius and average river/stream width in 1-D river/stream flow simulations.

Subroutine Q2T

This subroutine is to determine the line element coefficient matrices and load vector to sole
1-D transport equation in the Eulerian step.

Subroutine Q3T

This subroutine is to determine the triangular element coefficient matrices and load vector
to sole 2-D transport equation in the Eulerian step.

Subroutine Q4T

This subroutine is to determine the quadrilateral element coefficient matrices and load vector
to sole 2-D transport equation in the Eulerian step.

Subroutine Q34FM

This subroutine is to determine the element coefficient matrices, including mass matrices and
the stiffness matrices taking into account eddy viscosity in soling 2-D dynamic wave model.

Subroutine Q34F1

This subroutine is to determine element coefficient matrices and load vector to compute the
gradients of bottom elevation, water stage, velocities, and Manning's n in 2-D overland flow
simulations.

Subroutine Q34F2

This subroutine is to determine element coefficient matrices and load vector to compute the
gradients of the derivatives of bottom elevation in 2-D overland flow simulations.

Subroutine RAINOD_1

This subroutine is to determine rainfall rate at 1-D global nodes.

Subroutine RAINOD_2

This subroutine is to determine rainfall rate at 2-D global nodes.
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Subroutine REPLAS_2

This subroutine is to write the values of the first four arguments into the last four arguments.

Subroutine RESIDU_1

This subroutine is compute the residual of the 1-D transport equations of (1) dissolved
chemicals (ID = 1), (2) particulate chemicals on suspended sediments (ID = 1), (3) particulate
chemicals on bed sediments (ID = 1), and (4) suspended sediments (ID = 2) at the NP-th node (when
NP is not equal to zero and J equals zero) or the J-th junction (when NP equals zero and J is not
equal to zero). The residuals are defined as follows.

For the case at the NP-th node:

(1) For dissolved chemicals:

RESCi = A[(Ciw)N+1 -(Ciw)N+l/2]- t(RHSCi)N÷I + 8t(RHSCi)N ie[1,N,] (11.40)

(2) For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

RESCk = A[(SnlCsn)N+1 I(SC)N+ 1I2] 8t (RHSCk)N~l + 6t (RHSCk)N

n•[,N],iE[1,Nr], k=n*Nc+i

(3) For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

RESCk = (MnCn)N+1 -(MnC) -At (RHSCk)N+I

(11.42)
nE[1,Ns], ie[1,Nc], k=(n+Ns)*Nc+i

(4) For suspended sediments:

RESSf = A(S.)N+l12 + bt (RHSSn)N+1 - 8t (RHSSn)N nE[ 1,Ns] (11.43)

where (RHSS,)N+I is evaluated with ID = 22 in subroutine RHSCOMP1, whereas (RP§) is
calculated with ID = 21.

For the case at the J-th junction:

(1) For dissolved chemicals:

RESCi = [(V(J)CiW(j))N÷I-(V(J)Ciw(j))N]- At(RHSCi)N+I iE[1,Nc] (11.44)

(2) For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

RESCk = [(V(J)S(J)C•())N±1 -(V(J)Sn(J) C(J))N]- At (RHSCk) N1+4
(11.45)

n[1,Nr], ie[p,Ndi , k=n*Nc+i
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(3) For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

RESCk = (Mn(J)CQ(j))N+1 _ (•n(J)C.(j))N - At (RHSCk)N+l
(11.46)

nE[1,Ns], iE[1,Nc], k=(n+Ns)*Nc+i

(4) For suspended sediments:

RESSn = (V(J)Sp(J))N +At (RHSS.)Nrl nE[1,Ns] (11.47)

Subroutine RESIDU_2

This subroutine is compute the residual of the 2-D transport equations of (1) dissolved
chemicals (ID = 1), (2) particulate chemicals on suspended sediments (ID = 1), (3) particulate
chemicals on bed sediments (ID = 1), and (4) suspended sediments ( ID = 2) at the NP-th node. The
residuals are defined as follows

For the case at the NP-th node:

(1) For dissolved chemicals:

RESCi = h[(Ciw)N+1 -(ciW)N+1/2] - at (RHSCi)N+1 + at (RHSCi)N ie [1,N,] (11.48)

(2) For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

RESCk = h[(SnC)N+1 (Sn C s)N+1/2]_ t (RHSCk)N÷l + Nt (RHSCk)N

(11.49)nE[1,N,], iE[1,Nc], k--n*Nc+i

(3) For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

RESCk = (M Cb)N+I _') .NI -At (RHSCk)N+I

(11.50)
ne[1,N,], iE[l,Nc], k=(n+Ns)*Nc+i

(4) For suspended sediments:

RESSfn = h(S.)N I+/2 + 8t (RSS.) N+l - t (RHSSn) N nE[1,Ns] (11.51)

where (RHSS.)N+l is evaluated with ID = 22 in subroutine RHSCOMP1, whereas (RHI-I) is
calculated with ID = 21.

Subroutine RHSCMP_1

This subroutine is to compute the right-hand side of the 1-D transport governing equations
of (1) dissolved chemicals (ID = 1), (2) particulate chemicals on suspended sediments (ID = 1), (3)
particulate chemicals on bed sediments (ID = 1), and (4) suspended sediments (ID = 21 or 22) at the
NP-th node (when NP is not equal to zero and J equals zero) or the J-th junction (when NP equals
zero and J is not equal to zero). The right-hand sides are defined as follows.
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For the case at the NP-th node:

(1) For dissolved chemicals:

RHSC. =

rN 5  N, N. N
I w bbb -T COW

I M1 ~+Aký p1 +EkmS.ACs+E kmM.PC'+Eks:All(Cjw)mJ +Mic -Mjcw+M5  ILn=1 n=1 M=1 =
(11.52)

N5  N5  Ný N

- XA+Akýa+E S.Ak:j+E M.Pk,ý+E k4A(wal i (C)j +R-I+R1 +R2] Cl"
=1n=1 m=1 j=1lfri

i e [ 1,NC]

(2) For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

RHSC = [M.s+Q!S.AC. +BR, C b -BD C.Mo
k nm n niD nCMDl Dl]

(11.53)
-[X.ýjA SbA+R-I+R1 R2]S.CnselN 5 ,iilNI k=n*N, +i

(3) For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

RHSC [DCs-R C b +QfM.Ciw]_[XýI +Qb]M.C b
k [D nin n ni(11.54)

ne[l,N,],ie[l,NcJ, k=(n+N.5 )*N,+i
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(4) For suspended sediments:
(a) when ID 2 21,

RHSS~ [Mn+PR PD - i n nIR-+R 1  n G [l,Ns] (11.55)

(b) when ID 22,

[M~ss s [ +PR -PD +M:] neG l,N1  (11.56)

For the case at the J-th -junction:

(1) For dissolved chemicals:

RHSC.

NJRTH(J) ab
E Q kC iwk +M icw(J\ -),XwV(J)Ciw(J\ +Mirw(J\ -M ic1w(J) +M icow(J) -VJka Pi :bS W~~

k=11k

1, ký ~ MJMTJ[bJ N, b (111.57)
k.: S.(J) V(J) CS~J) - C1iv~J) bb AJ~)Ci()-Q IW

N. r()[iN, (Ci W(J))bmi _lsýN" (Ci w(J))ami i e[1 ,N]
m=1 Pk =

(2) For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:

NJRTHOj) r sf
ksk i n cs nJC sbj n()()-

k=1 I sb (158

+Rn(J) AJT(J) Cni(J) - Dn(J) AJT(J) C (J) + M 0 () n E[1,Ns], i e[l,N,], k =n*+ i

(3) For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

RHSCk = [Dn(J)Cns(J) -Rn(J)Cni(J)) - Xn(J)Mn(J)C() 4b MQ~(J) Ci(J) - bb CiW(j)E bb (11.59)

(4) For suspended sediments:

N]RTHOj)
RHS~ ~ Qkk+ Mn(j) +M M'(J) + [R(J - Dn(J) ] AJT(J) n ef[1,N] (11.60)

k=1

Subroutine RHSCMjP_2

This subroutine is to compute the right-hand side of the 2-D transport governing equations
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of (1) dissolved chemicals (ID = 1), (2) particulate chemicals on suspended sediments (ID = 1), (3)
particulate chemicals on bed sediments (ID = 1), and (4) suspended sediments (ID = 21 or 22) at the
NP-th node. The right-hand sides are defined as follows.

(1) For dissolved chemicals:
[Ns Ns Nx N,

RHSC+ Mhk ab sb sh bb bw b l" Mw
n=1 n=1 m=1 j=l

N, N NrX N(.61)

-i [h+hkf + S+ E k[h (Ciw)aM-I H (c]W)ami+R-I Ciw

n=l n=1 m=1 j=ljvi

(2) For particulate chemicals on suspended sediments:
b_ CS~hC +RC -DECC

RHSCk = +Mc. hSnCi+RC -Dn +1 h+R-ISCni (11.62)

nG[1,Ns], iE[1,Nc], k=nNc+i

(3) For particulate chemicals on bed sediments:

Cb+ bfMCw [b bb b
RHSCk = [D.Cs-RnCb k•- inCi +k••]MnC ni

(11.63)
ne[1,N,],iE[1,Nc], k =(n +Ns)*Nc +i

(4) For suspended sediments:

(a) when ID = 21,

RHSSn = [MS+Rn-Dn]-[R-I]Sn n[l,Ns] (11.64)

(b) when ID = 22,

RHSSn = [MnR +R. -D ] ne [1,Ns] (11.65)

Subroutine RINCS

This subroutine is to read in chemistry and sediment information.

Subroutine RINFI

This subroutine is to read in information for l-D river/stream flow simulations.

Subroutine RINF_2

This subroutine is to read in information for 2-D overland flow simulations.

Subroutine RINIT11

This subroutine is to read in the initial condition for the 1-D vertical subsurface flow
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simulations that are corresponding to river/stream nodes.

Subroutine RINIT12

This subroutine is to read in the initial condition for the 1-D vertical subsurface flow
simulations that are corresponding to overland nodes.

Subroutine RINITI

This subroutine is to read in the initial condition for 1-D river/stream flow and/or transport
simulations.

Subroutine RINIT_2

This subroutine is to read in the initial condition for 2-D overland flow and/or transport
simulations.

Subroutine RINPUTll

This subroutine is to read in information for the 1-D vertical subsurface flow simulations that
are corresponding to river/stream nodes.

Subroutine RINPUT12

This subroutine is to read in information for the 1-D vertical subsurface flow simulations that
are corresponding to overland nodes.

Subroutine RINT_1

This subroutine is to read in information for 1-D river/stream transport.

Subroutine RINT_2

This subroutine is to read in information for 2-D overland transport.

Subroutine SOLBS

This subroutine is to solve the transport governing equation of bed sediments at the NP-th
river/stream or overland node.

Subroutine SOLBSJT

This subroutine is to solve the transport governing equation of bed sediments at the UJT-th
junction..
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Subroutine SOLCl

This subroutine is to solve for the concentrations of dissolved chemicals, particulate
chemicals on suspended sediments, and particulate sediments on bed sediments at 1-D global nodes
(ID = 1) or at junctions (ID = 2). For the case at global nodes, this subroutine serves as the corrector
step in our predictor-corrector approach to solve transport equations of chemicals. For the case at
junctions, the governing equations accounting for chemical interactions are solved in this subroutine.
The Newton-Raphson method is employed to solve the nonlinear system of chemical reactions. The
full-pivoting technique is incorporated into a direct solver to handle linearized matrix equations.

Subroutine SOL_C2

This subroutine is to solve for the concentrations of dissolved chemicals, particulate
chemicals on suspended sediments, and particulate sediments on bed sediments at 2-D global nodes.
This subroutine serves as the corrector step in our predictor-corrector approach to solve transport
equations of chemicals. The Newton-Raphson method is employed to solve the nonlinear system
of chemical reactions. The full-pivoting technique is incorporated into a direct solver to handle
linearized matrix equations.

Subroutine SOL_SS1

This subroutine is to solve the transport governing equation of suspended sediments at the
NP-th river/stream node, where the time-implicit scheme is employed.

Subroutine SOL_SS2

This subroutine is to solve the transport governing equation of suspended sediments at the
NP-th overland node, where the time-implicit scheme is employed.

Subroutine SOLSSJT

This subroutine is to solve the transport governing equation of suspended sediments at the
IJT-th junction, where the time-implicit scheme is employed.

Subroutine SPROP_1

This subroutine is to compute hydraulic conductivity and water capacity in the river/stream
node-associated l-D vertical subsurface simulations.

Subroutine SPROP_2

This subroutine is to compute hydraulic conductivity and water capacity in the overland
node-associated 1-D vertical subsurface simulations.
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Subroutine STAR2M

This subroutine is to determine the Lagrangian values (i.e., Hl*, u1*, v1, H2*, u2., v2 , H3* u3*,

v3* appeared in Section 3.2.1) associated with each characteristic.

Subroutine STORE_1

This subroutine is to store the computer results of 1-D river/stream, in relation to the post-
processor of Watershed Modeling System (WMS).

Subroutine STORE_2

This subroutine is to store the computer results of 2-D overland, in relation to the post-
processor of Watershed Modeling System (WMS).

Subroutine STORE_ID

This subroutine is to store the computer results of 1-D river/stream in a binary file for further
plotting purposes.

Subroutine STORE_2D

This subroutine is to store the computer results of 2-D overland in a binary file for further
plotting purposes.

Subroutine STRIP

This subroutine is to read in a character variable.

Subroutine SURE_2

This subroutine is to analytically determine the target location of a 2-D tracking path when
the single-velocity approach is applied.

Subroutine SURE2M

This subroutine is to analytically determine the target location of a 2-D tracking path when
the single-velocity approach is applied. It is used only when the method of characteristics is
employed to solve the 2-D flow equation.

Subroutine SURF_2

This subroutine is to generate boundary arrays for implementing boundary conditions in 2-D
simulations.
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Subroutine TRAK_VI

This subroutine is to determine the tracking velocity for implementation of the Lagrangian
step of 1-D river/stream flow computation

Subroutine TRAK_1

This subroutine is to determine the target location of a tracking path in a 1-D subelement.

Subroutine TRAK_21

This subroutine is to determine (1) whether or not a particle will pass through the working
subelement being considered and (2) the location of the target location if the particle will pass
through the working subelement. This subroutine is employed when the starting location is where
an subelement node is located.

Subroutine TRAK_22

This subroutine is to determine (1) whether or not a particle will pass through the working
subelement being considered and (2) the location of the target location if the particle will pass
through the working subelement. This subroutine is employed when the starting location is not
where an subelement node is located.

Subroutine TRAK21M

This subroutine is to determine (1) whether or not a particle will pass through the working
subelement being considered and (2) the location of the target location if the particle will pass
through the working subelement. This subroutine is employed when the starting location is where
an subelement node is located. It is used only when the method of characteristics is employed to
solve the 2-D flow equation.

Subroutine TRAK22M

This subroutine is to determine (1) whether or not a particle will pass through the working
subelement being considered and (2) the location of the target location if the particle will pass
through the working subelement. This subroutine is employed when the starting location is not
where an subelement node is located. It is used only when the method of characteristics is employed
to solve the 2-D flow equation.

Subroutine TRANSP_1

This subroutine serves as the control panel to compute both contaminant and sediment
transport of 1-D river/stream. The predictor-corrector numerical approach is employed to solve the
transport equations of mobile materials, such as dissolved chemicals, suspended sediments, and
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particulate chemicals on suspended sediments. During each time step, The predictor step is first
implemented to obtain the intermediate values for mobile materials. Sediment equations are then
solved by using the Picard to handle their nonlinearity. The concentrations of contaminants are the
last to solve for. The set of nonlinear algebraic equations is solved with the Newton-Raphson
method node by node in the corrector step.

Subroutine TRANSP_2

This subroutine serves as the'control panel to compute both contaminant and sediment
transport of 2-D overland. The predictor-corrector numerical approach is employed to solve the
transport equations of mobile materials, such as dissolved chemicals, suspended sediments, and
particulate chemicals on suspended sediments. During each time step, The predictor step is first
implemented to obtain the intermediate values for mobile materials. Sediment equations are then
solved by using the Picard to handle their nonlinearity. The concentrations of contaminants are the
last to solve for. The set of nonlinear algebraic equations is solved with the Newton-Raphson
method node by node in the corrector step.

Subroutine TRILRN2M

This subroutine is to generate pointer arrays for the use in constructing the matrix equation
for adjusting 2-D flow velocity in the last part of the method of characteristic approach.

Subroutine TSCONV

This subroutine is to retrieve desired profiles from given x-y series curves.

Subroutine TSCONVV

This subroutine is to retrieve desired profiles from given x-y series curves.

Subroutine TSCONV2

This subroutine is to retrieve desired profiles from given x-y series curves.

Subroutine VALBDL_2

This subroutine is to compute the velocity at a specified 2-D node by interpolation.

Subroutine VALBDL2M

This subroutine is to compute the velocity at a specified 2-D node by interpolation. It is used
only when the method of characteristics is employed to solve the 2-D flow equation.

Subroutine VELTGW1
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This subroutine is to calculate the velocity at all nodes in the river/stream node-associated

l-D vertical subsurface simulations.

Subroutine VELTGW2

This subroutine is to calculate the velocity at all nodes in the overland node-associated 1-D
vertical subsurface simulations.

Subroutine VELT_1

This subroutine is to compute the kinematic or diffusion velocities at all river/stream nodes.

Subroutine VELT_2

This subroutine is to compute the kinematic or diffusion velocities at all overland nodes.

Subroutine WRKARY_2

This subroutine is to prepare working arrays for particle tracking in either a 2-D element or
a 2-D subelement.

Subroutine WRKARY2M

This subroutine is to prepare working arrays for particle tracking in either a 2-D element or
a 2-D subelement. It is employed only when the method of characteristics is employed to solve the
2-D flow equation.

Subroutine XSI_2

This subroutine is to determine the local coordinates of a specified node that is located in a
2-D element, given the original Cartesian coordinates of both the node and element nodes.
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APPENDIX C PARAMETERS FOR RUNNING THE COMPUTER CODE

The following is the content of the including file, wmparal2.inc, which is required to compile and
run the computer code of the model. One needs to modify wmparal2.inc in order to provide appropriate
values for the code parameters as defined as follows.
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR THE SPATIAL DOMAIN OF 2-D OVERLAND FLOW
C
C MAXNPK2 MAX. NO. OF NODES
C MAXELK2 MAX. NO. OF ELEMENTS
C MXBNPK2 MAX. NO. OF BOUNDARY NODAL POINTS
C MXBESK2 MAX. NO. OF BOUNDARY-ELEMENT SURFACES
C MXJBDK2 MAX. NO. OF NONZERO ELEMENTS IN ANY ROW FOR NODE-WISE
CONNECTIVITY
C MXKBDK2 MAX. NO. OF NONZERO ELEMENTS IN ANY ROW FOR ELEMENT-WISE
CONNECTIVITY
C

PARAMETER (MAXNPK2=275,MAXELK2=462,MXBNPK2=1000,MXBESK2=1000)
PARAMETER (MXJBDK2=20,MXKBDK2=20)

C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR THE TIME DOMAIN OF 2-D OVERLAND FLOW
C
C MXNTIK2 : MAX. NO. OF TIME STEPS
C MXDTCK2 : MAX. NO. OF CHANGES OF THE 2-D TIME STEP SIZE.
C

PARAMETER (MXNTIK2=50000,MXDTCK2=20)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF 2-D OVERLAND FLOW
C
C MXMATK2 MAX. NO. OF MATERIAL TYPES
C MXMPMK2 MAX. NO. OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES PER MATERIAL
C

PARAMETER (MXMATK2=10,MXMPMK2=6)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR RAINFALL OF 2-D OVERLAND FLOW
C
C MXRESK2 : MAX. NO. OF ELEMENTS WITH RAINFALL CONDITION
C MXRPRK2 : MAX. NO. OF RAINFALL PROFILES
C MXRDPK2 : MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE RAINFALL PROFILE
C

PARAMETER (MXRESK2=MAXELK2,MXRPRK2=5,MXRDPK2=200)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR SOURCE/SINK OF 2-D OVERLAND FLOW
C
C MXSPRK2 MAX. NO. OF SOURCE/SINK PROFILES
C MXSDPK2 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE SOURCE/SINK PROFILE
C

PARAMETER (MXSPRK2=5,MXSDPK2=200)
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C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF 2-D OVERLAND FLOW
C
C MXDNPK2 MAX. NO. OF DIRICHLET BOUNDARY NODAL POINTS
C MXDPRK2 MAX. NO. OF DIRICHLET BOUNDARY PROFILES
C MXDDPK2 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS IN A DIRICHLET PROFILES
C MXCESK2 MAX. NO. OF FLUX-TYPE BOUNDARY SIDES.
C MXFPRK2 MAX. NO. OF UPSTREAM BOUNDARY FLUX PROFILES
C MXFDPK2 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS IN A UPSTREAM BOUNDARY PROFILE
C MXCPRK2 MAX. NO. OF DEPTH- OR STAGE-DEPENDENT FLUX PROFILES
C MXCDPK2 : MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS IN A DEPTH- OR STAGE-DEPENDENT FLUX
PROFILE
C

PARAMETER (MXDNPK2=500,MXDPRK2=10,MXDDPK2=500)
PARAMETER (MXCESK2=500,MXFPRK2= 10,MXFDPK2=300)
PARAMETER (MXCPRK2=3,MXCDPK2=300)

C
C - CONTROL INTEGERS FOR CLOSED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF 2-D OVERLAND FLOW
C
C MXIBPK2 : MAX. NO. OF CLOSED BOUNDARY NODAL POINTS
C

PARAMETER (MXIBPK2=500)
C
C --- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR SUB-ELEMENT TRACKING OF 2-D OVERLAND FLOW
C
C MXNPWK2 MAX. NO. OF NODES FOR A SUB-ELEMENT TRACKING
C MXELWK2 MAX. NO. OF SUB-ELEMENTS FOR A SUB-ELEMENT TRACKING
C

PARAMETER (MXNPWK2= 121,MXELWK2= 100)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR THE SPATIAL DOMAIN OF 1-D SUBSURFACE FLOW
C CORRESPONDING TO 2-D OVERLAND NODES
C
C MXELGK2 MAX. NO. OF SUBSURFACE ELEMENTS IN EACH VERTICAL COLUMN
C MXNPGK2 MAX. NO. OF NODAL POINTS IN EACH VERTICAL COLUMN
C

PARAMETER (MXELGK2=40,MXNPGK2=MXELGK2+I1)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR MATERIAL AND SOIL PROPERTIES OF SUBSURFACE FLOW
C CORRESPONDING TO 2-D OVERLAND NODES
C
C MXMTGK2 : MAX. NO. OF SOIL MATERIAL TYPES
C MXSPGK2 MAX. NO. OF SOIL PARAMETERS TO DESCRIBE WATER RETENTION CURVES
C MXMPGK2 MAX. NO. OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES PER MATERIAL
C MXNO1K2 MAX. NO. OF ELEMENTS WITH MATERIAL TYPE OTHER THAN 1
C

PARAMETER (MXMTGK2=1 0,MXSPGK2=25,MXMPGK2=6,MXNO1K2=100)
C
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C CONTROL INTEGERS FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF SUBSURFACE FLOW
CORRESPONDING
C TO 2-D OVERLAND NODES
C
C MXPRFK2 :MAX. NO. OF BOUNDARY PROFILES
C MXBDPK2 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE PROFILE
C

PARAMETER (MXPRFK2=2,MXBDPK2=4)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR HYDROGRAPH OF 2-D OVERLAND FLOW
C
C MXPNTK2 MAX. NO. OF NODAL POINTS FOR THE LINE CROSS SECTION
C MXLINK2 MAX. NO. OF LINE CROSS SECTION CAN BE SELECTED
C MXITPK2 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE HYDROGRAPH
C

PARAMETER (MXPNTK2=50,MXLINK2=10,MXITPK2=100)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR 2-D OVERLAND TRANSPORT
C
C MIXMMMK2 : MAX. NO. OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES PER MATERIAL FOR TRANSPORT
C MXSRPRK2: MAX. NO. OF SOURCE/SINK PROFILES
C MXSRDPK2: MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS USED TO DESCRIBE A SOURCE/SINK PROFILE
C MXCESTK2: MAX. NO. OF FLUX-TYPE BOUNDARY SIDES OF TRANSPORT
C MXCPRTK2: MAX. NO. OF FLUX-TYPE BOUNDARY CONDITION PROFILES OF TRANSPORT
C MXCDPTK2: MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS USED TO DESCRIBE A FLUX-TYPE BOUNDARY
C CONDITION PROFILE OF TRANSPORT
C MXDNPTK2: MAX. NO. OF DIRICHLET BOUNDARY NODES OF TRANSPORT
C MXDPRTK2: MAX. NO. OF DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITION PROFILES OF TRANSPORT
C MXDDPTK2: MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS USED TO DESCRIBE A DIRICHLET BOUNDARY
C CONDITION PROFILE OF TRANSPORT
C MXRCPRK2: MAX. NO. OF CHEMICAL CONCENTRATION PROFILES IN RAINFALL
C MXRCDPK2 : MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS USED TO DESCRIBE A CHEMICAL
CONCENTRATION
C PROFILES IN RAINFALL
C

PARAMETER (MXMMMK2=3)
PARAMETER (MXSRPRK2=20,MXSRDPK2=20)
PARAMETER (MXRCPRK2=20,MXRCDPK2=20)
PARAMETER (MXDNPTK2=200,MXDPRTK2=200,MXDDPTK2- 100)
PARAMETER (MXCESTK2=200,MXCPRTK2=200,MXCDPTK2= 100)

C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR THE SPATIAL DOMAIN OF 1-D RIVER/STREAM FLOW
C
C MAXNPK1 MAX. NO. OF NODES
C MAXELK1 MAX. NO. OF ELEMENTS
C

PARAMETER (MAXNPK1=500,MAXELK1=500)
C
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C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR THE TIME DOMAIN OF 1-D RIVER/STREAM FLOW
C
C MXNTIKl : MAX. NO. OF TIME STEPS
C MXDTCK1 : MAX. NO. OF CHANGES OF THE 1-D TIME STEP SIZE
C

PARAMETER (MXNTIKI=5000,MXDTCKI=20)
C
C ---- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF 1-D RIVER/STREAM FLOW
C
C MXMATK MAX. NO. OF MATERIAL TYPES
C MXMPMK MAX. NO. OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES PER MATERIAL
C

PARAMETER (MXMATKI=10,MXMPMK1=6)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR RAINFALL OF 1-D RIVER/STREAM FLOW
C
C MXRESK1 MAX. NO. OF ELEMENTS WITH RAINFALL CONDITION
C MXRPRK1 MAX. NO. OF RAINFALL PROFILES
C MXRDPK1 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE RAINFALL PROFILE
C

PARAMETER (MXRESKI=MAXELK 1,MXRPRKI=5,MXRDPK1=200)
C
C ---- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR SOURCE/SINK OF 1-D RIVER/STREAM FLOW
C
C MXSPRK1 MAX. NO. OF SOURCE/SINK PROFILES
C MXSDPK1 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE SOURCE/SINK PROFILE
C MXSJPRK1: MAX. NO. OF SOURCE/SINK PROFILES AT JUNCTIONS
C MXSJDPK1: MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE SOURCE/SINK PROFILE AT JUNCTIONS
C

PARAMETER (MXSPRKI=5,MXSDPKI=200)
PARAMETER (MXSJPRK1=5,MXSJDPK1=200)

C
C - CONTROL INTEGERS FOR OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF 1-D RIVER/STREAM FLOW
C
C MXDNPK1 MAX. NO. OF OPEN BOUNDARY NODAL POINTS
C MXDPRK1 MAX. NO. OF OPEN BOUNDARY PROFILES
C MXDDPK1 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE PROFILES
C

PARAMETER (MXDNPKI=500,MXDPRKI=50,MXDDPK1=300)
PARAMETER (MXCPRKI=10,MXCDPKI=300)

C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR 1-D RIVERISTREAM REACH NUMBER
C
C MXRHK1 : MAX. NO. OF RIVER/STREAM REACH NUMBER
C MXRHNPK1: MAX. NO. OF NODES INCLUDED IN A RIVER/STREAM REACH
C

PARAMETER (MXRHKI=10,MXRHNPKI=100)
C
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C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR CROSS-SECTIONAL GEOMETRY FOR 1-D RIVER/STREAM
FLOW
C
C MXCNPK1 : MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS FOR CROSS-SECTIONAL GEOMETRY PROFILES
C

PARAMETER (MXCNPK1=200)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR RIVER/STREAM JUNCTIONS
C
C MXJTK1 MAX. NO. OF RIVER/STREAM JUNCTIONS
C MXJTRK1 MAX. NO. OF RIVER/STREAM REACHES CONNECTED TO A JUNCTION
C MXJTPK1 MAX. NO. OF RIVER/STREAM JUNCTION PROFILES
C MXJTDK1 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE PROFILES
C MXNJTSK1 : MAX. NO. OF JUNCTION-RELATED OVERLAND BOUNDARY SIDES
C TO A JUNCTION.
C

PARAMETER (MXJTK1=500,MXJTRK1=50,MXJTPK1 =50,MXJTDKI=100)
PARAMETER (MXNJTSK1=50)

C
C ---- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR SUB-ELEMENT TRACKING FOR 1-D RIVER/STREAM FLOW
C
C MXNPWK1 : MAX. NO. OF NODES FOR A SUB-ELEMENT TRACKING
C

PARAMETER (MXNPWK1=1 1)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR THE SPATIAL DOMAIN OF 1-D SUBSURFACE FLOW
C CORRESPONDING TO 1-D RIVER/STREAM NODES
C
C MXELGK1 MAX. NO. OF SUBSURFACE ELEMENTS IN EACH VERTICAL COLUMN
C MXNPGK1 MAX. NO. OF NODAL POINTS IN EACH VERTICAL COLUMN
C

PARAMETER (MXELGK1=40,MXNPGKl=MXELGK1 +1)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR MATERIAL AND SOIL PROPERTIES OF SUBSURFACE FLOW
C CORRESPONDING TO 1-D RIVER/STREAM NODES
C
C MXMTGK1 : MAX. NO. OF SOIL MATERIAL TYPES
C MXSPGK1 MAX. NO. OF SOIL PARAMETERS TO DESCRIBE WATER RETENTION CURVE
C MXMPGK1 MAX. NO. OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES PER MATERIAL
C MXNO1Kl MAX. NO. OF ELEMENTS WITH MATERIAL TYPE OTHER THAN 1
C

PARAMETER (MXMTGK1=10,MXSPGK1=25,MXMPGK1=6,MXNO1Kl=100)
C
C CONTROL INTEGERS FOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF SUBSURFACE FLOW
CORRESPONDING
C TO 1-D RIVER/STREAM NODES
C
C MXPRFK1 : MAX. NO. OF BOUNDARY PROFILES
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C MXBDPK1 : MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE PROFILE
C

PARAMETER (MXPRFK1 =2,MXBDPKI=4)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR HYDROGRAPH OF 1-D RIVER/STREAM FLOW
C
C MXPNTK1 :MAX. NO. OF NODAL POINTS FOR THE LINE CROSS SECTION
C MXLINK1 MAX. NO. OF LINE CROSS SECTION CAN BE SELECTED
C MXITPK1 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS ON THE HYDROGRAPH
C

PARAMETER (MXPNTK1=50,MXLINK1=10,MXITPK1 =100)
C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR 1-D RIVER/STREAM TRANSPORT
C
C MXMMMK1 : MAX. NO. OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES PER MATERIAL FOR TRANSPORT
C MXSRPRK1 MAX. NO. OF SOURCE/SINK PROFILES
C MXSRDPK1 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS USED TO DESCRIBE A SOURCE/SINK PROFILE
C MXSJRTK1 :MAX. NO. OF SOURCE/SINK PROFILES OF TRANSPORT AT JUNCTIONS
C MXSJDTK1 MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS USED TO DESCRIBE A SOURCE/SINK PROFILE
C OF TRANSPORT AT JUNCTIONS.
C MXDNPTK1 :MAX. NO. OF DIRICHLET BOUNDARY NODES OF TRANSPORT
C MXBPPRK1 MAX. NO. OF BOUNDARY CONDITION PROFILES
C MXBPDPK1: MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS USED TO DESCRIBE A BOUNDARY CONDITION
PROFILE
C MXRCPRK1: MAX. NO. OF CHEMICAL CONCENTRATION PROFILES IN RAINFALL.
C MXRCDPK1 : MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS USED TO DESCRIBE A CHEMICAL
CONCENTRATION
C PROFILES IN RAINFALL
C

PARAMETER (MXMMMKI=2)
PARAMETER (MXSRPRK1=20,MXSRDPK1=20)
PARAMETER (MXSJRTKI=5,MXSJDTK1=200)
PARAMETER (MXBPPRK1=20,MXBPDPK1=20)
PARAMETER (MXAPPRK1=20,MXAPDPK1=20)
PARAMETER (MXRCPRK1 =20,MXRCDPK1 =20)
PARAMETER (MXDNPTKI=20)

C
C ----- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR CHEMICAL AND SEDIMENT TRANSPORT
C
C MXNRXK : MAX. NO. OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS
C MXNCHK : MAX. NO. OF DISSOLVED CHEMICALS
C MXNSIK MAX. NO. OF SEDIMENT SIZES
C MXTNCK MAX. NO. OF DISSOLVED AND PARTICULATE CHEMICALS
C MXTNSK MAX. NO. OF SUSPENDED AND BED SEDIMENT SIZES
C MXTSRK MAX. NO. OF DISSOLVED CHEMICALS, SUSPENDED SEDIMENTS, AND
PARTICULATE
C CHEMICALS ON THE SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
C MXAPPRK : MAX. NO. OF PARTIAL ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE PROFILES
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C MXAPDPK : MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS USED TO DESCRIBE A PARTIAL ATMOSPHERIC
C PRESSURE
C

PARAMETER (MXNRXK=10,MXNCHK=10,MXNSIK=5)
PARAMETER (MXTNCK=MXNCHK*(MXNSIK*2+1),MXTNSK=MXNSIK*2)
PARAMETER (MXTSRK=MXNCHK+MXNSIK+MXNCHK*MXNSIK)
PARAMETER (MXAPPRK=20,MXAPDPK=20)

C
C ---- CONTROL INTEGERS FOR DESCRIBING FUNCTIONAL CURVES
C
C MXXYSK MAX. NO. OF CURES/SERIES
C MXXYPK MAX. NO. OF DATA POINTS FOR THE CURVES
C

PARAMETER (MXXYSK=300,MXXYPK=500)
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